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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the more recent developments in the field of geograp� has 
been an interest in the marketing of agricultural and industrial prod­
ucts. A few geographers have made studies of a general nature in the 
realm of marketing and many business and economic experts have made 
careful inquiries into the costs of marketing various products . There 
have been few studies, however, of detailed investigations of the geo­
graphic aspects of the marketing of specific commodities . 
It is true that there are certain loosely defined geographic 
principles pertaining to the producing and consuming areas for most 
products, and that a general type of knowledge exists as to the patterns 
o£ distribution o£ most commodities. It is widely known, for example, 
that Florida supplies large quanti ties of trash vegetables to northern 
markets during the winter months and that there is a sequence of areas 
coming into vegetable production--largely for northern markets--begin­
ning in the spring. Just where these markets are, however, whether all 
vegetable s produced in Florida move to the same markets or if the market 
area for various vegetables differs, are not matters of current geo­
graphic knowledge. In addition, methods and conditions of marketing are 
seldom included in geographic studies .  
:Maey geographers have, in the past, concerned themselves with the 
producing areas of various agrioul tural commodities . Seldom, however, 
have they examined or explained the interrelationships between produc-
2 
tion, and the marketing and consumption of these oommodi ties. Examples 
of these interrelationships are as follows , 
1 .  Vegetable farmers must produce the type of vegetables desired 
by consumers; or, they must in some way influence the pre­
ferences of consumers toward the type of vegetables they 
intend to produce. As all types of vegetables cannot be 
produced in all areas at all times, the particular area of 
production at � one time may be determined by consumer 
preference . 
2. Vegetable crops requiring heavy investments in machinery for 
cultivation and harvesting are usually produced by farmers 
with large acreages, while farmers with smaller acreages 
are more limited in the types of vegetables they can pro­
duce. Therefore, if consumers prefer vegetables that 
require large �J��ohanical investments, they may effect the 
elimination of many small farms . 
3. The size of the vegetable farm, as well as the type of crops 
grown, influences the method by which products are mar­
keted; and various types of marketing facilities have 
different distribution areas . 
4. At tiJII9 s, a farmer may decide to produce or not to produce 
vegetables or other crops on the basis of the marketing 
facilities that are available to him. 
5 .  The marketing facilities available to the farmer may depend 
upon the importance of the area in the production of cer-
tain commodities, whioh in turn would depend upon condi­
tions ot ol imate , soil, and location. 
3 
Thus, in order to understand the geographic significance ot production, 
marketing or consumption, one must have a lmowledga ot the significance 
ot all three. 
The following study is  intended primarily to shed some light on 
the marketing ot trash truits and vegetables that are produced in 
Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. In order to make the results ot 
the study more understandable the producing areas and facilities tor 
marketing are given considerable attention. 
Delimiting the area to be included in the study was not a simple 
matter. After considerable s tudy ot climatic conditions and areas ot 
concentrated fruit and vegetable production in the Eastern united 
States, however, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina were selected tor 
the study area. 
Regions ot concentrated fruit and vegetable production exist in 
all three states, although Florida is by tar the leading producer 
( Figure 1 ) .  Georgia and South Carolina production otters �market 
contrasts With Florida, but contributes to a more informative picture 
ot the overall trui t and vegetable industry. North Carolina was not 
included in the stu� as it represents, tor the most part, a transition 
zone between the vegetable producing areas ot South Carolina and those 
ot southern Virginia and the Delmarva Peninsula. The beginning ot the 
trost-tree season, even in southeastern North Carolina, is seldom 
earlier than that ot the southern portion ot the Delmarva Peninsula, 
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with the result that even the earliest North Carolina vegetables oom­
pete with producing areas fUrther north and are at a transportation 
disadvantage in supplying northern markets ( Figure 2). Furthermore, 
the coastal portion of North Carolina engages heavily in the production 
of cotton and tobacco, both of which require a large labor force. An 
additional orop with a considerable labor requirement, such as vege­
tables, � too heavily burden the labor supply. 
North Carolina also represents a transition zone in the matter 
ot transportation, with the vegetable areas further south being defi­
nitely in the zone of long distance trucking, whereas the Delmarva 
Peninsula is a region ot medium and short distanoe trucking. 
Alabama, to the west of the study area, was eliminated primarily 
because of the pauci� of vegetable production in that state. As a 
result of the long distance between the areas of concentrated fruit and 
vegetable production in Georgia and those further west, Alabama takes 
on a transitional role similar to that ot North Carolina. 
The distribution ot fruit production also pl�ed an important 
part in the selection of the study area. Citrus and peaches are the 
two outstanding types of trui t crops produced in the southern United 
States, and Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina are the states in 
which concentrated production ooours. North Carolina again plays the 
part of a transition zone between South Carolina peaches and Virginia 
apples, and Alabama is insignificant in an;r type of oommeroial trui t 
production. 
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Reference materials used in the study were obtained tram many 
sources, including the United States Department of Agriculture, Market­
ing Research DiVision; the Federal and State Market News Services for 
Fruits and Vegetables; and state departments of agriculture, agricul­
tural experiment stations, and state marketing commissions in Florida, 
Georgia, and South Carolina. Questionnaires were sent to managers of 
all state and some private markets in the area under consideration, and 
to county agents in counties having large vegetable acreages. Personal 
interViews were held with state officials and market managers in eaoh 
of the three states. In addition, much valuable information was 
obtained from observation in the field. 
Several problems developed during the course of the study for 
which no satisfactory solutions could be found. One of the major prob­
lems ooourred in the use of statistical information. Statistics are 
published annually of the agricultural production of the state of 
Florida, but South Carolina and Georgia production statistics are 
available only from the most recent national census of agriculture, 
that taken in 1954. Florida and Georgia publish an annual itemized 
report of the volumes of all fruits and vegetables sold on the state­
awned markets, but South Carolina reports volumes for only a few items 
handled on several of its markets. Furthermore, statistics for the 
distribution of certain Georgia and South Carolina commodities to a 
number of united States and Canadian cities were available for 1958, 
but few production figures could be secured for that year. As a 
result, it is difficult to correlate statistics for the three states if 
the most current information is to be used. 
8 
Another problem was encountered in obtaining volume reports for 
the various markets in the three states. State officials and managers 
of state markets were highly cooperative in furnishing any information� 
statistical or otherwise. that was available to them or a matter of 
their general knowledge. Managers of private market facilities� haw­
aver, were reluctant to grant � sort of information that would have 
contributed to this study. As a result, information contained herein 
concerning market facilities and the volumes and values of the products 
handled, i s  limited almost entirely to state-owned markets . 
Problems of terminology arose as some words, such as "market, " 
may have more than one correct meaning. In some instances the word 
"market" may refer to a facility tor handling and transacting sales 
between growers and buyers. while in other instances it refers to the 
final consuming area. Furthermore. for a particular type of market 
facility two different terms may be used correctly. In such instances 
the same term is used throughout the study for the description of' the 
same type of facility. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FRUIT Am> VEGETABLE 
INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 
Most of the developments which made possible the growth of the 
fruit and vegetable industries in the United States occurred between 
1826 and 1926 . Prior to the beginning of the nineteenth century most 
agricultural developments in the united States were limited to areas 
east of the Appalachian Mountains. Farmers were largely self­
sufficient and produced crops needed only in the immediate locality. 
After 1800, however, settlement began to expand into areas west of the 
mountains and by 1820 western farmers were producing surplus quantities 
of the major grains to supply growing urban markets in the East. Attar 
the opening of the Erie Canal in 1826, shipments not only of grains, 
but of pork, beef, and wool poured into eastern markets in such 
increasingly large quantities and at such low prices that eastern pro­
ducers found it di.f.N.cul t to compete. The South, with its Negro slaves 
and expansion of cotton culture was little affected, but farmers in New 
England and some o.f the Middle Atlantic States found that they either 
had to abandon their .farms or change to crops of a perishable nature 
that could not yet be shipped in .from the West. Even the production o.f 
perishable commodities for urban consumption was not wholly satisfac­
tory and much of the land, especially in New England, was withdrawn 
.from agricultural use. City people produced chickens, cows, pigs, and 
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horses at or near their homes and cultivated fruit trees and vegetables 
in their gardens. Persona or wealth, and those whose oooupations 
demanded all their time obtained supplies of these oommodi ties through 
publio markets from small farme rs adjaoent to the tawns .l 
As manufacturing and urban populations continued to inorease , 
markets for looally produced fruits and vegetables grew also. By 1860 
there were 141 oities in the United States with populations of over 
8, 000, containing 16.1 per oent of the nation's population.2 With the 
employment of women and ohildren in manufacturing more people beoame 
dependent on rural souroes of supply and some oi ties  began to adopt 
ordinances against livestook on oity property. It was at this point 
that the oommeroial dairy industry got its start. A dependable supply 
of manure tor fertilizer was essential to the fruit and vegetable 
farmer, and dairying during the winter was largely integrated with 
truoking during the summer. 3 Summer months saw housewives b�ing large 
quantities of suoh items as oabbage, potatoes, apples, turnips ,  oarrota, 
and onions for oold season storage in home oellars, and fruits and 
berries were purobased and converted into jams and preserves . 
The Civil War brought about the development of oanning on a 
relatively large soale and oanned produots from distant produoing areas 
began to oompete With those of looal origin. The housewife no longer 
1Eaward A. Dud� and David A. Revzan, "The Pbysioal Distribution 
or Fresh Fruits and Vegetables," Journal of Business Studies in Busi-
!!!!!, Administration, Vol.  VII, Part II (1'936-37), 2. - -
2Ibid. 3Ibid. • P• 3. 
felt it necessar,y to store large quantities of fruits and vegetables 
tor the winter season. 
IJmDedia tely attar the Civil War, incomes had increased to the 
point that people began to demand out-of-season vegetables.  Market 
gardeners tried to till these demands by producing vegetables under 
11 
glass, but costs were so great that fresh winter vegetables remained a 
luxury which could be afforded only by the wealthy tew. 4 
By 1890, 36.1  per cent of the population lived in cities of 
2, 600 or more, and by 1889 over 4, 260, 000 people were employed in manu­
tacturing.6 Railroads had become numerous and products could be more 
easily brought from distant points in less time. The initiation of 
long distance transportation of fresh fruits and vegetables was still 
forthcoming, however. The market was ready to receive them, but the 
means of getting them to market in fresh condition was not yet avail-
able . 
In the latter 1870's and in the 1880 1s several developments 
occurred that forecast long distance shipments of fresh fruits and 
vegetables. In 1878 mechanical refrigeration was first applied to the 
storage of fruits and vegetables by a firm in Chicago . 6 Other early 
attempts at refrigeration were so successful that its spread was inev-
itable .  Then, during the 1880's plants were developed to produce ice 
artificially. By 1889 some 200 artificial ice plants had been estab-
6 
ill!•, P• 12. 
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lished in Florida and other southern states . 7 "The ice plant brought 
the whole South within reach of northern markets at once . 118 
Cheap, abundant land along the southern coastal plain, together 
with cheap Negro labor, made it possible for the South to produce vege­
tables at low cost. Commercial fertilizer (guano) was becoming avail-
able and the sandy coastal plain soils could be made productive. In 
addition, single family residences in larger cities were disappearing 
by 1890 and apartments were being constructed without space for winter 
storage. Furthermore, the widespread use of furnace heat made oellars 
too warm tor winter storage of fruits and vegetables. 
At first, long distance shipments of fresh fruits and vegetables 
did not compete with looal products. They were usually earlier and 
their unit prioes were much higher. As home-grown products came in 
season, those from distant areas disappeared.  Gradually, however, 
because of the much higher profits that oould be obtained from produce 
shipped long distances,  agents lost interest in local products. As a 
result, the marketing season of the local grower was steadily short­
ened. 9 More products began to be produced where there were definite 
natural advantages. More often than not the grower never saw the mar-
ket and the seller never saw the producer. In many instances this 
7Ibid. • p. 13. 
Swells A. Sherman, Merchandising Fruits and Vegetables, A New 
Billion Dollar Indus try (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Compaey, Inc.-;-
1928), P• 36. 
9Ibid. ,  P• 37. 
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situation led to unscrupulous practices whereby shippers would ship 
interior merchandise and bUfers quoted unfair market prices to the 
shippers. These abusive actions have been largely eliminated at pres­
ent. but some degree of distrust is still found among b�ers and 
sellers of produce . 
Due to southern competition looal growers around northern cities 
began producing a muoh smaller variety of crops, and growers in all 
parts of the country attempted to get their products on the market 
while quality was best and while other areas were not quite ready to 
market the same crop. l0 The local grower was often left with just a 
fn days during which he had any decided advantage even in his own mar-
ket. 
With increasing urbanization and increased employment in manu­
facturing during and after World War I, there was less demand for heav. 
high caloried "tatty" foods and more demand for lighter fruit and vege­
table products. This was brought about largely through mechanization 
and less vigorous demands on the energy of the individual worker. 
Inoreases in real wages were steady from 1890 to 1925 and the added 
purchasing power meant that more people oould enjoy the 1 uxury of out­
of-season fruits and vegetables . 11 During World War I. food vitamins 
were discovered and health propaganda advertised the presence of these 
substances in fresh fruits and vegetables. Schools, magazines,  medical 
lOibid. , p. 41 . 1�uddy and Revzan, �· �· • p. 23. 
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organizations, and federal publications all extolled fresh fruits and 
vegetables as health fooda. 12 At the same time the slim figure oame in 
style, replacing the plump appearance of earlier times . 
After World War I, fruit producers began a major advertising 
program, markets for handling fruits and vegetables were improved, new 
plant varieties were developed that could better stand long distance 
shipping, and the motor truck brought more flexibility to product dis­
tribution. Ci true fruits and vegetables enjoyed a marked rise in per 
capita consumption. From 1922 to 19 32 per capita consumption of vege­
tables, except potatoes, increased 20 per oent and from 1927 to 1932 
annual per capita consumption of citrus truita increased trom 10 to 32 
pounds .13 Use of potatoes and beef declined. 
In recent years, higher incomes, greater farm product speciali­
zation, better methods of transportation and refri geration, develop­
ments in rapid communication of market news and prices, greater urbani­
zation and industrialization, high pressure advertising programs, 
discovery of new plant varieties and the improvement of marketing 
facilities have all contributed to the continued growth of the fruit 
and vegetable industry. 
12Ibid.  13Ibid. , P• 25. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCE 
MARKETS IN THE UNITED STATES1 
As the fruit and vegetable industries evolved in the United 
States ,  needs arose �or proper �acilities �or marketing. The modern 
markets of today are the results of cumulative advances made in the 
trade of commodities, beginning with the earliest period of American 
history. Usually, authorities in Colonial America established retail 
markets in towns as a convenience tor local residents . 2 They were 
located close to the center or all lines or oommerce and became the 
nuclei tor other industries as the cities grew. Saturdays were pro-
claimed market days in New York in 1566 by the Dutch Governor 
Peter Stu;yvesant. The market grew in importance and in 1676 Governor 
Andres declared that a house capable of accomodating the market was 
being built. 3 On March 4, 1634 Governor John Winthrop o� the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony ordered a narket to be kept open every Thursday in 
Boston. A market place was designated in Charleston, South Carolina, 
lsidney R. Jumper, "A Geographical Analysis ot the Columbia, 
South Carolina, Wholesale Produce Market" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
The University of South Carolina, Columbia, 1953) . 
Much of the material for this chapter was taken from the above 
reference. 
2vernon A. Mund, Open Markets (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1948) , P• 111 . 
3Ibid. , p. 112. 
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by an aot of the Colonial Legislature in 1692. 4 Another aot passed in 
1710 provided for the appointment and erection of a market in Charles­
ton and enacted laws to regulate the operation of the market.5 The 
governor of Philadelphia ordered, on October 17, 1693, that a single 
retail market be established, and summoned twice weekly by the ringing 
of a bell. From early colonial times until it was allowed to disappear 
in 1787, a three-day fair was held during September and November in 
Philadelphia. 
By 1700 markets were becoming relatively widespread, with 10 in 
New England, 10 collectively in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, 
and one in the South. All of them followed more or less the same line 
ot development. The coming of railroads brought about great prosperit,y 
and territorial expansion and as the rails moved west after 1830, so 
did the establishment of markets. Large concentrations of grain and 
livestock were characteristic of early western markets, the most impor-
tant ones being at Chicago, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Louis, Milwaukee,  
and Kansas City. The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 made New York 
City the leading United States market center and set off a boom of com-
petition between rival eastern cities for the valuable western trade . 
Most towns 1il.a t developed these early markets enacted laws 
encouraging their growth. Laws against forestalling ( bl.\Y9rs inter-
4Thomas Cooper, The Statutes at Large of South Carolina (Vol. II. 
Columbias A. s. Johnston, 1837), P• 73. 
- --
5Ibid. , P• 351 . 
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oepting farmers on their way to the market and purchasing their sup­
plies ) were enacted, but seldom enforced, and in several oases were 
allowed to lapse . Hucksters selling produce trom door to door caused 
marketing authorities much dittioult,y at first, tor many townspeople 
preferred buying at their doors instead of having to go to the market 
place. The practice of some cities of laying oft stalls in a street 
section tor farmers to display their products is s till followed to some 
extent, while buildings were constructed tor that purpose in other 
cities .  Slow transportation and poor roads limited the operating time 
of the market to one or two days per week. Most ot the products were 
produced within tive or ten miles of the city and packaging, grading, 
refrigeration and sanitation were unknown. 
As markets grew in size and importance two fundamental changes 
developed. At first gradual, these changes became especially rapid 
following World War I. The first change was in types of products sold. 
Perhaps the greatest reason for this change is that the American diet 
has become better balanced; from one that was predominantly meat and 
cereals, one with mora vegetables and trui ts has evolved. Jlany items 
such as flour, corn meal, and meat have almost disappeared from 
farmers• markets because of this change in diet. Before the advent of 
modern methods of transportation and refrigeration fresh fruits and 
vegetables appeared on the market only during certain seasons. With 
the disappearance of selt-suttioing economies and the development ot 
areas of specialized pro duction railroads using refrigerated oars began 
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shipping out-of-season fruits and vegetables from southern producing 
areas to northern marksts throughout the year. 
'lhe seoond ohange has been in the development of new methods of 
selling. Farmers• marke ts in the United States were, at first, all 
retail, and farmers sold only what they produoed looally. As speciali­
zation and long distanoe shipments in oarlot quanti ties developed, how­
ever, the farmer found himself faoed with several praotioal difficul­
ties that prevented him from selling direotly to the oonsumer. It 
beoame more profitable for him to spend his time growing orops, while 
disposing ot them wholesale. Marketing specialists evolved, to pur-
abase and dis tr1 bute the produots ot the tarme r through wholesale 
marketing oenters. As settlement of the United States progressed trom 
east to west, as distances between produoers and markets grew, as 
manutaoturing and trade increased, and as urban populations expanded, 
wholesaling grew aooordingly. Retail markets still far outnumber 
wholesale markets, but the latter handle a greater volume ot business. 
• • • •  markets selling looal produoe only, unle ss they are wholesale as 
well as retail, have usually failed."6 
It is diftioult to ascertain whiob faotor or faotora have played 
the more vi tal part in the trend to sell larger portions of goods 
wholesale.  Population growth has been enormous in the United States in 
the past oentury, increasing from 23, 200, 000 in 1850 to 105, 700,000 in 
6nay Monroe and Lenore M. Stratton, Food Buying and� Markets 
( Boston: M. Barrows and Company, 1926) , p. 24. 
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1920 and approximately 179, 500, 000 by 1960. The rural-urban population 
ratio has been ohanging also, wit h rural populations deol ining in 
aotual numbers \\bile the urban percentage of the population bas 
advanced steadily. Real incomes have inc reased markedly resulting in 
families purc hasing more and a greater variety of food. 7 Railroads now 
extend to all portions of the country and trucks are becoming inoreas-
ingly important as a result of the thousands of miles of excellent 
motor highways that have been oonstruoted in recent years. Railroads 
are still primarily responsible for products being shipped long dis-
tanoes� but motor trucks are invading many aspects of transportation 
formerly not available to them. A study by Frank t. Barton, published 
in 1941, indio a ted that the average rail haul for all agrioul tural 
products was 513 miles, but fresh  fruits were hauled an average of 
1, 754 miles and fresh vegetables 2,063 miles . 8 
The truck is essential for local movements and is generally the 
dominant mode of transportation for distances up to 200 miles.  Compe­
tition between trucks and railroads is keen between intervals of 200 
and 800 miles, but rails generally have the advantage in longer ship­
ments . 9 Long distance trucking seems to be increasing in importance, 
however, and tends to give marketing greater flexibility. 
7Adlowe t. Larson, Agrioul tural Marketing (New Yorka Prentice­
Ball, Inc. ,  1951) ,  p. 10. 
8Frank: t. Barton, "Length of Haul and Farm Commodity Prices, " 
Journal �!!!:!!,Economics , XXIII (May, 1941 ) ,  P• 114. 
9paul Work and John Carew� Vegetable Production� Marketing 
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With all of these improvements and ohanges in the economy of the 
United States, there has been a substantial increase in business volume 
for both wholesale and retail markets.  That wholesale markets have 
inoreased in volume of produce handled more than retail markets is evi­
dence of the groater specialization in all aspects of our econo� and 
ot the increasing quantity of goods needed tor a balanced supply of 
comodities to all portions of the countr,y. 
Development � terminal markets . Terminal, or wholesale produce 
marmts, are usually designed to serve a city and its tributary or 
marmt area. Produots handled on the market are distributed to retail 
stores, jobbers, or other wholesale dealers. Some, because of a par­
ticularly strategic location have been further developed as wholesale 
truck-interchange markets. The truck-interchange markets serve very 
large areas, often extending several hundred miles from the market 
itself. Terminal markets are indispensable tor the task of concen­
trating, packaging, grading and the dispersion ot trui ts and vegetables. 
Most terminal markets are located in towns of trom 50, 000 to 200, 000 
population. Cities with fewer than 50, 000 inhabitants seldom seem able 
to support terminal markets. 
Te�inal fruit and vegetable markets in many cities are very 
old, the oldest ot presently existing wholesale .t"rui t and vegetable 
markets being the Faneuil Hall Market in Boston. Other old markets 
( second edition; New Yorks John Wiley & Sons, Ino . ,  1955 ) ,  P• 64. 
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are a The Marsh Market in Baltimore, established in 1773; the Nashville 
Wholesale Market, £ounded in 1790; the New Orleans Frenoh Market which 
began operations in 1791; the Wilkes-Barre Wholesale Market which 
originated in 1810J and the Norfolk Wholesale Market established in 
1811. 10 
Of the approximately 110 terminal markets presently doing buai-
ness as wholesale fruit and vetetable facilities in the united States 
today, only 27  were in operation in 1900 ( Table I ) .  Twenty markets 
currently operating were established between 1900 and 1920, but the 
moat rapid period of market formation was in the two decades from 1920 
1mtil 1940 when 49 marke ts were founded {Table 1) . 11 Nearly one-half 
ot the terminal markets are municipally controlled; about one-fourth 
are privately owned, one-fifth are cooperative ventures, and the 
remainder are naintained by growers stock or are state owned and regu-
lated. All types seem to have been auooesstul. The greatest concen-
tration of these markets is in southern New England, southern New York, 
and New Jersey. Otherwise ,  'terminal markets are fairly evenly distrib-
uted in the area east of the lOOth meridian ( Figure 3) . 
Developman t ot concentration markets . The most recent result of 
the e£tect ot specialization in market activitie s is the development ot 
lOJohn L. Wann et al. ,  Farmers• Produce Markets in the United 
States (Washington, D. C. a U. S. Department of Agriculture;-1948), 
pp. 84, 85, 104, 108, and 110. 
llJbid. , Table 4, p. 34. 
TABLE I 
YEARS -oF ORIGIN OF WHOLESALE TERMINAL MARKETS 
OPERATING IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1946• 
PERIOD 
Before 1800 
1800 - 1809 
1810 - 1819 
1820 - 1829 
1830 - 1839 
1840 - 1849 
1860 - 1869 
1860 - 1869 
1870 - 1879 
1880 - 1889 
1890 - 1899 
1900 - 1909 
1910 - 1919 
1920 - 1929 
1930 - 1939 
1940 - 1946 
Years of origin not known 
Total 
NUMBER OF MARKETS FOUNDED 
4 
3 
3 
1 
6 
3 
8 
11 
9 
21 
28 
8 
6 
110 
*Source: John L. Wann et a1. ,  Farmers '  Produce Markets 
in the Un1 ted States {Washington, D. c. a u. s .  Department of 
Agriculture, 1948), p. 34. 
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concentration or shipping point markets .  At these markets local prod-
uots are concentrated into carload or truckload quantities and dis-
patched to large terminal markets where the.y are sold to retailers and 
other distributors in one or several oities .12 In other instances the 
products are sold to large chain store operations or other b�ers who 
are able to dispose of large volumes of fruits and vegetables .  
Concentration markets have resulted from changes in fruit and 
vegetable production and from dissatisfaction of farmers in consignment 
selling. Before the development of concentration markets. growers in 
areas distant from consuming regions were forced to load their products 
on refrigerated freight oars and oonsign them to commission merchants 
at the terminal markets . Thi s  often left the grower at the complete 
mercy of unstable market prices.  At the concentration markets whole-
sale b�rs must usually make commitments on prices to the producer 
before the products oan be shipped. When these markets are located in 
relatively large cities they sometimes double as a point of local 
supply and thus become secondary terminal markets .  
Probably the first market development of this type was the one 
at Benton Harbor, Michigan, established in the 1890 1 s . 13 Unorganized 
12Fred E. · Clark and L. D. H. Weld. Marketing Agricultural �­
ucts in the United States (New York1 The Macmillan Co. , 1932) , p. 87. 
l:iaoger F. Burdette, et al. . ,  Farmers ' Produce Markets in the 
United States - Part .!!! - Shipping Point Markets, United States­
Department of Agriculture Marketing Research Report No. 17  (Washington: 
Government Printing Office., Uay, 1962) ,  p. 5. 
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oonoentration auotion marksts were in operation in Ohio in 1902 or 
1903, and in North Carolina in 1909. 14 By 1926, 23 conoentration mar-
kets were in operation and by 1960 there were 99 markets of this type 
in all parts of the United States (Figure 4) . 16 
In 1936,  the Florida State Department of Agriculture realized 
the need for organizing better marketing facilities for farmers and 
established its first concentration market at Sanford. Other markets 
were soon established where farmers could sell their products for cash. 
These markets immediately n • • •  began to solve some of the problems of 
growers to whom currency had become almost an abstraction. n16 B,y 1960 
there were 19 fruit and vegetable markets in Florida, most of them 
concentration markets (Figure 4) . 
The 1936 general assembly of the state of Georgia authorized the 
commissioner of agriculture to procure sites on which to conduct 
farmers ' markets and in 1936, n • • •  with the aid of publio spirited 
citizens • • •  , n  markets were established in Macon, Thomasville, and 
Valdosta.17 By 1960 there were 17 concentration markets in Georgia 
(Figure 4) . 
14E. w. Cake, Operation of Small-lot Country Fruit and Vegetable 
Auctions, United States Department of Agriculture, Farm Credit Adminis­
tration, Circular C-118 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1940),  
PP• 1 ff. 
16Burdette, �· oi t . ,  p .  6. 
16Federal writers ' Project, Florida, A Guide to the Southermost 
State ( in  .American Guide Series . New York: Oxford University Press,  
1939), p.  83. 
17aeorge c. Leckie, Georgia ( in American Guide Series .  Atlanta: 
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Except for two marke ts in Texas and one in Arkansas� all ooncen• 
tration markets are located east of the Mississippi River, and all 
except 21 of the 99 in operation in 1950, were located on the Atlantic 
and Gulf Coastal Plains. Fifty-seven of the markets are found in 
Florida, Georgia, South Carolina� and North Carolina., with most of the 
remainder on the DelDilrva Peninsula and in New Jersey, New York, Penn­
sylvania, Connecticut, and Rhode Island ( Figure 4) .18 
Development 2.! other market types .  Although not an integral 
part of this study, a brief sUIIIIl&ry of retail., roadside, and womena ' 
markets, as fUrther agencies for the distribution of fruits and vege­
tables, ia thought to be of sufficient value for inclusion at this 
point. 
Farmers • retail markets are more n\Uilerous than any market type 
handling fruits and vegetables in the United States,  with the probable 
exception of roadside markets.  Approximately 300 of  these markets are 
currently operating, most of them located north of Virginia and east of 
the Mississippi River. Pennsylvania alone is responsible for nearly 
one-third of all retail markets, while Michigan, New York, and Ohio 
together account for almost one-fourth. Facilities on these markets 
usually consist of sheds or enclosed buildings with stalls in which 
farmers display their products . 
Tupper and Love, 1954) , p. 61 . 
18Burdette, �· cit . ,  p. 10. 
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Of all the r etail markets now operating , only 90 were in exist­
ence in 1900, with the most rapid period of growth beginning about 
1910. From 1910 to 1930, 101 markets were established, and between 
1930 and 1940 an additional 53 retail markets were founded. 
Most of the farmers ' retail markets are fomd in oi ties of less 
than 50, 000 inhabitants, but sometimes several retail markets will be 
fomd in one large oity. Baltimore, Maryland, for example, ha s  a total 
of 10 municipal retail markets and one privately owned. The develop­
ment of the modern super-marke t with its attractive displays of fresh 
fruit and vegetable s throughout the year has rapidly enoroaohed upon 
retail marketing in reoent years and may bring an end to most presently 
existing facilitie s. The 105 year-old Farmers '  Market in Knoxville, 
Tennessee, for example, was demolished in 1960 to make room for parking 
lots and expansion of the central business district. 
Farm womens•  markets are usually located in small towns and 
farmers '  wives do most of the selling. The market usually consists of 
a small building with rows of tables inside, on which the farm women 
display their wares. Over 200 farm womens ' markets are currently oper­
ating in the United States, most of them in southern states, and over 
one-half having a date of origin sinoe 1930 ( Figure 5 ) . 
Roadside markets are probably the least pe rmanent, most diverse 
in oharaoter, and the most numerous of all market types considered in 
this s tudy. Many of them consist of little more than a bench or table 
placed at some spot along a highway on whioh the farmer can exhibit his 
goods . At times, permanent buildings are erected and filled with 
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numerous products available for sale. �uch of the b�ing at these 
markets is done incidentally in connection with pleasure motoring. But, 
except for this incidental bu;ying it would b e  an economic waste for 
fifty housewives to make special trips to a roadside market. where one 
truck could bring the products to the city. "19 At times, several 
farmers Will cooperate in setting up a roadside market so that most  of 
them can spend their time farming, while a minor! ty is actually engaged 
in selling. This market type seems to have expanded in numbers in 
recent years as highways have improved� automobiles have become more 
plentiful, and travel has increased. 
19Jlonroe and Stratton, op. cit . ,  P• 23. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF FLORIDA 
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
The importance ot Florida as a producer ot fresh trui ts and 
vegetables tor consumption dur.Lng the winter months is  perhaps best 
reflected on the vegetable co\Ulters ot stores in most ot the eastern 
United States. During winter months housewives purchase fresh fruits 
and vegetables valued at millions ot dollars. without realizing the 
oomplicated system ot production and marketing that enables them to 
have these produots on their table s. 
Florida ranks seoond only to California as a producer ot vega-
tables in the United States.  and first in the production ot citrus 
fruits except lemons. A larger percentage ot the Florida vegetable 
crop is sold fresh. but most ot the citrus production is processed. 
California, on the other hand• markets most ot its citrus in fresh 
form. During the period 1963-57. only 27 per oent ot the Florida 
citrus orop was sold trash. while in the same period California mar­
keted 71 per cent ot its citrus as trash truit. 1 In the 1958-69 season. 
80 per cent of all Florida oranges and 63 per oent ot the grapefruit 
produced were processed. 
lH. F. Willson, Marketing Flori da Citrus - Summary � 1967-58 
Season (Lakeland: United States Department of Agrioul ture Market News 
Service on Fruits and Vegetables, Ootober 16. 1958) ,  pp. 12-13. 
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Growth of the Florida vegetable industry has been most rapid 
since 1920, when the total value of vegetables sold was 313, 695, 225 
from 60, 250 acres. 2 By 1930, 138,947 acres were being planted in vege-
tables. in 1950, 267, 152 acres, and in 1958-59 vegetables valued at 
almost $160,000, 000 were sold from 406,950 acres. Acreage in nearly all 
types of vegetables expanded during this period with some of the more 
spectacular increases occurring in plantings of sweet corn, radishes, 
squash, snap beans, tomatoes , peppers, and watermelons . Increases in 
acreage of cantaloupes, lettuoe, romaine, and carrots have been rela-
tively small, while there was a decline in plantings of green peas . 
There are two primary reasons for Florida' s  importanoe in trui t 
and vegetable production. First in order of importance is  the almost 
total absence of frost in s outhern Florida, while the remainder of the 
peninsula sut'ters only ocoasional frosts of short duration ( Figures 2, 
6, and 7) . This enables muoh of the state to produce out-of-season, 
winter and early spring vegetables.  The second advantage is the rela-
tive praximit.y of Florida to the major eastern markets, especially when 
oompared with other areas that are capable of production during the 
winter and early spring. During years when cold waves of great inten-
sit.y penetrate into southernmost Florida, however, growers sutter heavy 
losses and fresh winter vegetable s tor northern markets are in short 
supply with correspondingly hi gh prices.  
2umted States Bureau of the Census , United States Census of 
Agricul turea 1954. Vol I, Part 16 (Washingtona Goverlll!Snt Printing 
Office, 1956):-p: 51 . 
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Florida' s major w inter vegetable production comes from counties 
adjacent to Lake Okeechobee and those along the east coast. south of 
the lake. Production began on a large scale in south Florida after 
research had proved the feasibilit,y of producing vegetables on the muok 
soils of that region and after muoh of the land had been drained. 
Prior to this time. vegetables had been confined to the central and 
northern portions of the state . 
Interest in the agricultural settlement o£ south Florida began 
after the close of the Seminole Indian War in 1842. Even prior to the 
admission o£ Florida as a state in 1845 various people had acquired the 
idea of draining the vast area of the Everglades and suggested that a 
dense population in that region would e:ahance the security of the 
United States and would enable this country to free itself .t'rom depend-
ence upon foreign areas tor certain tropical orops.  Efforts to  drain 
the Everglades were beset by failure until the decade after 1900. haw-
ever, when some progress was made. During this period and in succeeding 
years land oft.ices all over the ooUDtry were extolling the virtues of 
south Florida as an ideal place for agricultural settlement. By 1911 
there were some t.ift,y real-estate agencies in Chicago disposing of 
Everglades land.3 Promises of wonderfUl productivit,y with no applioa-
tion of fertilizers encouraged � persons to purchase small parcels 
of ten aores or less and the rank di shonesty of sales personnel often 
3Altred J. and Kathryn A. Hanna, � Okeeohobee s Wellspring of 
the Everglades {New Yorks The Bobbs-Merrill Co. , 1948), P• 140. 
led to scandal and legal actions on the part of purchasers to recover 
their investments. Drainage had not progressed at the promised rate 
and much of the land sold was still under water. 
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Development of the Okeechobee Region was greatly encouraged by 
completion of the Conners Highway from Okeechobee City to Palm Beaoh in 
1924. This set off a land boom that resulted in sales of millions of 
dollars of land and olaims that Okeechobee City was destined to be 
another ChiD ago. Transportation continued to be a problem and serious 
handicap to the region until after 1928, however, for railroad oonnec-
tiona were available only with the west coast and the Conners Highway 
was the only good outlet to the east. Perishable goods were marketed 
only with greatest diff'icul ty and aften at considerable loss .  
Beginning in 1920 a series of disasters struok the Okeechobee 
region. Excessive rainfall followed by drought, muok fires, economic 
depression, and finally the hurricane of 1926 brought to an end the 
pioneer stage of  the Everglade ' s  development. The 1928 hurricane 
destroyed what had emerged as a vegetable region around Belle Glade and 
over 2, 400 persons lost their lives when Lake Okeechobee overflowed the 
adjacent areas. 4 
After this great disaster Flori da obtained financial and plan-
ning aid from the Federal Government for control of the waters of Lake 
Okeechobee. An eighty-five mile long levee was constructed around the 
southern shore of the lake and along low places further north. The 
4 ill_c!. , p. 262 . 
levee varied in height from 34 to 38 feet and was at least five feet 
above the highest known point that the lake has ever reached. Two 
canals that had been constructed for drainage purposes during an ear­
lier period were enlarged and improved. 
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As oonfidenoe grew in the control of the lake waters investments 
poured in. and by 1930 parts of the region, especially Belle Glade and 
Pahokee. were making a rapid oomebaok. In 1928 the Tamiami Trail 
opened. connecting the lake with Miami. and by 1930 the entire east and 
south sides of the lake were being served by railroads . 
The speotaotular wealth of vegetable production around Lake 
Okeechobee emerged after the 1928 hurricane. In plaoe of the small ten 
aore plots that had characterized the region prior to that time. large­
scale operations or oompanr farms became more prevalent. It had been 
discovered that in the Everglades the oul tivation of land had to reach 
large proportions if any degree of security was to be found. 
Pioneer farmers had discovered that crops did not produce well 
in newly reclaimed muok and that �� of fertilizer in common use were 
little help. A ohemioal combination was discovered in 1927. however, 
that caused orop yields to be multiplied. Since the muok land of the 
Everglades is  endowed with an ab\Dldanoe of chemicals suoh as nitrogen, 
phosphorous. and lime. the only mineral found in oormnon oommeroial 
fertilizers that is beneficial to the soil of this region is potash. 
The most serious deficiency is in copper. and copper sulfates are added 
regularly. plus sulfates of zino and magnesium and small amounts of 
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boron and iron when ohemical analysis indicates that these minerals are 
5 needed. Even with the addition of chemicals, however, there remains 
the problem of alternately draining and irrigating the land during wet 
and dr,y seasons . During dr.y seasons the muck shrinks trom lack of 
water and it lett without cover will blow away. Muck tires, sometimes 
burning underground tor considerable distances prior to breaking onto 
the surface, and at times covering large areas , may seriously damage 
the soil and hinder cultivation. 
� farm operators begin preparing their fields by a system 
known as mole drainage. The mole drains are underground tunnels 
approximately six inches in diameter, placed about fifteen teet apart 
and three teet below the surface. They are constructed by attaching an 
iron plug to a thin blade and then pulling the plug through the fields 
below the surface. These drains last from one to five years . Drainage 
ditches surround each field, emptying into lateral canals which in turn 
carry water into arterial channels constructed between Lake Okeechobee 
and the coast. 
Agrioul ture is almost entirely mechanized, as mules and horses 
sink deeply into the muck. The fields are first plowed with a rotary 
plow in order to aerate the soilS J chemicals are added, and then con-
ventional methods of plowing, planting, and cultivating follow. 
Even today in south Florida an air of speculation is brought 
about by the risks taken in agriculture due to the possibility of orops 
5Robert N. Ford, A Resource !!!.! Analysis and Evaluation of � 
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being destroyed by fros t� too much or too little rain� or even too much 
heat. T.he chance of crops being destroyed by frost is clearly reflected 
in that the major ve getable producing district is found on the south-
eastern shore of Lake Okeechobee, which i s  partially protected from 
cold northwesterly winds by the lake waters . During oold waves temper-
atures immediately adjacent to the lake are usually two to five degrees 
warmer than at the same latitude closer to the east coast and, as a 
result, land values decline as distanoe from the lake increases . 
During good years enormous yields are obtained for huge profits , 
while poor years may bring devastating financial ruin. In 1958-69 a 
large tomato growing concern declared bankruptcy as a result of its 
inability to pay an $800, 000 fertilizer bill after free zes and exce ss 
moisture had destroyed three successive plantings . In the past, pro-
duoers often staked all their money on a single planting, auctioned the 
harvest in the fields , and moved on. Growers sometimes cultivated the 
land without owning or even paying rent tor it, since much of the land 
was held by persons who lived elsewhere . A similar practice is s till 
carried on in some areas near Lake Okeechobee� where cattle farmers 
will allow vegetable growers to use their land free of charge for one 
or two years in order to get the land cleared and in better shape for 
pasture. 
today most of the land adjacent to Lake Okeechobee and through­
out south Florida is high in value and carefully controlled. Every-
Everr.ades Agricultural !:!:!!_ ( Chicago : Universi ty ot Chicago Press, 
1956 , p .  13. 
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where farming is big business with vegetable farms seldom falling below 
100 acres in size and m� totaling over 1,000 acres. Fields of toma-
toes, beans, and other crops stretch as far as the eye can see. One 
farmer in the Okeechobee area operates his farm with the aid of over 
30 field radio units . 6 From his office, where there is a map of his 
farm area, he can direct operations anywhere on his 2, 000 acres.  
Plantings are staggered so that at the same time, on most large farms, 
crops are being planted, cultivated, and harvested. Small farmers are 
finding themselves unable to compete with the large growers since they 
cannot afford the necessary equipment for most efficient production. 
This,  plus the larger farmers '  ability to absorb the losses that result 
during bad years, means that the tendency toward fner small and more 
large farms will probably continue. Not only is this true in south 
Florida, but in other portions of the state as well. There is  a good 
possibility that in a few more years almost all of Florida ' s  vegetables 
will be produced by two or three dozen large growers . 
Citrus is king in central Florida, especially in the Lake Dis-
triot, although vegetables are grown in several counties .  Migratory 
labor is used in harvesting both fruits and vegetables, with whites 
being employed primarily in the fruit orchards, while Negroes work on 
the vegetable farms. The growing season in central Florida is some-
what later than in the south, but the central area enjoys a transpor-
6statement by Mr. Lee Brannen, Salesman, Pioneer Growers ' 
Cooperative, Belle Glade, Florida. 
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tation advantage over south Florida when its vegetables begin to mature. 
Most ot the vegetables and truits are produced by relatively large 
growers, with the citrus oonoentrate plants often owning thousands ot 
acres ot citrus groves.  
North Florida is  ot  little importance either as  a vegetable or 
fruit producer. Agriculture is less specialized and more closely 
related to the local econo� than in other parts ot the state . Pota­
toes are a relatively important crop in Flagler, Putnam, and st. Johns 
counties,  but most other vegetables are confined to areas further 
south. 
The tirst Florida vegetable harvests are shipped in October, 
reach a peak in March, and end in June or the tirst part ot July. 
During August and September Florida becomes a market tor, rather than 
an exporter ot, vegetables. 
The major Florida winter vegetables are : tomatoes, snap beans, 
peppers, celery, cabbage, potatoes,  escarole, sweet corn, squash, 
lettuce, eggplant, and cucumbers ( Table II) . Ot the se products cab­
bage, escarole, and lettuce are produced almost entirely as winter 
crops. Smaller quantities ot oaulifiower and spinach are also produced 
during the Winter season. Fall crops include mostly tomatoes, snap 
beans, ououmbers, sweet corn, peppers, squash, and eggplant, with large 
quanti ties ot tomatoes, watermelons, sweet corn., potatoes., cucumbers, 
peppers., snap beans, celery, s�uash, and eggplant being harvested in 
the spring. Watermelons and cucumbers are harvested only in the spring, 
CROP FALL 
Snap Beans $4, 896 
Cabbage 
Cantaloupes 
Caulifiower 
Ce1eey 
Corn (SWeet) 1, 962 
Cucumbers 2, 907 
Eggplant 479 
Esoaro1e & 
Chi oozy 
Lettuoe &: 
Romaine 
Peppers 1, 749 
Potatoes 
Squash 959 
Spinaoh 
Strawberries 
Tomatoes 9, 393 
Watermelons 
Greens (All t,ypes 
exoept processed 
spinaoh) 
!ABLE II 
VALUE OF LEADING FLORIDA TRUCK CROPS - 1967•58 AND 1958-59 
( Ill THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)* 
TOTAL VALUE PER CENT 
WINTER SPRING 1958-59 PROCESSED 
t 6, 277 $ 4, 176 $ 16, 348 21 
6 ,566 6,666 
446 446 
220 220 
6,186 3, 212 9, 398 
2,418 9,691 13,971 
542 6, 111 9 ,660 
672 719 1, 870 
2, 760 2, 760 
1, 206 1, 206 
6, 263 6, 146 13,158 
4, 382 9,142 13,624 
1,666 1, 284 3, 809 
132 132 100 
906 906 
17,906 16,960 44, 249 2 
12, 431 12, 431 
2, 660 
TOTAL VALUE 
1957-68 
$14, 017 
6, 246 
363 
163 
17, 266 
11,064 
7, 637 
1,636 
3, 630 
1,612 
11, 432 
14, 792 
2, 605 
NA 
675 
30,063 
7, 744 
4, 364 
� 
CROP 
Radishes 
Field Peas 
Chinese Cabbage 
Misc. Vegetables 
GRAND TOTAL 
FALL WINTER 
TABLE II ( continued) 
SPRING 
TOTAL VALUE 
1968-59 
i 2, 686 
1, 225 
354 
2,100 
$158, 110 
PER CENT 
PROCESSED 
TOTAL VALUE 
1957-58 
c 3, 516 
846 
446 
3, 430 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical Summary, 1968-69 Season 
( JacksonVi lle s  Florida State Marketing Bureau, 1969), p. 70. 
HA - Not available . 
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together with heaviest harvests of corn, potatoes, ououmbers, and egg­
plant. 
The tables indicating the distribution of Florida vegetables to 
selected oities are in some instanoes incomplete, since receipts of 
certain products in some oities were not obtainable. Furthermore, some 
of the cities, such as Atlanta and Columbia, aot as redistribution 
points for Florida vegetable s, and, as a result, the amount of those 
products actually consumed in the redistribution points may have been 
somewhat leas than the statistics indicate. There is also the possi­
bility that some items may have been counted twice; for example, water­
melons shipped to Atlanta may be redistributed to Baltimore or New York. 
Complete records of fruit and vegetable shipments to the various 
states were not available, but the distribution of Florida vegetables 
by truck is found in Table III. Rail distribution was not available by 
states, but will be found for selected cities listed in the foregoing 
table for each major product considered in the study. 
For most Florida vegetables Palm Beach County is the leading 
producer, New York State is the major consuming state, and New York 
City the principal urban market. In general, distribution is heaviest 
to states and cities to the east of the Appalachians, the Middle West 
occupies a secondar.y role, and only a very small percentage moves to 
states west of the lOOth meridian ( Figure 8) . There is. however, 
enough ditference in the produoing and marketing areas of the leading 
vegetables to warrant a separate description of each. 
State 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California. 
Canada 
Colorado 
Conneotiout 
Delaware 
Dist. Columbia. 
Florida 
Georgia 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iawa 
Kansas 
Kentuoq 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
ll!assaohuaetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF FLORIDA VEGETABLES BY TRUCK (RAIL CARLOT EQUIVALENT),  
AUGUST 1 ,  1958 - JULY 31, 1969• 
Cab- Cel- Gr. CuolD!l- Egg- Pep- Pota- Rad- Squ-
Beans ba.ge ery Corn bers plant per a toes ish ash 
268 357 270 274 51 32 66 607 37 68 
2 - 1 12 11 1 5 6 - 2 
69 8 73 46 16 6 11 136 16 9 
18 1 4 214 172 10 47 40 1 6 
87 73 170 79 162 20 66 67 40 8 
4 1 23 35 42 6 11 28 9 8 
26 24 21 18 45 11 33 11 3 16 
1 9 2 3 9 - 6 21 - -
27 138 73 74 21 8 18 39 23 9 
32 35 29 39 11 3 10 26 2 11 
793 813 741 608 68 40 100 918 44 129 
196 112 308 387 679 58 168 428 69 39 
63 88 166 147 59 12 40 442 39 10 
2 11 18 28 14 1 4 28 21 1 
4 - 42 29 16 2 8 36 22 3 
100 61 65 83 32 10 22 192 16 10 
107 10 282 180 6 3  74 96 204 19 38 
2 18 6 8 17 1 3 19 2 1 
320 521 186 283 193 49 129 134 64 66 
192 106 120 80 361 66 186 187 51 86 
60 68 228 90 142 18 62 178 67 18 
9 6 78 87 74 4 14 29 76 6 
15 16 33 10 4 9 12 30 2 6 
104 17 213 299 1 36 34 90 196 107 20 
Tom- w-
a toes mel . 
818 351 
6 
160 249 
70 
134 323 
40 
45 201 
- 18 
189 332 
115 102 
1,001 526 
496 673 
273 989 
23 162 
62 35 
126 436 
362 276 
3 23 
263 448 
554 179 
174 688 
36 146 
170 96 
333 293 
� 
TABLE III ( continued) 
Cab- Cal- Gr. Cuoum- �gg- Pep- �ota- Rad- $qu- Tom- \.'1-
State Beans bage eey Corn bers plant pers toes ish ash a toes mel .  
Montana 2 - - 2 3 - - - - - .. 
Mexioo - - - - 1 - -
Nebraska 2 1 10 19 17 1 6 38 11 2 37 30 
New Hampshire - - - - - - - 1 - - - 8 
New Jersey 82 193 219 169 104 36 88 75 25 23 215 922 
New Mexioo 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 
New York 706 875 393 550 1, 143 454 1, 024 410 178 229 2, 806 1, 856 
North Carolina 375 910 362 648 111 17 72 633 36 69 916 525 
North Dakota - 2 6 3 7 - 1 1 11 - 1 39 
Ohio 126 125 190 134 233 36 108 611 192 25 428 986 
Oklahoma 23 2 108 72 17 4 14 23 13 17 201 14 
Oregon - - - - 1 -
Pennayl vania 462 803 418 656 615 148 435 1,140 114 73 980 1, 228 
Rhode Island 23 28 5 6 46 10 35 82 1 10 10 100 
South Carolina 386 666 248 686 86 20 78 293 29 66 832 750 
South Dakota - 1 1 3 5 - 1 1 1 - 2 11 
Tennessee 257 272 306 262 47 21 66 472 60 48 1 , 036 640 
Texas 239 7 378 431 153 53  162 166 42 151 890 141 
Utah - - - 6 16 - - 9 - - 18 
Vermont - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
Virginia 191 465 254 194 76 13 58 366 27 23 585 372 
Washington 1 - - 8 21 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 
� 
TABLE III ( continued)  
Cab- Cel- Gr. Cuoum- Egg- Pep-
State Beans bage ery Corn bers plant pers 
West Virginia 27 53  35 32 18 2 8 
Wisconsin 11 29 67 44 78 5 22 
Wyoming - - - - - - -
Unknown 50 88 41 31 45 6 22 
Totals 6, 454 7,003 6, 183 6, 969 6, 1 31 1, 299 3, 377 
Pota- Rad-
toes ish 
48 8 
69 23 
- -
43 10 
8, 211 1 , 491 
Squ-
ash 
2 
6 
-
8 
1, 324 
---" -
Tom-
a toes 
146 
21 
1 
79 
14, 616 
w-
mel . 
149 
216 
3, 643 
17, 979 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical s_ummary, 1968-59 Season ( Jackson-
ville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 1959) ,  pp. 120-21 . 
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An attempt has been made to indicate faoili ties through which 
the various vegetable s are placed on the market. Reliable statistics 
are available only for the state farmers • markets , however, and these 
markets sometimes handle only a very small percentage of the total pro­
duction of certain cozodi ties ( Figure 9 and Table IV) . Altogether, 
the state markets are responsible for sales of approximately one-third 
of the vegetables produced in the state. 
Most sales that do not occur through the s tate market system are 
made privately by the growers to buyers for terminal market dealers,  
chain stores, or other consumer s of large quantities of vegetables .  
Privately owned and operated marke ts and packing houses market signifi­
cant quantities of some commodities, and cooperative marketing associ­
ations are important selling agencies, e specially in the Belle Glade 
area near Lake Okeechobee.  Statisti cs from private and cooperative 
marketing agencies were generally not obtainable, for fear of damaging 
their competitive positions . 
Generally the relatively small farmer uses the state markets , 
and some indication of the site of growers producing each of Florida' s 
major vegetable crops may be gained by examining the proportion of each 
crop sold through the state facilities .  For some of the leas perish­
able and more bulky produo ts that do not requi re expensive grading and 
packing, however, even a small farmer my be able t o  bring together 
carload or truckload quantities and market the product privately. 
Furthermore, some small farmers market their crops through private 
FLORIDA COUNTIES 
AND 
STATE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE 
· MARKETS 
FIGURE 9 
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Vegetable 
-
Beans 
(All kinds) 
Cabbage 
Cantaloupes 
Celery 
Corn, Green 
Cuoumbers 
Eggplant 
Lettuce 
Peppers 
Potatoes 
( Irish) 
Radishes 
Squash 
Tomatoes 
Watermelons 
TABLE IV 
SALES OF SELECTED VEGETABLES ON FLORIDA STATE FARMERS '  MARKETS , 1958-1959• 
Value of Sales 
-
Bonifay Brooker Florida City Fort Myers Fort Pieroe Gadsden Co\Dlty 
$1, 962 $9, 875 $ 15, 611 $ -- e -- $161, 150 
-- -- -- -- -- 62, 889 
350 -- -- -- -- --
-- 4, 148 
232 6 , 861 69, 622 1, 429,454 -- 10, 471 
- - 32 - 28, 634 - -
40 2,576 -- 1, 108,937 655 --
57 89 - - 193, 434 
9 1, 231 19, 832 274,171 -- 243 
1,515 - - 3, 461, 047 251, 821 5,000, 818 - -
6,563 -- -- 3, 053 
Immokalee 
$ 
1, 581 
473, 859 
172 
26, 399 
25 , 853 
862, 032 
en 
0 
TABLE IV ( continued) 
Value of Sales 
Vegetable Pahokee Palatka Palmetto Plant City Pompano Sanford Starke Wauohula 
Beans 0 -- $ - e 1, 726 $601, 976 $4, 137, 086 $281,140 i 370 $ 
(All kinds) 
Cabbage -- 208, 793 18, 130 -- 253 651,540 
Cantaloupes -- -- 1,500 271 
Celery 408, 452 -- 7, 500 -- -- 328, 712 
Corn, Green 2, 449, 647 -- 338 239 400, 836 418,945 5, 036 
Cucumbers 1 71, 726 - 3,188 190 2,922, 833 178,487 9 , 664 718, 982 
Eggplant - -- 263 61, 815 1, 106,459 41, 058 1, 133 832 
Lettuce 201 -- 3, 900 -- -- 44, 971 
Peppers -- - 1,900 486, 736 5 , 258, 861 255, 848 8, 145 51, 698 
Potatoes ( Iri sh) 64, 939 308, 354 34, 260 20, 050 13, 412 116, 01 7  
Radishes -- -- -- -- -- 79.,957 
Squash 10, 450 -- 1, 050 403, 738 1, 032, 801 64, 295 270 132 
Tomatoes -- -- 129 , 376 635 1, 193,984 109, 606 -- 147, 600 
Watermelons -- 29, 893 4, 660 -- -- 18, 908 
*Souroe: Florida State Fanners ' Markets, Twenty-Fifth Annual Report, 1968-59, A Report Prepared by 
the Director of State Markets (Winter Havena State Agricultural Marketing Board, October, 1959 ) ,  pp. 15-58. 
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markets,  packing hol.B es, and cooperatives, and some large growers sell 
at least a portion of thei r orops through the state taoili ties.  
One of the most outstanding vegetable orops produced for the 
.fresh market in Florida is snap beans, with an average of 67, 340 aores 
planted for harvest annually from 1948 through 1968. 7 Bean aver' ages 
declined steadily during this per iod resulting in a drop from 78, 000 
aores planted for harvest in the 1948-49 season to 53,500 aores in 
1958·59. All major pro ducing areas are found south of Lake Okeechobee, 
with Palm Beaoh County planting nearly 60 per cent of the total acreage 
and Broward and Dade counti es 27 per cent { Figure 16) . 
Harvest time begins the last week in October and continues \Dltil 
the latter part of May. Heaviest shipments occur during March and 
April, and lightest movements are in October and May. In addition, 
there i s  usually a decline in shipments during January and February from 
November and December averages. Competition with beans from other 
states is greatest in the early fall and late spring. 
Approximately one-third of the total bean crop harvested for 
sale i s  sold through the state farmers • markets, with Pompano, Plant 
City, Sanford, and the Gadsden County markets together handling a 
volume of over $5, 100, 000 in 1958·69 ( Table IV) . 
7 George D. Cammeyer, Marketing Florida Vegetables - Selected 
Commodities - 1969 Season, A Report Prepared by the Uni ted States 
Agricultural Marketing Service in Cooperation with the Florida State 
Marketing Bureau (Washington: Fruit and Vegetable Division, United 
States Department of Agriculture, June , 1959) , P• 4. 
FIGURE 10 
SALES PLATFORM OF POMPANO STATE FARMERS ' 
MABXET, POMPANO, FLORIDA 
FIGURE 11 
THE PIONEER GROWEBS• COOPERATIVE 
BELLE GLADE, FLORIDA 
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FIGURE 12 
BEAN FIELD NEAR HOMESTEAD • FLORIDA 
Truck shipments accounted for over 75 per cent of all beans 
leaving Florida during both the 1957-58 and the 1958-59 seasons 
( Figure 14 and Table III) . Southern and Middle Atlantic states were 
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the leading destinations. with Georgia and New York taking over 27 per 
cent of all truck shipments . The Middle Atlantic states of Maryland 
and Pennsylvania and the southern states of South Carolina and North 
Carolina obtained an additional 28 per oent. Most remaining beans were 
shipped to southern New England and the Middle West. 
Florida was the source of approximately 30 per cent of all beans 
sold in the thir�-seven ci ties li sted in Table V, and the se cities,  in 
turn, accounted for 60 per cent of total Florida bean shipments .  New 
York and Atlanta were the leading city' destinations. with New York 
receiving approximately twice the quantity obtained by Atlanta 
( Figure 15 ) .  In addition. Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, Birmingham, 
and Columbia obtained large bean Shipments .  Trucks accounted for most 
shipments to the cities considered, with rail receipts exceeding those 
by truok only in Cincimati and Detroit. 
The major cabbage producing counties in 1958-59 in order of their 
importance ware s Palm BeaCh, St. Johns, Seminole, Putnam, and Flagler 
( Figure 17) . 8 These five counties produce approximately 85 per oent of 
the state cabbage crop . Acreage fluctuates considerably :from year to 
�lmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical Summary, 
1958-59 Season, Florida Marketing Bureau, Forty-Second Annual Report 
(Jacksonville : Florida State Department of Agri culture, 1959 } ,  P• 92. 
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TABLE V 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF BEANS FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Trucle Rail Truck 
Alb&.Dy 14 29 
Atlanta 14 403 1 476 
Baltimore 20 149 360 
Birmingham 201 357 
Boston 46 187 4 425 
Buffalo 6 1 7 60 
Chicago 110 177 66 445 
Cincinnati 60 53 14 290 
Cleveland 16 84 26 269 
Columbia 1 260 286 
Dallas 125 206 
Denver 7 96 
Detroit 47 41 48 129 
Houston 1 72 3 102 
Indianapolis 1 46 1 95 
Kansas City- 2 57 2 80 
Los Angeles 3 12 1, 796 
Louisville 17 79 99 
Memphis 2 60 84 
Miami 70 66 
Milwaukee 2 16 
Minn.-st. Paul 7 9 
Nashv:Llle 1 20 2 57 
New Orleans 64 83 
New York City- 332 666 31 1, 685 
Philadelphia 76 256 1 603 
Pittsburgh 3 91 3 183 
Portland, Ore . 24 
Providence, R. I.  25 118 
St. Louis 16 80 4 153 
Salt Lake City- 20 
San Antonio 21 1 103 
San Francisco 2 7 644 
Washington.. D. c. 17 118 206 
Wichita, Kana. 2 1 7  
TOTALS 793 3, 457 214 9, 671 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
S�, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959 , P• 122. 
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year, with 19,900 acres planted tor harvest in 1952-53, as compared to 
only 13, 900 acres in 1956-57. 
Harvest of cabbage begins about the first week in December and 
continues through April, talling ott sharply in May as crops trom 
Georgia and more northe rly states begin to mature and oome into compe­
tition with the �orida crop. Since cabbage can be stored tor a time, 
the Florida product competes with stored cabbage trom New York and 
Wisconsin from December through April, and cabbage trom Texas, Louisi­
ana, and South Carolina is shipped in almost every month ot the Florida 
season. Heaviest shipments ot Florida cabbage occur in March, while 
Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi ship in April and May, and Tennessee 
and Virginia in May. 
The greater part ot the cabbage crop is marketed privately, tor 
only two state markets handle any appreciable quanti ties ( Table IV) . 
In 1954, the Sanford Farns rs ' Market in Seminole County sold cabbage 
valued at $606, 000, and the Palatka Market in Putnam County had a 
$225,000 cabbage business. For the 1958-59 season five state farmers ' 
markets sold cabbage valued at $930, 604. Only the Sanford Market, with 
sales of $208, 793, handled significant quantities . Considering the 
cabbage orop as a whole, only 12 to 16 per cent is normally sold 
through state marketing channels. Since this crop is not as perishable 
as many others, .farmers can usually wait until they have harvested 
truckload or carload proportions, and are able to handle th eir own 
marketing. 
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Heaviest shipments of Florida cabbage for the 1958•69 season 
were to states along the Atlantic Coast { Figure 13 and Table VI) . 
Nearly 80 per cent was shipped by truck, with markets for cabbage being 
more restricted to nearby states than is the case with most other 
Florida vegetables.  North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, and Ala­
bama accounted for 38 per cent of all truck shipments, while New York, 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia were responsible for an equal 
portion. Other than the above states, only Tennessee, New Jersey, the 
District of Columbia, Ohio, Illinois ,  and Massachusetts received 
appreciable quantities by truck. 
The largest individual city market for Florida cabbage in 
1958-69 was New York, which received 16 per cent of all shipments 
( Figure 18) . Philadelphia and Atlanta obtained an additional 15 per 
cent and Balttmore, Columbia, and Birmingham acquired a similar amount. 
Boston, Washington, D. c. , Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, and Cincinnati 
also recorded considerable quantities. Rail shipments exceeded those 
by truck only in Boston, Detroit, and Cincinnati . The cities listed as 
actually receiVing Florida cabbage in Table VI, obtained over 17 per 
cent of their total supply from Florida. 
Cauliflower was produced mostly in Manatee and Seminole comties 
in 1968-59. Harvest begins in December and continues into May, but 
greatest actiVity occurs in January and February. Cauliflower produc­
tion seems to have reached a peak in 1963, when 1, 400 aores were 
planted for harvest, but acreage had declined to only 600 in 1959. 
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TABLE VI 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF CABBAGE FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Raii Truoit Rail Truo:k 
Albany 42 39 29 179 
Atlanta 1 568 3 1 , 555 
Baltimore 18 499 1 7  1 , 608 
Birmingham 1 312 3 797 
Boston 160 128 242 1 , 167 
Buffalo 35 1 112 269 
Chicago 58 79 551 1 , 947 
Cincinnati 104 23 89 697 
Cleveland 49 40 264 956 
Columbia 1 450 960 
Dallas 895 
Denver 13 687 
Detroit 101 43 392 348 
Houston 10 255 
Indianapolis 24 41 804 
Kansas Ci t;y 13  464 
Los Angeles 12 3, 247 
Louisville 17 71 14 500 
Memphis 2 45 53 633 
Miami 64 7 267 
Milwaukee 5 8 100 74 
Minn. -st. Paul 1 110 215 
Nashvi lle 7 29 7 326 
New Orleans 7 1 463 
New York City 321 1, 028 316 4, 488 
Philadelphia 124 623 113 2, 617 
Pittsburgh 48 127 227 1, 042 
Portland, Ore . 36 368 
Providence, R. I. 30 26 28 280 
St. Louis 9 201 793 
Salt Lake City 6 179 
San Antonio 836 
San Franoi soo 2 1, 040 
Washington, D. c .  76 167 8 672 
Wichita,. Kana . 160 
TOTALS 1, 200 4, 400 3, 020 31,. 788 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Stati stical 
Summary, 1968-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959),  p .  122.  
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Sanford is  the only state market handling appreciable quanti ties 
ot cauliflower with sales amounting to $74, 550 in 1954, but dropping to 
$8, 742.50 in the 1958-59 season ( Table IV) . 
OVer 95 per cent of all cauliflower shipments were made by truck 
in 1958-59, with Georgia obtaining over 40 per cent of' all truck ship­
ments and South Carolina taking nearly 15 per cent. Alabama, New York. 
North Carolina, Virginia, and Tennessee accounted tor most of the 
remainder ( Table III) . Florida is insi guif'icant as a source of cauli­
flower to major Uni ted States market areas . 
Celery, Florida' s  eighth ranking vegetable crop by value in 
1958-59, is  primarily a winter crop from Palm Beach County ( Figure 22) .  
During the 1958-59 season Palm Beach County alone produced 70 per cent 
of' the total crop, 73 per cent of' the winter crop, and nearly 64 per 
oent of' the spring crop. Other counties of importance are : Seminole, 
Orange, Sarasota, and ' Alachua. Seminole and Sarasota produce primarily 
for the winter market, while Orange and Alachua market celery in the 
spring. Earliest shipments occur in November and usually end in June, 
with peak months being March and April. 
Celery acreages have tluotuated only moderately during the past 
decade, with a low of' 9, 100 acres planted for harvest in the 1954-55 
season and a high of' 13, 800 acres in 1958-69. Differences in crop 
value during the same decade varied from a minimum of $9, 398, 000 for the 
1958-59 season to a maximum of $18, 088,000 in 1957-58. 
State farmers • markets are of' relatively little importance in 
marketing celery. Only the Pahokee and Sanford markets, with volumes 
65 
o£ about $408, 000 and $329, 000, handled celery in 1959, accounting £or 
less than £our per oent o£ the total orop by value ( Table IV) . Many o£ 
the celery producers have large acreages and prefer to ship dire ct to 
out-o£-state markets. A celery cooperative market is found at Island 
Grove, Florida and several cooperatives in and near Belle Glade mar­
ket considerable quantities of the crop produced in the Lake Okeechobee 
region. 
Celery produced during the 1958-59 season had a more even dis­
tribution over the eastern Un1 ted States than most Florida vegetable 
crops, and a larger percentage of the crop was shipped by rail 
( Figures 19 and 21, and Table VII ) . Trucks accounted tor slightly more 
than one-halt ot all shipments . In distribution to the c i�ies listed 
in Table VII, rail shipments exceeded those by truck. Trucking domi­
nated to cities in nearby states, and to most cities handling only 
limited quantities of Florida cel ery, whether near or tar from Florida. 
Georgia and Pennsylvania were the leading truck destinations for 
Florida celery in 1958-59, and together with New York, North Carolina, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Virginia, South Carolina, New Jersey, and Maryland, 
took 55 per cent o£ all truck shipments.  Texas, Illinois,  Louisiana, 
Michi gan, Missouri, Ohio, Indiana, and Canada obtained another 31 per 
cent. 
Major city markets for Florida cele ry were New York., Chicago., 
Philadelphia., and Boston, with receipts of over 26 per cent of total 
celery shipments . Rail was the dominant mode o£ transportation in each 
case, gaining in importance as distance trom the market increased. 
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TABLE VII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF CELERY FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31 , 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
Albany 24 21 229 22 
Atlanta 4 262 21 329 
Baltimore 240 112 433 242 
Birmingham 160 13 220 
Boston 464 16 787 216 
Butfalo 48 6 454 33 
Chicago 484 179 1 ,137 811 
Cincinnati 161 10 312 108 
Cleveland 101 2 831 257 
Columbia 1 145 7 175 
Dallas 1 123 4 511 
Denver 23  19 507 
Detroit 304 34 828 166 
Houston 4 133 53 376 
Indianapolis 25 59 299 76 
Kansas City 2 60 56 400 
Los Angeles 23 9 ,450 
Louisville 41 43 82 67 
Memphis 11 110 4 196 
Miami 157 69 182 
Milwaukee 26 19 257 84 
Minn. -st. Paul 14 515 219 
Nashville 12 22 10 39 
New Orleans 29 188 81 218 
New York City 1, 068 398 2, 348 1, 211 
Philadelphia 376 261 1, 437 491 
Pittsburgh 90 14 809 93  
Portland, Ore . 48 416 
Providence, R. I. 12 3 135 69 
St. Louis 120 56 373 176 
Salt Lake City' 1 16 346 
San Antonio 45 3 300 
San Franoisoo 14 1, 452 
Washington, D .  c . 145 116 175 197 
Wiohi ta, Kans .  5 18 3 134 
TOTALS 3, 799 2, 809 11, 885 19, 789 
-souroe 1 Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959}, P • 122. 
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Atlanta, Washington, D. c . , and New Orleans, together obtained nearly 
12 per cent, with truok shipments being dominant in New Orleans and 
Atlanta. Nine additional oities--Cinoinnati, Birmingham, Miami, 
Columbia, Houston, Dallas , Memphis, Pittsburgh, and Cleveland--received 
appreciable quanti ties of Florida celery, with truok shipments predomi­
nating in the six southern cities.  The cities under consideration 
aooounted for 54 per cent of Florida oelery di stribution in 1958-59, 
and approximately 17 per oent of all celery marketed in these cities 
originated in Florida ( Table VII) .  
The 1958-59 winter corn crop consi sted of 9, 200 acres, of which 
Palm Beaoh County had 79 per cent and Dade County mos t of the remainder 
( Figure 23) . The 32,000 acre spring crop was more widely distributed, 
although Palm Beaoh still dominated with over 76 per oent of the acre­
age. Mos t  of the remainder was planted in central Florida, in Orange 
County. A light fall orop, planted primarily in the Everglades portion 
of Palm Beaoh Coun�, i s  harvested beginning in October, with heavy 
harvests continuing through the fi rst two weeks in December. Marketing 
begins in central Florida earlier in October. The Pompano Beaoh and 
Dade Cotmty areas supply the major part of corn harvests until mid­
March, when the Lake Okeechobee section becomes dominant. Supplies 
from the Okeechobee region increase through April and early May, with 
shipments beginning in mid-May from the central portion of the state.  
Although there have been times when the corn crop was seriously 
damaged by adverse weather oondi tiona, both acreage and crop value have 
steadily incre�sed. During the 1948-49 season 14, 700 acres were planted 
N 
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for harvest, while the acreage had increased to 42, 700 for the 1956-57 
season. In the same years the crop brought $4,516,000 and $13, 152,000 
respectively. In 1958-59, a total of 51, 700 acres were planted and 
48, 500 acres harvested for a value of $13,971,000. 
Major markets handling corn shipments and the value of corn 
sales in 1958-59 were as follows : Pahokee� $2, 449, 647; Sanford, 
$418,945; and Pompano, $400, 836 (Table IV) . Seven markets handled 
corn in some quanti�, for total state market sales of $3� 279, 189�  or 
26 to 28 per cent of the corn crop harvested for sale . The several 
cooperative markets adjacent to Lake Okeechobee are probably responsi­
ble for sales at least as great as those from the state markets . 
Trucks accounted for 60 per cent of green oorn shipments during 
the 1958-59 season, with the major! ty moving to areas east of the 
Appalachian Mountains { Figure 20� and Table III) . South Carolina, 
Pennsylvailia,  and Georgia led all othe r states in receipts of Florida 
green corn by truck and together with North Carolina and New York 
accounted for over 43 per cent of all truck shipments. Texas� Illinois, 
Missouri, Mar,yland, Alabama, Tennessee, and California were additional 
markets of importance . 
Railroads accounted for over 44 per cent of all corn shipments 
to the cities listed in Table VIII, and were increasingly dominant as 
distance from Florida and the size of shipments increased ( Figure 24) . 
These same cities purchased 56 per cent of all Florida corn shipments, 
truck, rail, and water, for the 1958-59 season. New York City received 
more than 10 per cent of all corn shipments while Philadelphia and 
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TABLE VIII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF GREEN CORN FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES 
TO SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truo'IC 
Albany 21 19 3 214 
Atlanta 6 373 4 866 
Baltimore 153 138 7 766 
Birmingham 1 159 921 
Boston 265 74 11 1,143 
Buffalo 71 2 6 160 
Chioago 414 282 111 1, 181 
CinoiDll&ti 244 23 38 311 
Cleveland 203 28 17 1, 100 
Columbia 285 414 
Dallas 119 23 408 
Denver 41 21 390 
Detroit 242 42 40 429 
Houston 1 121 14 217 
Indianapolis 82 82 16 272 
Kansas City 1 92 52 315 
Los Angeles 8 134 218 3, 329 
Louisville 61 79 25 193 
Memphis 11 92 15 291 
Miami 206 248 
Milwaukee 16 15 9 97  
Minn. -st. Paul 6 50 28 95 
Nashville 10 25 21 146 
New Orleans 6 139 38 243 
New York City 937 516 19 3, 431 
Philadelphia 281 500 19 1 ,571 
Pittsburgh 125 105 16 653 
Portland, Ore. 4 2 80 200 
Providence, R .  I.  28 7 6 174 
St. Louis 75 186 84 565 
Salt Lake City 2 8 25 153 
San Antonio 72 25 237 
San Franoisco 5 52 27 1, 231 
Washington, D .  c .  142 189 2 513 
Wichita, Kans . 19 6 120 
TOTALS 3, 421 4, 275 1, 026 22, 597 
. *Source :  Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Sta tistioal 
Summ}?, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959 1 P • 123. 
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Chicago recorded an equal amount. In addition, Atlanta, Boston, Wash­
ington, Baltimore, Columbia, Detroit, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh, and Miami were significant destinations. Of the 14 cities 
mentioned thus far, truck receipts were larger than rail receipts only 
in the five cities closest to Florida, and in St. Louis. On the other 
hand, of eight cities receiving smaller quantities, including Indian­
apolis, Birmingham, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Louisville, Houston, 
Dallas, and Memphis, trucks dominated in all except Indianapolis, where 
rail and truck shipments were evenly balanced. Florida supplied 
approximately 25 per oent of all oorn shipments to the cities considered. 
Approximately 61 pe r  cent of the Florida ououmber acreage for 
1958-59 was found in counties bordering on or south of Lake Okeechobee, 
with Palm Beach County most outstanding ( Figure 28 ) .  The remaining 
acreage is  scattered over some 20 counties in several portions of the 
state. Largest cucumber acreages were planted in 1953-54, when 18, 700 
acres were harvested, although the peak money year was 1956-57, when 
the crop had a value of $11, 368,000. Average acreage for the 1951-58 
period was 17,436 acres, the average orop value being 09, 484,572. 
Harvest extends from the latter part of October through June, 
with heaviest sales ocouring in November, April,  and May. The winter 
crop comes mostly from Palm Beaoh, Lee, Dade, Collier, and Hendr,y 
counties, with these same counties producing a major portion of the 
fall and early spring crops. Counties further no rth  begin harvesting 
later in the spring. 
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Between 50 and 60 per cent of total Florida ououmber sales were 
routed through the state marke t B,Ystem in 1958-59, as compared to 
approximately one�third of 1954 sales.  Pompano led in value of ououm­
bers handled during both years, with transactions amounting to 
$2, 612,069 in 1954 and $2, 922, 833 in 1958-59 ( Table IV) . The 1958-59 
orop was al so of leading importance on the Fort Myers, Wauchula, 
Immokalee, Sanford, and Pahokee markets as sales totaled nearly 
$6, 000, 000. 
Trucks hauled Florida ououmbers to 42 states and Canada in 
1958-59, with rails aooounting for only 14 per oent of total shipments .  
New York State received more than 22 per oent o f  the ououmbers trans­
ported by truok, with most of the remainder going to other Middle 
Atlantic, New England, and Middle Western states ( Figure 25 , and 
Table III) . 
Florida supplied 27 per oent of all ououmbers marketed in the 37 
oities listed in Table IX, while 71 per oent of total out-of�state 
shipments were destined for the se cities { Figure 27) . Truoks dominated 
in transportation, for only Detroit obtained more by rail. New York 
City, with receipts of over 18 per cent of all out-of�state shipments,  
was the primar.y oity market, and Chicago acquired nearly 10  per cent. 
Other major oi ties receiving significant quanti ties were all in the 
Northeast or Middle West. 
st. John' s is the leading potato producing comty in Florida, and 
together with Flagler and Putnam counties accounted for nearly 85 per 
cent of the spring orop in 1958-59, wh ioh comprised about 67 per oent 
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TABLE IX 
.CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF CUCUMBERS FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES 
TO SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1969* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truck Rail Truck 
Albaey 6 34 111 
Atlanta 2 49 111 
Baltimore 7 89 252 
Birmingham 37 96 
Boston 62 333 13 976 
Buffalo 12 29 1 176 
Chicago 55 529 37 1, 122 
Cincinnati 17 62 10 186 
Cleveland 21 127 651 
Columbia 46 119 
Dallas 41 119 
Denver 49 187 
Detroit 116 73 22 271 
Houston 40 62 
Indianapolis 43 1 72 
Kansas City 57 127 
Los Angeles 3 88 1 1, 376 
Louisville 3 29 2 41 
Memphis 20 48 
Miami 33 52 
Milwaukee 2 38 93 
Minn. -st. Paul 1 39 6 117 
Nashville 1 17 
New Orleans 49 1 103 
New York City 161 952 37 2,625 
Philadelphia 30 317 3 834 
Pittsburgh. is 193 3 455 
Portland, Ore . 7 2 5 83 
Providence, R. I. 2 61 172 
St. Louis 3 66 3 118 
Salt Lake City 1 18 2 69 
San Antonio 34 110 
San Francisco 6 32 301 
Washington, D .  c .  1 86 122 
Wichita, Kans. 11 37 
TOTALS 6 33 3, 706 147 11, 200 
•Source , Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1969), p.  123. 
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of the total state production in the same year ( Figure 29} .  Winter 
potatoes were produced principally in Dade. Palm Beach. and Collier 
counties and accounted for 28 per oent of the total harvested crop. 
The peak year in potato plantings ooourred in 1956-57. when 
54. 300 acres were harvested. Acreages have varied rather widely from 
year to year. with only 24, 600 acres planted for harvest in 1949-50, 
although the average for the period 1949-59 was approximately 38,564 
aores. The most valuable orop was produced during the 1955-56 season 
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when it was worth $24. 723.000. On the other hand. in 1956-57, when a 
greater acreage was planted the orop brought only $13, 888, 000 as a result 
of lower prices . 
In recent years a winter orop of potatoes has been produced in 
south Florida. Potatoes from this area that are not shipped during the 
winter often compete with those of north Florida. and have the advan­
tage of better maturity. 9 As a result. most of the north state crop is 
now sold to potato ohip manufacturers and many farmers oontraot wi th 
10 the manufacturers for their production. 
Florida state farmers ' markets do not handle significant quanti­
ties of potatoe s ( Table IV) . Due to the better keeping qualities of 
potatoes farmers prefer to ship direot to large terminal facilities or 
other markets.  In 1954 and 1959 less than five per oent of the potato 
orop was sold through the state markets. There are two cooperative 
9H. s .  Stiles. MarketiniaFlorida Potatoes.  A Report Prepared in 
Cooperation with the Florida S te Marketing Bureau ( Hastings : United 
States Department of Agrioul ture, May, 1959 } ,  p. 2 .  
lOibid. 
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markets in Hastings designed speoit.ioally for handling potatoes.  one at 
Fort MYers. one in Homestead. and three in Goulds. Florida. 
Approximately 71 per oent of the 1958-59 white potato orop was 
shipped by truok to a total of 43 states and Canada. although the prin­
cipal distribution was to states bordering the Atlantic Ooean ( Table 
III. and Figure 26) . Pennsylvania. Georgia. New York, and North 
Carolina. plus Alabama. aooounted for 46 per . oent of the total movement 
by truck. Most of the remainder were shipped to middle western and 
other southeastern states, with Tennessee. Indiana, Illinois. Virginia. 
South Carolina. and Louisiana obtaining the greater share . 
The cities listed in Table x. accounted for 46 per oent of total 
potato shipments. with Atlanta commanding first place ( Figure 30) . 
Chicago held second place as a market for Florida potatoes. while New 
York Cit,y fell to an unusual sixth position behind Philadelphia, 
Detroit. and Columbia. Pittsburgh, Baltimore. New Orleans. St. Louis. 
Memphis. and Indianapolis purchased considerable quantities of potatoes 
from Florida in addition to those cities previously mentioned. Of the 
37 citie s used in this study railroads led trucks as a medium of trans­
port in 10. all located north and west of the Ohio River. Florida 
accounted for leas than three per cent of total potatoes marketed in 
the cities considered. 
The most valuable of all Florida vegetable crops is the tomato. 
Major producing areas are in the south, with Dade Co\Dlty aoco\Dlting for 
45 per oent of the total 1958-59 acreage ( Figure 36) .  Most of the 
remaining acreage was found in counties bordering Lake Okeechobee and 
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TABLE X 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF IRISH POTATOES FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES 
TO SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
Albany 30 16 700 776 
Atlanta 2 695 1,022 3, 655 
Baltimore 68 116 1,498 4, 039 
Birmingham 1 275 853 1, 880 
Boston 11 35 4, 497 6, 505 
Buffalo 60 8 744 907 
Chicago 452 77 12, 562 1, 553 
Cincinnati 144 122 2, 184 1. 720 
Cleveland 173 44 2, 296 3, 265 
Columbia 3 425 336 2,. 390 
Dallas 53 2,400 1, 888 
Denver 1 21 845 3, 778 
Detroit 304 158 3, 717 3, 741 
Houston 25 2, 080 1, 091 
Indianapolis 44 56 1,580 3, 821 
Kansas City 75 2,167 1,405 
Los Angeles 4 28 4, 800 12, 286 
Louisville 63 20 968 1, 825 
Memphis 8 101 1, 121 978 
Miami 67 797 1, 020 
Milwaukee 58 39 1 ,413 923 
Minn. -St. Paul 23 1, 777 2, 075 
llashville 7 17 868 456 
New Orleans 18 152 1 ,616 673 
New York City 78 218 13,187 9 , 707 
Philadelphia 192 273 3, 509 6, 277 
Pittsburgh 173 24 2, 495 2, 339 
Portland, Ore . 22 1 868 1, 734 
Providence ,  R. I.  21 9 538 999 
St. Louis 71 76 3, 665 1 ,096 
Salt Lake City 1 11 109 1, 144 
San Antonio 26 1,.177 1, 272 
San Franoisoo 7 12 1,. 842 5 , 977 
Washington, D .  c .  21 70 798 1, 692 
Wichita., Kans . 21 954 489 
TOTALS 2, 037 3, 389 81, 983 95, 376 
*Source s Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau� 
1959),  p .  125 . 
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Tampa Bay. Winter tomatoes were produced entirely south of Lake 
Okeechobee, with Dade Count,y being responsible for nearly 90 per cent 
of the total. Fall and spring crops were more evenly distributed among 
the major tomato producing counties, with Dade leading in fall and 
Hillsborough in spring plantings. Tomato harvests begin in October and 
last into June. 
Tomato acreage fluctuates from year to year, but appears to be 
increasing slowly. An average of 39,000 acres was planted during the 
period from 1935 to 1939 .  From 1945 to 1949 the average had increased 
to only 39, 300 acres, but since 1950 no year, except 1958-59, has 
fallen under 52,500 acres planted for harvest. The largest acreage for 
one season ooourred in 1955-56, when 61, 600 acres were planted for har• 
vest.  Due to variable weather conditions and prices the value of the 
tomato orop fluctuates considerably more than the acreage . The peak 
value season for Florida tomatoe s occurred in 1954-55, when the 
56,500 aore orop sold for $57, 773,000. On the other band, the 1957-58 
orop of 52, 500. aores brought only $29, 819,000. 
State farmers • markets handled approximately 20 per cent of the 
1968-59 tomato orop, which brought a total of $11 ,158,434 ( Table IV) . 
The Fort Pierce Market sold tomatoes valued at $5, 000, 818, Florida Cit,y 
$3, 461,047, Pompano $1, 193, 984, Immokalee $862,032, and Fort yYers 
$261, 821. At three additional markets tomato sales exceeded $100, 000. 
A tomato cooperative is found at Ruskin, in Hillsborough Count,y, and 
there are many private packing houses and marketing facilities in 
Dade Count,y. 
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FIGURE 31 
TOMATO FIELD NEAR HOMESTEAD. FLORIDA 
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Florida supplied tomatoes to 40 states and Canada during the 
1958-59 season. with trucks responsible for 77 per cent of all ship­
ments ( Figure 32, and Table III) .  New York took more than double the 
amo\mt of any other state. and together with Tennessee. Georgia, Penn­
sylvania, North Carolina, Texas, South Carolina, and Alabama, accolm.ted 
for over 56 per oent of all truck shipments. Massachusetts. Virginia. 
Illinois, and Ohio were the destination for over 14 per cent of the 
tomatoe s distributed by truck. while Louisiana. Missouri. Indiana, 
Maryland, New Jersey, and Oklahoma accounted for an additional 11 per 
cent. 
The cities examined in Table XI, were responsible for 73 per 
cent of all Florida tomato shipments by rail and 57  per cent of all 
truck shipments ( Figure 34) . New York City alone received more than 
15 per cent of the total distribution. Other cities obtaining major 
quantities of Florida tomatoe s v1ere : Philadelphia, Boston, Columbia, 
Atlanta, Chicago . Birmingham, Baltimore, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Indiana­
polis, Washington. D. c. , and Cincinnati. in order of their importance. 
Rail re ceipts exceeded those by truck in eight cities. including Phila­
delphia, and more di stant points from Florida. Florida supplied more 
than 20 per cent of all tomatoes distributed to the cities under con­
sideration. 
Green peppers have become one of Florida' s largest and mos t  
profitable crops. with 14,500 acres planted for harvest in 1956-57, 
bringing a value of $12, 977, 000. The 1957-58 acreage dropped to 11, 500 
acres harvested, with a value of $11 , 432, 000, but the 1958-59 harvested 
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TABLE XI 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF TOMATOES FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
Albany 13 1 83 150 
Atlanta 18 686 94 776 
Baltimore 160 316 287 685 
Birmingham 4 577 17 1, 126 
Boston 691 263 858 593 
Buffalo 56 43 196 253 
Chioago 227 457 1 , 193 1 ,585 
Cinoinnati 22 208 86 560 
Cleveland 67 93 71 2,105 
Columbia 14 809 10 695 
Dallas 1 160 55 1, 342 
Denver 1 20 116 752 
Detroit 265 179 506 479 
Houston 115 105 635 
Indianapolis 109 146 212 555 
Kansas City 10 83 246 379 
Los Angeles 13 28 166 11,587 
Louisville 26 137 43 252 
Memphis 12 77 111 355 
Miami 112 42 94 
Milwaukee 5 9 12 167 
Mim.-st. Paul 36 27 250 203 
Nashville 19 62 23 125 
New Orleans 165 149 428 
New York City 605 2, 275 1 ,907 2, 683 
Philadelphia 557 500 697 1, 112 
Pittsburgh 89 353 309 923 
Portland, Ore . 35 167 558 
Providence,  R. I .  32 10 66 143 
St. Louis 70 108 296 895 
Salt Lake City 3 12 24 523 
San Antonio 2 91 165 844 
San Franoisoo 45 55 3, 207 
Washington, D .  c .  105 130 189 296 
Wiahi ta, Kans .  1 26 37 112 
TOTALS 3, 268 8, 323 8 , 843 37, 177 
*Souroe : Elmo F. Scarborough, Amual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florid�tate Marketing Bureau, 
1959}, p .  126 . 
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acreage increased to 14, 400. Pepper acreage and orop value have 
increased almost ever,y year during the past decade . 
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Although � Florida counties produce some peppers, those ot 
major importance are Palm Beach, Hillsborough, Broward, Alachua, Sumter, 
Lee, and Collier ( Figure 35 ) .  The principal acreage is found around 
Lake Okeechobee and in countie s to the south of the lake. Yost of the 
winter crop is  produced tn Palm Beaoh County, the fall acreage is 
relatively small and is found mainly in the Okeechobee area and south­
ward, while the spring harvest is largest and more evenly distributed 
over the state. Hillsborough County also bad the largest spring acre­
age in 1958-59, with Palm Beaoh ranking a close second. Harvest begins 
in October, but is not heavy until December. Relatively large volumes 
are marketed through May and into June. 
Approximately one-half or the peppers harvested for sale during 
the 1964 season were sold through state farmers •  markets ( Table IV) . 
The Pompano Market handled by far the largest portion, with a total 
value of $3, 788, 090 in peppers sold, or about 70 per cent of the quan­
tity channeled through state markets .  Plant City, Fort Myers, and San­
ford were the only additional markets of any significance in pepper 
sales .  During the 1958-59 season the value of peppers moving through 
state markets reached $7, 201, 784, or considerably more than 50 per cent 
of the total. Pompano was again the leading outlet with sales of 
$5, 258, 861 . librt Myers handled peppers valued at more than $1, 100,000, 
Plant City nearly $487,000, and Sanford over $255 ,000. A considerable 
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portion ot the peppers not sold through state markets was handled 
through cooperatives near Lake Okeechobee . 
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Trucks hauled Florida peppers to 40 states in the United States 
and to Canada during the 195 8-59 season, accounting tor 71 per oent ot 
all shipments ( Figure 37, and Table III ) .  New York State was respon­
sible tor 30 per oent ot all truck Shipments, while Pennsylvania ranked 
second with nearly 13 per oent. Other states receiving significant 
quantities by truok were a Massachusetts, Illinois, Texas , Maryland, 
Ohio, and Georgia. 
Approximately 71 per :oent ot all Florida peppers sold were dis­
tributed to the cities listed in Table XII, and New York City alone 
aooounted tor one-fourth ot the total ( Figure 39) .  Philadelphia, 
Boston, Chicago, and Pittsburgh together obtained an almost equal 
amo'tDlt. San Franoisoo, Salt Lake City, and Detroit, were the only 
cities ot the 38 considered that had an excess of rail shipments over 
truck. More than 27 per oent of all peppers marketed in these cities 
originated in Florida. 
Watermelons are entirely a spring orop in Florida, and perhaps 
tor this reason, primarily, their production is widely scattered 
throughout the state ( Figure 41 ) .  South Florida seems to have no 
advantage in watermelon production, and is of relatively less impor­
tance in supplying this item than any other major vegetable crop. For 
the 195 8-59 season Mar�on County led in production with 7, 900 acres . 
Five additional counties--Sumter, Gilchrist, Alachua, Suwannee, and 
Levy--planted trom 4, 100 to 5 , 800 acres and 20 counties, altogether, 
had plantings in excess ot 1 , 000 acres . 
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TABLE XII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF PEPPERS FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1968 THROUGH JULY 31, 1969* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail � Truck Rail Truck 
Albaey 41 19 30 
Atlanta 1 68 6 79 
Baltimore 2 74 31 103 
Birmingham 39 91 
Boston 148 162 135 338 
Buffalo 1 5 33 49 
Chicago 66 159 335 298 
Cincirmati 3 26 38 85 
Cleveland 27 68 68 193 
Columbia 50 40 
Dallas 34 118 
Denver 8 16 10 134 
Detroit 53 31 212 76 
Houston 40 60 
Indianapolis 28 12 16 
Kansas City 51 18 69 
Los Angeles 26 67 91 2 , 282 
Louisville 2 23 - 13 
Memphis 22 51 
Miami - 23 12 40 
Milwaukee 7 4 19 
Minn. -st. Paul 4 9 11 23 
Nashville 2 18 
New Orleans 1 79 12 69 
New York City 287 844 288 1, 284 
Philadelphia 40 328 136 403 
Pittsburgh 43 127 91 206 
Portland, Ore. 5 10 60 
Providence, R.  I.  21 36 16 77 
St. Louis 4 58 28 80 
Salt Lake City 6 2 1 75 
San Antonio 39 2 264 
San Francisco 29 22 28 350 
Washington, D.  c . 63 1 69 
Wiohi ta, Kans. 8 22 
TOTALS 776 2, 621 1, 648 7,183 
*Source: Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summa!f, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959), p. 124. 
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Watermelons lead all other vegetable crops in acreage planted, 
with the peak year occurring in 1954 when 9 8 , 000 acres were harvested. 
The 1955 orop had the greatest value, however, bringing $14, 428, 000 
from 88, 000 acres.  The 75 , 000 acres harvested in 1958-59 was the small­
est since 1 951-52, but brought a considerably higher oash return. 
Shipments are heavie at in May and June, with major production 
begimling in April and ending in July. A ffif ice box watermelons are 
shipped in December, January, February, March, and April, but the total 
is insignificant when compared to the orop as a whole.  
Florida st.ate farmers •  markets are unimportant as facilities tor 
handling watermelons, marketing only slightly more than two per cent of 
the 1954 orop and less than one per cent of the 1958-59 harvest 
( Table IV) . /�uob of the orop is  sold in the field to b�ers from more 
northerly oity terminal markets and chain stores.  Watermelons are 
bul�, more easily assembled into truckload or carload quantities, and 
thus, more readily marketed b,y private means. Cooperative watermelon 
markets are found at Bell, in Gilchrist Comty, and Immokalee, in 
Collier County. 
Approximately 87 per oent of all watermelons sold during the 
1958-59 season went to their destinations by truck ( Figure 33, and 
Table III) . As with most Florida truck crops, New York State was the 
leading market, consuming more than 10 per cent of all truck shipments . 
Pennsylvania, Indiana, Ohio, and New Jersey together received nearly 
23 per cent, and all states east of the Mississippi River received over 
100 rail carlot equivalents by truck except Maine, New Hampshire, 
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Vermont, Delaware, and Mississippi. No states west of the 95th merid­
ian obtained as � as 100 oarlots by truck. 
The cities listed in Table XIII, accounted for 63 per cent of 
all rail shipments and 46 per cent of all truck distributions in 
1968-59 ( Figure 42 ) . New York City obtained approximately 10 per cent 
of total shipments,  and Birmingham accounted for another five per cent. 
Columbia, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, D. c . ,  collectively, 
obtained an additional 12 per cent of total melon shipments. Of all 
cities considered rail shipments exceeded those by truok only in Boston, 
and no city located west of the Mississippi River received as � as 
50 carlots. Florida contributed 21 per cent of all watermelons sup­
plied to the cities in question in 1969. 
The major Florida counties engaging in squash production in 
1958-69 were Palm Beach, Dade, Hillsborough, Broward, and Marion 
( Figure 40 ) .  Palm Beaoh and Dade counties lead in winter acreage,  with 
south Florida dominating squash production during all seasons. The 
Pompano Beach section of Broward and Palm Beach counties begins ship­
ping squash in January; Collier, Lee, and Hendry counties in February; 
while Hillsborough County, around Tampa Bay, and Marion County, still 
further north, ship only during the spring. 
Squash acreages have not increased appreciably, on the average, 
over the past decade. Heaviest plantings occurred in 1955-56, when 
11, 400 acres were harvested. In 195 3-54, 9 , 800 acres were harvested, 
and 11, 000 acres in 195 8-59. During most years yields are obtained 
from 10, 000 to 11, 000 acres for a value ot $2, 500, 000 to $3, 500, 000. 
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TABLE XIII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF WATERMELONS FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES 
TO SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31 , 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
;Albany 25 101 27 161 
Atlanta 2 251 1,588 
Baltimore 22 546 4 1, 502 
Birmingham 1, 086 3, 765 
Boston 328 84 318 255 
Buffalo 16 153 164 225 
Chicago 82 286 1 , 059 1 , 128 
Cincinnati 28 180 35 348 
Cleveland 39 256 145 723 
Columbia 699 1 , 323 
Dallas 2 15 2 1,561 
Denver 73 845 
Detroit 82 342 273 922 
Houston 8 221 
Indianapolis 133 5 579 
Kansas City 52 98 570 
Loa Angeles 16 3, 757 
Louisville 7 126 7 401 
Memphis 4 137 844 
Miami 18 458 1 165 
Milwaukee 14 141 42 253 
Mim. -st. Paul 4 92 55 546 
Nashville 21 135 
New Orleans 238 1 , 060 
New York City 513 1, 546 507 2, 632 
Philadelphia 292 296 290 1, 218 
Pittsburgh 61 309 140 760 
Portland, Ore. 248 550 
Providence , R .  I .  5 2  53  61 114 
St. Louis 3 101 69 1 , 078 
Salt Lake City 29 647 
San Antonio 9 249 
San Franois oo 37 1,. 634 
Washington, D .  c .  9 503 45 1, 369 
Wiohi ta, Kans . 2 3 131 
TOTALS 1, 603 8, 224 3, 753 33, 259 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jacksonville : Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
19S9),  p .  126 . 
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Approximately 50 to 60 per cent of the Florida squash crop is 
normally sold through state farmers ' markets, with sales reaching 
$1, 9 84, 646 in 1958-59 { Table IV) . The Pompano Market led by far in 
1954 with total squash sales of $1, 076, 331, while Plant City rated a 
poor second with only $134, 898 in squash sold. For the 1958-59 season 
the Pompano Market traded squash valued at $1, 193, 983, Plant Cit.y 
$403, 738, and Fort MYers $273, 561 . 
Almost the entire squash crop shipped from Florida to other 
states in 1958-59 was transported by truck. Les s  than 10 per cent was 
moved by rail . New York, Texas, and Georgia were the leading states in 
receipts of Florida squash, obtaining nearly 39 per cent of total truck 
movements { Figure 38, and Table III) . These three states plus Massa­
chusetts, Pennsylvania, Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Maryland acquired 71 per cent of all truck shipments. 
As New York, Texas, and Georgia were the leading state destina­
tions for Florida squash, New York Cit,y, Atlanta, and Dallas were three 
of the four leading city destinations, receiving 50 per cent of all 
squash shipped to the cities listed in Table XIV. Boston, Philadelphi� 
Chicago, Washington, D. c . ,  and Baltimore, accounted for most of the 
remainder. Only 14 carlots were shipped by rail to the cities consid­
ered in the table. Florida supplied 14. 2 per cent of all squash sold 
in the cities under consideration. 
Lettuce is mostly a winter crop in Florida, and Palm Beach 
County alone plants approximately one-half of the crop. Sumter, Orange, 
Seminole, Hillsborough, and Manatee counties account for most of the 
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TABLE XIV 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF SQUASH FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
Albany 
Atlanta 98 - 180 
Baltimore 43 85 
Birmingham 8 
Boston 94 6 912 
Buffalo 
Chicago 2 48 2 315 
CinoiDnati 1 8 33 
Cleveland 25 179 
Columbia -
Dallas 84 149 
Del!V'er 19 232 
Detroit 14 1 187 
Houston 23 115 
Indianapolis -
Kansas City 8 15 
Los Angeles 6 1 1, 840 
Louisville -
Memphis 
Miami 
Milwaukee 
Minn. -st. Paul 
Nashville 
New Orleans 8 21 31 
New York City 1 239 51 763 
Philadelphia 54 1 243 
Pittsburgh 5 13 46 
Portland, Ore . 
Providence, R. I .  
St. Louis 8 33 
Salt Lake City 
san Antonio 
San Franoisoo 2 2 737 
Washington. D. c. 59 108 
Wiohi ta, Kans . 
TOTAIB 14 845 96 6, 203 
•Souroe : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summa�, 1958-59 Season { Jaoksonville s Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959) ,  P • 125 . 
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remainder. Heaviest shipments of lettuce occur in December� January� 
and February� although they begin in November and continue in smaller 
quantities through April.  
The largest lettuce crop was produced in the 1955-56 season� 
when 4� 300 acres were planted for harvest. The 1954-55 orop had the 
greatest value�  however� bringing $2� 042� 000 from 4� 100 acres. Average 
harvests from 1951 through the 195 7-58 season amounted to 3� 571 acres,  
with the average value of the crop for the same period being $1� 641� 00� 
Florida farmers '  markets are inconsequential as marketing out­
lets for lettuce since most of the crop is produced by farmers with 
large acreages who do their own marketing. Approximately $146� 000 in 
lettuce was handled on the Sanford and Palmetto markets in 1954� but 
this amounted to less than 10 per oent of the total crop value. Sales 
of lettuce on state markets failed to reach $50� 000 in 1958-59� account­
ing for less than four per oent of total lettuce sales for that season. 
Most lettuce shipments in 1958-59 went to New York� Pennsylvania� 
Ohio� Georgia� and Maryland. These states accounted for 64 per cent of 
all truck movements ( Table III ) .  Principal cities obtaining Florida 
lettuce supplies were New York� Philadelphia, and Washington, D. C . ,  as 
trucks moved 76 per cent of all shipments ( Table XV) . 
Palm Beach County, with its approximately 5 , 500 acres of escarole 
and endive, planted 73 per oent of the total state acreage in 1958-69. 
Orange County was responsible for another 20 per cent of the total, and 
Sarasota and Seminole counti es had most of the remaining seven pe r  cent. 
Harvesting usually begins in November and continues into June , with 
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TABLE X!I 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF LETTUCE FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truck Rail Truck 
Albany 526 127 
Atlanta 4 592 677 
Baltimore 19 1,507 403 
Birmingham 2 233 742 
Boston 3 2, 800 516 
Buffalo 990 265 
Chi oago 7 4, 825 1, 186 
Cincinnati 18 1, 447 348 
Cleveland 7 2,160 386 
Columbia 8 332 519 
Dallas 187 1, 849 
Denver 107 1, 591 
Detroit 1 2, 464 409 
Houston 1 233 921 
Indianapolis 1, 151 192 
Kansas City 357 901 
Los Angeles 23 9,581 
Louisvi lle 685 71 
Memphis 81 487 
Miami 36 713 317 
Milwaukee 1, 026 115 
Minn. -St. Paul 1, 066 309 
Nashville 340 186 
New Orleans 2 560 445 
New York City 24 172 6, 298 2, 960 
Philadelphia 3 61 3, 726 993 
Pittsburgh 1 2, 089 284 
Portland,. Ore . 46 1, 246 
Providence, R. I. 5 37 139 
St. Loui s 3 1, 575 404 
Salt Lake City 29 891 
San Antonio 72 1, 080 
San Francis co 3 5, 674 
Washington, D. c. 38 1 ,.093 245 
Wichita, Kans . 49 355 
TOTALS 27 363 41, 942 36, 616 
*Souroe : Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary,. 1958-59 Season ( Jacks onville: Fiorida State Marke ting Bureau# 
1959), P• 124. 
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shipments increasing from November through March--the month of heavie st 
shipments--and declining rapidly after the middle of May. 
An average of 4, 843 acres were planted for harvest annually from 
the 1951•52 through the 1957-58 seasons, for an average annual income 
of $2, 761, 000. 
Less than three pe r cent of the 1954 crop was marke ted through 
state farmers • marke ts .  In 1958-59, the Sanford Market recorded sales 
of escarole totaling $87, 506, and the Pahokee market only $5 , 69 3. No 
market handled endive in 1958-59. 
Shipments of escarole and endive were almost equally divided 
between trucks and railroads during the 1958-59 season. New York and 
Pennsylvania aooounted for 52 per oent of all truck shipments, while 
receipts by southern states were insignificant ( Table XVI) .  All states 
receiving over 50 oarlots were located in the Northeast and Middle 
West, and only five cities obtained quantities of 50 oarlots or more . 
New York City, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston purchased 
over 35 per c ent of all shipments . Railroads, although accounting for 
one-half of the escarole and endive shipments, were responsible for 
only 24 per cent of the distribution to cities considered in Table XVI, 
as even Los Angeles received only seven oarlots by rail out of a total 
of 234. 
Radish harvests are relatively evenly distributed from October 
through May, with March and April exceeding other months by a small 
margin. Radishes are well adapted to cool season weather conditions 
and to the muok soils of Florida, and in recent years production has 
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TABLE XVI 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF ESCAROLE AND ENDIVE FROM FLORIDA AND OTHER· SOURCES 
TO SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1959* 
FLORIDA OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truck Rail Truck 
Albany 14 6 
Atlanta 7 3 
Baltimore 19 11 
Birmingham. 5 2 
Boston 35 26 86 
Buffalo 3 
Chicago 40 55 15 105 
Cincinnati 7 17 
Cleveland 1 7 58 
Columbia 4 6 
Dallas 
Demrer 1 
Detroit 1 6 6 
Houston 3 
Indianapolis 9 6 
Kansas City 2 2 
Los Angeles 7 227 
Louisville 
Memphis 2 
Miami 20 22 
Milwaukee 1 
Minn.-st. Paul 
NashVille 
New Orleans 4 8 
New York City 250 472 447 
Philadelphia 20 .164 1 143 
Pittsburgh 29 30 
Portland, Ore . 
Providence, R. I .  6 42 
St. Louis 6 9 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Francisco 100 
Washington, D. c .  37 33 
Wiohi ta, Kana • 
TOTALS 357 1, 131 17 1, 143 
*Source s  Elmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical 
Summary, 1958-59 Season ( Jaoksonville z Fiorida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959), P• 123. 
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been greatly accelerated by Ohio vegetable growers who move to Florida 
during the winter months and specialize in radishes,  as well as other 
crops such as escarole,  parsley, and chinese cabbage . 11 Over 11, 500 
acres were planted for harvest during the 1958-59 season, mostly in 
central and south Florida, and brought a total value of $3,515, 000. 
Radishes are unimportant items on Florida state farmers '  markets, 
and in 1954 the only market handling anJ appreciable quantity was San-
ford, with sales amounting to $165, 186.  Sales on the Sanford market 
declined to $79 , 95 7  for the 1958-59 season, and no other state market 
recorded radish sales. Several cooperatives near Lake Okeechobee grade, 
pack, and market large quanti ties of thi s product. 
Radishes from Florida were trucked to 36 s tates, Canada, and the 
District of Columbia in 1958-59 ; railroads accounting for only 27  per 
cent of total shipments ( Figure 43, and Table III) . Ohio was the lead-
ing market for Florida radishes, probably due to the large number of 
Ohio vegetable growers that produce radishes in the state during the 
winter. New York was a close second to Ohio, and these two s tates plus 
Pennsylvania acquired more than 32 per cent of all radishes transported 
by truck. Seven additional states--Missouri, Minnesota, Maryland, Ten-
nessee, Illinois ,  Michigan, and Massachusetts--each received appreoi-
able quantitie s .  
llElmo F. Scarborough, Annual Agricultural Statistical Summa�, 
1958-59 Season, Florida Marketing Bureau, Forty-Second Annual Report 
( Jacksonvil le • Florida State Department o f  Agriculture, 1959) , p.  92 . 
DISTRIBUTION OF FLORIDA RADISHES BY TRUCK 
AUGUST 1 ,  1958 - JULY 31, 1959 
FIGURE 43 
DISTRIBUT ION OF FLORIDA EGGPLANT BY TRUCK 
AUGUST 1, 1958 - JULY 31, 1959 
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Approximately 61 per cent ot all Florida radish shipments were 
sold in the cities shown in Table XVII. For all cities considered, 
truoks were to\Dld to be the major means ot transportation. New York 
Cit.y was the largest individual market, obtaining over 14 per cent ot 
all shipments to the citie s in question. Chicago followed New York 
closely, with nearly 13 per cent, while Philadelphia purchased over 
10 per cent and St. Louis, Washington, D. c. ,  Minneapolis-St. Paul, and 
Pittsburgh eaoh received more than tour per cent. Over 23 per cent ot 
all radishes sold in the cities cons idered were ot Florida origin. 
Palm Beach County was responsible tor 28 per cent ot the 3, 100 
acre eggplant crop planted tor harvest in 195 8-59. Other countie s  with 
significant acreages were Broward, Hillsborough, Alachua, and Marion. 
Most ot the winter crop came from Palm Beach and Broward counties in the 
southeastern part ot the state. All the above mentioned countie s had 
spring and tall acreages, with Palm Beach the leading producer in each 
case. Spring was the season ot heaviest production, March being the 
month ot greatest volume in the Palm Beach, Broward Countie s area. An 
average ot 2, 101 acres were planted tor harvest from 1951 through 1958, 
with an average value ot $1, 621, 429. The most valuable crop, worth 
$1,916, 000, was obtained in 1951-52 as a result ot both good yields and 
relatively high prices. 
The Pompano and Fort Myers state farmers '  markets handled 
$736,000 and $197,000 volumes ot eggplants respectively, in 1954. In 
1958-59, the Pompano Market had a volume valued at $1, 106, 458, account­
ing tor most ot the $1, 240, 398 in eggplants sold through the entire 
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.TABLE XVII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF RADISHES FROM F.LORIDA AND OTHER SOURCES TO 
SELECTED CITIES - AUGUST 11 1958 THROUGH JULY 311 1959* 
.FLORIDA .OTHERS 
CITIES Rail Truok Rail Truok 
.Alba.ey 8 7 
Atlanta 1 33 12 
Baltimore 33 28 
Birmingham 25 11 
Boston 1 30 129 
Buffalo 1 2 
Chioago 30 126 10 622 
Cinoilm.ati 7 38 80 
Cleveland 12 6 227 
Col'Wllbia 8 2 
Dallas 39 31 
Denver 22 1 193 
Detroit 4 45 1 99 
Houston 12 16 
Indianapolis 31 95 
Kansas City 1 49 3 89 
Los Angeles 11 134 
Louisville 9 16 16 
Memphis 25 4 
Miami 21 9 
Milwaukee 12 35 
Minn. -St. Paul 59 37 
Nashville 5 1 
New Orleans 8 5 
New York City 25 154 1 384 
Philadelphia 27 98 5 232 
Pittsburgh 4 55 87 
Portland. Ore . 4 5 60 
Providence. R. I. 2 42 
St. Louis 9 60 86 
Salt Lake City 5 56 
San Antonio 3 37 
San Franoisoo 343 
Washington. D. c .  63 56 
Wiohita1 Kans . 11 42 
TOTALS 135 1. 097 31 4. 309 
*Bouroe: Elmo F. Soarborough1 Annual Agrioul tural Statistical 
Summary. 1958-59 Season ( Jaoksonville s Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
1959), P• 125 . 
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state market system ( Table IV) . The Pompano and other f'armers ' markets 
are responsible f'or approximately 65 to 70 per oent of' all eggplants 
sold. 
Eggplant shipments were relatively small in volume when oompared 
to several other Florida ve getables, and perhaps largely due to this 
f'aot, over 90 per cent of' the total distribution was by truck in 1958-
59. The only states receiving appreciable quantities were in the 
Middle Atlantic and New England regions, as New York State accounted tor 
the lion' s share, or 32 pe r cent ( Figure 44) . 
The oi trus crops of Florida consist primarily of' oranges and 
grapef'ruit, with tangerines and limes occupying relatively poor third 
and fourth places. Even with the damage done by f'ree zes in the 1957-58 
season, the orange crop was val ued at $222, 694, 000, grapefruit 
$41, 266, 000, tangerines $6, 696, 000, and limes $1, 085, 000. 12  Florida 
has never been surpassed in grapefruit, tangerine, and lime production, 
but only in recent years obtained leadership from California in orange 
yields. Although Florida led California in production of' oranges in 
1889, i t  lost f'irst place during the 1890' s  and did not regain leader­
ship until 1945 .  Sinoe 1945,  Florida has annually inoreased its domi­
nance as the major orange producing state. The peak year f'or Florida 
oranges ooourred in 1956, when a total of 97, 800, 000 boxes were pro-
duoed. Freezes in the oitrus areas oaused a drop to 84, 800, 000 boxes 
in 1957. In the same ye ar Calif'ornia had it s smallest orop sinoe 1929 
12Ibid. , p. 31 . 
and Florida still produced 76 per cent of the nation ' s  oranges . The 
1969 crop indicated a major recove� from the freeze damages of the 
previous year, as 86, 000, 000 boxes of oranges, 35, 200, 000 boxes of 
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grapefruit, and 4,600,000 boxes of tangerines were harvested and sold 
for over $345, 000, 000. 13 
Florida' s position as the leading grapefruit producing state 
was seriously challenged in the latter 1930 1 s  and 1940 ' s  by Texas . The 
1944 Florida crop was relatively small, and Texas and Florida each pro-
duced approximately 22, 300, 000 boxes. In the late 1940 1 s  and early 
1950' s, however, unusually hard freezes penetrated the grapefruit 
region of Texas, almost eliminating that state as a competitor. The 
peak year for Florida grapefruit was 195 3, when 42, 000, 000 boxes were 
produced, amounting to 87 per cent of the nation' s crop. Freezes in 
1967 reduced the harvest to 31, 100, 000 boxes,  and with increased pro-
duction in Texas, California, and Arizona, Florida' s  portion of the 
nation' s grapefruit dropped to 77 per c ent. 
Three oountie s in central Florida, Polk, Lake, and Orange, pro-
duce over one-half of the state ' s  oranges,  grapefruit, and tangerines 
( Figures 47 and 48) .  Polk is the leading individual county in the 
growing of all three fruits. Lake County ranks second in orange and 
grapefruit production and third in harvests of tangerines .  Orange 
County ranks second in tangerine and orange yields and sixth in grape-
13 �. , P• 9 .  
FIGURE 46 
ORANGE GROVE BEAR WINTER HAVEN, FLORIDA 
FIGURE 46 
CITRUS CONCENTRATE PLANT NEAR 
WINTER HAVEN, FLORIDA 
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fruit.  St. Lucie C cunt,y ranks third in grapefruit production� and 
Pinellas and Indian River counties are o£ outstanding importance .  
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The only state farmers '  market handling citrus was Sanford, with 
sales o£ 144, 471 boxes of grapefruit and 411, 684 boxes o£ oranges in 
1954. In 1958-59,  the San£ord Market sold 1 35 , 566 boxes of grapefruit 
for a value o£ $438� 792� and 216, 166 boxes of oranges with a value o£ 
$1, 007� 694. Markets £or handling citrus fruits are mostly cooperative 
or private ventures.  In 1939-40� there were 5 3  cooperative markets in 
Florida actively engaging in the marketing of citrus fruit .  In 1940-
41, 9, 725, 645 boxes of fresh citrus were marketed through coopera·tives� 
or 28. 9  per oent o£ the total volume of fresh oitrus sold. 14 There 
were 50 cooperatives marketing fresh citrus in Florida in 1955� and 10 
that were engaged in manufactur ing citrus products . 16 Polk County� 
with 19 fresh citrus marketing associations and seven citrus manutac-
turing associations, led all other countie s  in number of cooperatives . 
Most Florida citrus is shipped by truck, although rail transport 
is more significant than for many vegetables. In 1969� 61 per cent of 
all out-of-state orange shipments were made by truck. 62 per oent of the 
grapefruit, and 66 per cent of the tangerines. Truoks are most impor-
tant as oarriers of citrus fruit during the summer months , but decline 
1�. G. Hamilton and A. H. Spurlook, Farmers ' Cooperative Asso­
ciations in Florida, Florida Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletrii' 
386 { Gainesville : University of Florida, May. 1943) � p. 12. 
16T. J. Brooks, Cooperative Agricul ture in Florida, Florida 
Department of Agriculture Bulletin 92 ( Tallahassee 1 Florida Depart­
ment of Agriculture, March, 1965) ,  pp . 1 36-146 . 
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in relative importance while vegetables are moving out-of-state in 
large quantities.  Water transportation is used whenever it is avail-
able, as apparently, " • • •  relative transportation cost is the most 
important single factor in moving fresh citrus to market. n16 
Statistics are not available for the distribution of Florida 
citrus by states. However, the Market News Service,  of the United 
States Department or Agriculture, collects information on rail unloads 
of citrus for 100 United States and 1'1 ve Canadian cities and truck 
unloads for 38 United States and five Canadian cities.1 7  The 38 oities 
for which truck shipments are · available are also responsible for most 
rail unloads, taking over 90 per cent of all oranges distributed to the 
100 oi ties by rail, 91 per oen t of the grapefruit, and 92 per cent of 
the tangerines shipped to the 100 cities by rail in 1958-59. The only 
city obtaining as many as 50 rail carloads of oranges that is not 
included in Table XVIII was Hartford, Connecticut. Seattle and Hart-
ford were the only citie s not listed in the table that obtained over 
50 carlots of Florida grapefruit by rail, and Seattle was the only city 
not listed that received as many as 25 carlots of Florida tangerines by 
rail . 
l�arvin A. Brooker and Kenneth M. Gilbraith, Factors Influ­
encing the Method � Transportbation Used � Marketing Fresh Florida 
Citrus, Florida Agric ultural Experiment Station Bulletin 549 
( Gainesville : The University of Florida, 1954) , p. 8. 
17carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 U. S. 
and 5 Canadian Cities--Also--Truck Unloads-r:n 38 u. s .  an�5-c-anadian 
Cities ; Calendar Year, 1958, u. s .  Department of' Agriculture Circular 
AMS-25 ( 1958) (Washington, D. C . : Government Printing Office, March, 
1959 ) .  
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TABLE XVIII 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF FWRIDA CITRUS TO SELECTED CITIES� 
AUGUST 1, 1958 THROUGH JULY 31, 1969* 
ORANGES . GRAPEFRUJ;T . TANGERINES 
Rail a: Rail &: Rail &: 
CITIES Boat Truok Boat Truok Boat Truok 
Albany, N. Y. 2 126 21 166 1 25 
Atlanta, Ga .  16 674 4 340 6 57 
Baltimore, Md. 266 399 243 364 45 66 
Birmingham, Ala. 3 466 217 43 
Boa ton, Mass . 363 471 675 374 126 118 
Butf'alo, N. Y. 25 182 26 231 20 46 
Chioago, Ill. 238 781 628 931 65 160 
Cincinnati, Ohio 209 158 196 203 36 34 
Cleveland, Ohio 162 341 315 404 56 94 
Columbia, s. c .  46 346 6 106 2 45 
Dallas, Texas 33 22 26 
Denver, Colo . 37 261 41 
Detroit, Mioh. 270 152 641 241 121 76 
Fort Worth, Texas 7 4 8 
Houston, Texas 48 27 32 
Indianapolis, Ind. 26 184 16 230 1 55 
Kansas City, Mo. 96 233 31 
Los Angeles, Calif. 4 96 11 
Louisville, Ky. 43 296 12 221 9 33 
Memphis, Tenn. 17 164 6 98 2 21 
Miami, Fla. 676 660 80 
Milwaukee,  Wis .  11 81 62 276 4 26 
Minn. -st. Paul, Mitm. 1 43 4 336 - 32 
Nashville, Tenn. 8 98 6 48 22 
New Orleans, La. 2 273 1 139 20 
New York, N. Y. and 
Newark, N. J. 1,699 1,433 2, 617 1, 549 452 316 
Philadelphia, Pa. 696 823 774 648 120 186 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 313 140 463 166 116 61 
Portland, Ore. 7 - 97 6 8 4 
Providence, R. I.  20 91 33 86 19 27 
St. Louis, Mo . 17 186 94 286 17 57 
Salt Lake City, Utah 6 143 2 
San Antonio, Texas 25 10 20 
San Franoisco and 
Oakland, Calif. 1 4 37 3 
Washington, D. c .  47 353 33 393 2 52 
Wichita, Kana .  3 13 9 
TOTALS 4, 496 9 ,193 6, 875 9,562 1 ., 226 1, 936 
*Source : Elmo F. Scarborough., Annual Agricultural Stati stical 
Summary, 1958-69 Season ( Jacksonville : 
1959) "· PP• 61-63. 
Florida State Marketing Bureau, 
ll8 
The United States and Canadian cities used in the study 
accounted for 5 3  pe r  cent of all Florida orange shipments, 56 per cent 
of all grapefruit shipments, and 69 per cent of all tangerine shipments 
for the 1958-59 season. The 100 United States cities and five Canadian 
cities for which rail shipments are available accounted for 50 per cent 
of all rail shipments of oranges, 72 per cent of all rail shipments of 
grapefruit, and 87 per cent of all tangerine shipments by rail. The 
38 united States and five Canadian cities were responsible for 62 per 
cent of all truck shipments of oranges, 61 pe r cent of all grapefruit 
shipments by truck and 69 per cent of all tangerines shipped by truok. 
Boat shipments were responsible for 90 oarlots of oranges, and 238 oar­
lots of grapefruit. 
New York City was by far the leading destination of Florida 
oranges, grapefruit, and tangerines in 1957-58, receiving over twice 
the amount of its nearest rival ( Figures 49 and 50) . Philadelphia and 
Chicago ranked second and third, respectively. Although oranges are 
more popular than grape1'rui t, and enjoy a greater total consumption, 
Florida grapefruit were shipped to cities more distant from Florida in 
larger quanti tie s  due to the relative lack of oompeti tion from other 
grapefruit producing areas. In general, Florida oranges were dominant 
only in the cities east of the Mississippi River and south of the Great 
Lakes, whereas grapefruit from Florida was dominant everywhere except 
in the Southwest and in the states bordering the West Coast. Florida 
tangerines predominated everywhere except in California, where tange-
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rines from that state supplied the two principal citie s of Los Angeles 
and San Franci sco. 
Florida lime production, plus a number of exotic, less known 
fruits , occurs primarily in the famous Redlands area south of Miami. 
This region, with its large Persian limes, has replaced the Florida 
Keys as the principal lime producing area of the state . In 1958·59, 
there were some 6, 300 acres in lime orchards in Florida, producing in 
excess of 195, 000 boxes of fruit and valued at $938, 000. 18 Approxi­
mately 36 per cent of the production was processed, with the remainder 
being marketed in fresh form. 
From 4, 900 acres in avocado orchards, 284, 000 boxes of the fruit 
were produced in 1958-59, valued at $1, 092, 000. Mango orchards now 
cover over 4, 000 acres,  and in 1958-59, 36, 600 bushels were sold for 
#348, 000. 19 Other fruits of importance in the Redlands area are 
papayas and pas sion fruit. 
In summary, it is evident that although each Florida fruit and 
vegetable crop has its particular distribution pattern, there are basic 
similarities in the market areas for all products . Truck distribution 
of oelery probably follows that of the total of all trui ts and vege­
tables most olosely, although when rail shipments are added the picture 
changes in favor of a heavier distribution to areas outside the South. 
Peppers and eggplants have approximately .the same marketing pattern, as 
18Scarborcugh, �· cit. , pp. 38-39. 
19Ibid. ,  P• 14. 
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do watermelons and tomatoes.  Peppers and eggplants are shippe d prima­
rily to northeastern states�  however� while tomatoe s and watermelons 
are more evenly di stributed to states east of the Mississippi River . 
Cabbage, corn� beans� squash� and potatoes move primarily to Southern, 
Middle Atlantic� and New England states bordering the Atlantic Ocean, 
while radishes have a greater share of their market in the Middle West. 
Although grapefruit are distributed in quantity to a larger area than 
oranges� the places with heaviest purchases are again approximately the 
same . 
There is  considerable concern among certain persons that the 
rapid population growth and urbanization of Florida will overrun the 
fruit and vegetable producing areas with the result that united States 
markets currently being supplied by Florida may soon find it necessary 
to seek other sources. Most of the vegetable production� however� 
originates in areas not greatly affected by the population influx and 
even if this situation changes there are hundreds of thousands of acres 
of muck lands� yet untouched� that with the proper precautions could 
probably be drained and placed in vegetable production. The citrus 
region is not increasing in population as rapidly as south Florida, but 
even if the growth rate should increase there is adequate room in the 
central portion of the state for expanding or replanting the citrus 
orchards . 
Actually, the most serious threats to the Florida vegetable 
industry may come not from population growth, but from Mexico, the 
Caribbean Islands, the frozen foods industries,  and from the destruction 
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of the muck soils. The cheaper labor of Mexico and the Caribbean_ 
together with the total absence of frost damage, places these areas in 
a good competitive position. In addition, the frozen foods companies  
are supplying a constantly larger share of  vegetables to  housewives and 
oan purchase their supplies from areas of surplus summer production 
where vegetables oan be produced at lower cost. The problems of the 
muck soils are those of loss through oxidation, compaction, and fire, 
which could result in the complete destruction of muck lands now under 
cultivation within a few decades. 20 Through proper water control and 
the development of an adequate fire control system these hazards oan 
be c onsiderably diminished, however. In answer to the threat of the 
frozen foods companies, Florida growers are preparing massive adver­
tising programs to publicize the advantages of fresh, unfrozen vege­
tables. Solutions to threats from forei gn producing areas may lie in 
technology, better quality, or in greater political restrictions on 
trade. 
Thus, Florida can probably be counted upon to continue supplying 
northern and western markets with fresh fruits and vegetables for many 
years in the future, and even to expand its production as the national 
market increases. It would certainly seem reasonable to assume that 
the state of Florida, which receives approximately 25 and 35 per cent 
of its agricultural income from truck crops and citrus, re spectively, 
would make every effort to aid farmers in preserving these industries .  
20Ford, �· cit. , pp. 13-16 . 
CHAPTER V 
PRODUCTION Am> MARDTING OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH 
CAROLIKA FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
The f'rui t and vegetable industries of both Georgia and South 
Carolina have enjoyed rapid expansion during the past several decades. 
From 1920 until the present_ Georgia has averaged approximately twioe 
as JII8DY acres in vegetables as South Carolina_ and in total value of 
vegetables harvested for sale South Carolina normally trails Georgia by 
a value of about tl,OOO,OOO. 'fhe larger Georgia population would indi• 
cate that a greater acreage is harvested for home use. Both states 
tall far behind Florida in value of vegetables sold, but are, neverthe­
less, ot major importance as suppliers of vegetables to eastern markets 
for a few weeks during the year. One of the reasons tor the overwhelm­
ing dominance of Florida, is the muoh longer season during which the 
latter has little competition from other produoing areas . 
Moat rapid growth of the vegetable industries in both states 
occurred during the deoade 1920•30 ( Tables XIX and XX) . Aoreage 
planted in vegetables approximately tripled in eaoh state throughout 
this period, with South Carolina wgetable acreages jumping trom 
36, 746 to 109, 921, not including Irish or sweet potatoes. Sinoe 1930, 
the expansion of vegetable acreage has been leas spectacular, but by 
1954 South Carolina was planting over 85, 000 aorea annually and Georgia 
over 165,000, again excluding potatoes. 
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TABLE XIX 
GEORGIA FRUIT Am> VEGB'lABLE PRODUCTION, 1920-1964* 
CROP 1964 1960 1940 1930 1920 
Value of vegetables 
harvested tor sale 
in thousands ot 
dollars ( exoept 
potatoes) • 8, 871 e 9, 930 • 3, 587 e 6, 653 t 2, 228 
Total aores 
planted ( exoept 
potatoes)  167,317 168, 427 125,531 109,921 36, 746 
ACRES 
Lima beans 6, 839 6,128 7,172 1, 182 -
Snap beans 6, 235 7,534 10,460 6, 772 1, 236 
Blaokeyes & other 
green oowpeaa 28,670 35,887 53 HA NA 
Cabbage 5 , 274 8,181 3,800 2, 446 694 
Cantaloupes & 
lllUSkmelons 9, 718 8, 289 8, 782 1, 829 1, 659 
Collards 1, 360 2,921 813 183 NA 
Sweet corn 3, 985 5,435 3,425 3, 432 955 
Cucumbers & 
pickles 5,481 4, 331 3,079 776 254 
Kale 76 11 1 1 1 
Lettuce & romaine 726 404 147 71 30 
Mustard greens 324 264 62 NA NA 
Okra 4,578 4,066 1, 646 417 80 
Onions (dey) 613 266 307 376 159 
OniODS ( green) 216 132 63 25 2 
Green peaa 602 974 6,064 2,922 446 
·Sweet peppers & 
pimentoes 17, 781 19, 173 17, 425 4, 846 176 
Radishes 91 18 6 - 1 
Squash 3, 388 2, 884 1, 092 210 54 
Tomatoes 11,242 9,678 7,119 3, 752 1, 198 
Turnips 2,097 4,188 2, 024 854 111 
Turnip groeena 1,096 250 118 llA llA 
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TABLE XIX ( continued) 
CROP . 1954 1950 1940 1930 1920 
Watermelons 57, 690 47, 074 48, 732 73, 436 29,091 
Sweet potatoes** 14, 410 43,540 98, 797 84, 856 110, 033 
** 2, 309 4,969 22, 665 12,962 11,196 Irish potatoes 
Peaoha a ( thousands 
of bushels ) *** 2, 481 1, 300 4, 360 3, 246 4,789 
Apples (bushels 
harvested) *** 380,528 269,571 1, 140,568 642, 788 416,902 
*Souroe: United States Bureau of the CeDSua, United States Census 
of Agriculture: 1954. Vol . I, Part 17 (Washington: GoverDment Printing 
Ott1oe, 1956), pp;lrl-2. · 
**Fbr 1960 and 1954 does not inolude aoreage for farms with less 
than 50 bushels harvested. 
***Does not inolude fanns with .. less than 20 trees for 1954. 
NA Not available . 
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TABLE XX 
SOUTH CAROLINA FRUIT A1'ID VEGETABLE PRODUCTION, 1920·1954* 
CROP 1954 1950 1940 1930 1920 
Value of vegetables 
harvested tor sale in 
thousands ot dollars 
( exoept potatoes ) $'1, 822 $'1, 630 $3, 350 $4, 255 11, 933 
Total aores of 
vegetables harvested 
tor sale ( exoept 
potatoe s) 86, 948 100, 40'1 72, '1'16 51, 326 16,9'15 
ACRES 
Asparagus 87 452 6,075 7, 130 1, 145 
Green lima beans 2, 13'1 2,994 4, 436 666 --
SDap beans 10, 032 13, 465 8, 812 8, 106 917 
Table beets 446 377 248 40 3 
Blaokeyes & other 
green oowpeas 1, 767 4,180 99 NA NA 
Brooooli 398 701 298 25 NA 
Cabbage 2,656 3,120 3, 650 3, 750 2, 232 
Cantaloupes & 
muskualons 6, 472 6,169 4, 924 1, 311 696 
Collards 953 666 176 7 liA 
Sweet oorn 1,692 3, '730 2, 047 1, 338 239 
Cuoumbers & 
piokles 6,472 6, 640 4, 780 4, 853 1, 324 
Lettuoe & romaine 1,114 1,012 681 633 428 
'Mustard greens 610 416 77 'N.A liA 
Okra 1, 144 822 298 142 84 
Dry onions 95 301 260 274 61 
Green onions 214 60 35 9 --
Green peas 673 725 4, 228 3,50'1 245 
Hot peppers 502 1,058 294 llA HA 
Sweet peppers & 
pimentoes 2, 776 197 381 121 2 
Radishes 1, :504 1,042 247 66 --
Spinaoh 351 320 229 622 --
Squash 1,484 1,499 636 111 8 
To-. toea 6,948 4,036 6,908 3, 221 534 
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TABLE XX ( continued) 
CROP 1954 1950 1940 1930 1920 
Turnips 594 758 435 167 86 
Turnip greens 1, 055 60 5 NA WA 
Watermelons 37,922 45, 376 21, 962 14, 296 1, 179 
Irish potatoes** 6; 402 9,430 22; 338 20, 323 13.402 
Sweet potatoes** 16, 638 36, 530 53, 556 46, 116 60, 325 
Other vegetables 160 362 . 765 1, 131 282 
Peaohes (bushels 
harvested) *** 3,250, 779 1,476, 292 2,043, 651 687, 650 389, 734 
Apples (bushels 
harvested)*** 87,015 132, 859 363, 118 179,992 215, 659 
*Souroea United States Bureau ot the C8D8us, United States Census 
of Agrioulturea 1954. Vol . I, Part 16 (Washington: Government Printing 
Ott1oe, 1956) , pp. 367-8. 
••For 1950 and 1964 does not inolude aoreage tor farms with less 
than 50 bushels harvested. 
••• Does not inolude farms with less than 20 trees for 1954. 
lA Hot available. 
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Several vegetable crops have shown sharp deoU.nes in acreage 
ainoe 1920• with greatest decreases ooourring in Irish and sweet potato 
plantings. From 1920 to 1954, Irish potato plantings decreased from 
13, 402 to 6. 402 aorea and sweet potatoes declined from 60, 325 to 16, 638 
aores in South Carolina, while in Georgia the deoline was trom 11, 195 
to 2, 309 aores and 110, 195 to 14,410 aores, respectively. Since the 
1964 figures do not inolude acreage tor tarms with less than 60 bushels 
ot potatoes harYeated this may aooolDlt tor part ot the decline, but the 
overall reduction in acreage seems to have been great. South Carolina 
production ot asparagus and green peas baa declined, along w1 th Georgia 
production ot green peas. ln spite of reductions in the aoreagea ot a 
tew crops, however, almost all major vegetable produota have shown 
increases ot trom 100 to 1,000 per oent einoe 1920. 
The peach is the major fruit orop ot the two states, but Georgia 
produotion declined trom 4, 788, 718 bushels in 1920 to 2,480,690 bushels 
in 1954, while during the same period South Carolina harvests rose trom 
389, 734 to 3, 250, 779 bushels . 
Vegetables are produced tor the oommeroial market � almost ever,r 
oo\D1ty in South Carolina and Georgia. Some counties in both states 
specialize in certain commodities, suoh as tomatoes, but normally a 
variet.y ot vegetables is produced. The areas ot moat oonoentrated pro­
duoti.on are in southern South Carolina on the "Inner" and "Lower11 
Coastal Plain, and in south oentral Georgia. Georgia and South Carolina 
enjo.y a competitive advantage in the production of several vegetables, 
partly due to enviroDJDent and partly to location with respect to ma.rkets 
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{ Figures 2 and 69, and oompare Figures 6, 7, 51 and 52) . Proximity to 
markets is probably most important, as several states, including Mis­
sissippi, Louisiana, Alabama, and California, have vegetables ready for 
market at approximately the same time South Carolina and Georgia vege­
tables are being harvested. Better transportation oonneotions give 
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana an advantage in sales to the Middle 
West, although the location of Georgia to the south of the mountains 
allows it to sell a oeaiderable portion of its produoti.on in that 
region as well as in the East. South Carolina markets, on the other 
hand, are limited primarily to eastern locations. Georgia vegetables 
are us'IBlly ready for market slightly earlier than those of South 
Carolina, and South Carolina oa.n market its produots begilming a fn 
days prior to areas fUrther north. 
Aoreage reduotions of the major orops produoed in Georgia and 
South Carolina, suoh as ootton, tobacco, and peanuts, have released 
land and labor for vegetable produotion. Reduetions were not great 
enough to allow the small farms that are characteristic of the region 
to go into livestock production, while vegetables oould be produced 
with little or no inorease in labor or equipment requirements. Meoha• 
nisation has resulted in a decline in the number of mules, and land 
tba t was used to produce food orops for draft animals oan now be used 
for the production of vegetables. Urban populations have been growing 
rapidly in the South as well as other areas, with a oorresponding 
decline in rural population. As a result of declining rural populatiODB 
fewer vegetables are needed on the f&l'll and more are in demand by oi 1i1 
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populations . Other changes that have promoted the growth ot the vege• 
table industry, suoh as teolmologioal advances in handling and trans-
porting tru1 ts and vegetables, increases in consumer inoome, and 
changes in eating habits, have been disouased in an earlier chapter. 
moat South Carolina and Georgia vegetables are harvested during 
the spring and early summer, although tall acreages ot several orops 
are also planted. South Carolina produces lignitioant quanti ties o:f 
cucumbers, tomatoes, snap beans, and sweet potatoes in the :fall, while 
south Georgia has enlarged its tall orop considerably in recent years . 
Beg:l.ming in September, Georgia harvests squash, blackeye peas, egg• 
plants, and bell peppers; and yields ot snap beans, cucumbers, pole 
beans, tomatoes, sweet corn, and greens begin coming in around the 
first ot October. Second orops o:f okra, and orowder and purple hull 
peas begin maturing during July, while seoond crops ot lima and butter 
beans reaoh maturity about the middle ot August. 
South Carolina usually opens the vegetable season with its crop 
o:f tall cabbage, whioh is harvested from November until mid-February. 
The spring cabbage crop reaches maturity in mid•Karoh and sales continue 
into June. Suoh orops as radishes, turnips and turnip greens, broccoli, 
and spiDS.oh, are harvested in the coastal area from early January, 
especially in Beaufort County.1 Georgia spring production ot most 
lc. L. Crenshaw and c. D. DaVis, Marketing Methods � Facili­
ties :for South CaroliDS. Truck C:cps, South Carolina Agricultural 
Experiiiiint Station Bulletin 412 Clemson: Clemson Agricultural College 
Experiment Station, Maroh, 1964) , P• 8. 
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other major vegetable orops begins slightly earlier than the same orops 
produced in South Carolina, or at approximately the same time. Georgia 
watermelons, ououmbers, lima beans, sweet oorn, green peas, and toma-
toes are usually ready for market from one or two to 15 days earlier 
than their South Carolina ooUDterparta . 
Spring production in the two states is sandwiched between the 
Florida season and early harvests in Virginia and on the Delmarva 
Peninsula, while tall harvests are brought in after harvests in areas 
turtber north have begun to taper off and before the Florida fall and 
water orops begin. In most instances, however, Georgia and South 
Carolina enjoy a transportation advantage over Florida durtag the 
spring, ad aotually supply Florida with vegetables during the summer 
and early fall. 
In the following discussion of the produotion and marketing of 
several major Georgia and South Carolina truits and vegetables 1 t was 
not possible to gather as complete and reoent information as was 
obtained for Florida. Production statistics for Georgia and South 
Carolina fruits and vegetables were taken from the 1954 agricultural 
oensus, and from a report issued by the South Carolina Crop Reporting 
Service of Clemson College for 1958. 2 Information on the facilities 
tor marketing fruits and vegetables was more complete tor Georgia prod-
uota,  as Georgia has a well established system of state farmers ' 
2south Carolina Crop Reporting Service (Columbia: United States 
Department of Agriculture, January, 1959),  Vol. VIII, No. 1, p. 4. 
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markets and issues annual reports listing the various products handled 
and their values ( !able XXI and Figure 63) . 3 Moat South Carolina vege­
tables are marketed through private channels. with the Columbia State 
Farmers ' Market being the only state taoility of major importance 
( Figure 53) . The Blaokv:l.lle Market, in South Carolina. deals primarily 
in watermelons. and was the only other state market handling signif'i-
oant quanti ties of vegetables in 1958. A oounty market in Greenville, 
South Carolina. trades small quanti ties of South Carolina vegetables 
but the volume is unknown. Private bu;yers and sellers of fruits and 
vegetables were reluctant to part with information oonoerning their 
aotivi ties for fear of oompeti tion. 
Statistics for the distribution ot Georgia and South Carolina 
products were obtained from a United States Department of Agrioul ture 
publication whioh gives the states of origin of oertain trui ts and 
vegetables transported by rail to 100 United States and ti ve Canadian 
oi ties. 4 In this ohapter, only the 38 United States and 1'i ve Canadian 
oities for Wbioh truok and rail origins are reported are used.6 
3(orgia State Farmers •  Markets, 1968; Annual Sales Report, All 
Markets Atlantas Markets Division. Geor�Department of Agriculture, 
1969). 
4carlot Unloads ot Certain Fruita and Vefstables in 100 United 
States and 6 Canadian C'ities--Aisc--Truckunloa 8 in 38 United' States 
Cities 8iid i Canadian Cities, "C'8.'i'endar Year, 1968, "United States Depart­
ment of Agrioul ture CircUlar .ws-26 (Waahingtons United Sta tea Depart­
ment ot Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service, Maroh. 1969) 
6Since the oities for whioh both rail and truck information is 
available account for 82 per cent of total rail distribution to the 100 
oities, and sinoe a more complete pioture can be presented by showing 
distribution by both methods of transportation. several long tables 
detailing rail distribution to the 100 oities would not be worthwhile. 
TABLE XXI 
SALES OF SELEC'l'BD VEGETABLES ON GEORGIA STA'l'E FAlWERS ' MARKETS, 1958* 
Value of Sales 
yegetable AtheDB Atlanta Augus..,.- Blue Ridge Cairo Columbus Cordele 
Beans 177,202 11, 898, 666 $143, 298 tl, 848 • 18,962 $210,694 • 37,428 
Cabbage 5, '136 1, 109,089 83, 749 1, 212 -- 47, 836 21, 338 
Cantaloupes 18,817 367,878 34,180 - - 42,640 171,187 
Corn, Green 10,936 956,001 41, 373 -- 664 64, 796 6, 720 
Cuoumbers 6,960 211,092 14,781 1,843 - 22,282 12,610 
Okra 19, '181 388, 290 26, 286 - 234,992 33,488 5,  '198 
Peppers 5,610 860,209 54,216 47 41 18, 661 1,498 
Potatoes, Irish 24,001 4,4:26,463 268, 364 -- 40 600, 4:1'1 60,20'1 
Potatoes, Sweet 17, 688 1,556,919 113,842 -- -- 83, 366 22, 605 
Squash 8,204 360, '168 19,460 1 '12 3,414 42, 856 1,6'10 
Tomatoes 33, 366 4,074,994 240,946 -- 86 299,997 134, 814 
Watermelons 43,6'14 1,005,043 82, 833 - 288 106, 646 717, 84:5 
Value of Sales -
Vegetable Dillard Donaldsonville .GlellllVille �esup Mao em. Moultrie Nashville 
Beans $59,599 #152, 42'1 • -- e 6,147 1145, 479 1113, 348 e 23'1 
Cabbage 68, 816 - -- -- 98,408 47,876 240 
Cantaloupes 1, 887 36, 976 100 2, 736 14,072 39, 367 1, 327 
Corn, Green 3, 699 7, 821 -- 25, 847 36, 326 2'1 208 
Cuo\llbers 4,920 4,600 -- 478 6,409 1,'109 18,380 
Okra 319 28, 860 - 1,021 26, 267 660 -
Peppers 2, 311 -- - 226 11, 354 30 l'Tl 
Potatoes, Irish 14, 378 -- - 282 426, 765 82 -
Potatoes, Sweet 2,264 3, 661 -- 87 20'1, 616 5,829 1, 118 
Squash 626 2,081 -- 140 23, 820 8,030 --
Tomatoes 6,902 49, 174 8,966 128,140 69,176 36, 696 .... -- � Watermelons 1,110 166, 648 14, 884 27, '168 79, 616 42,096 6, 459 
TABLE XXI ( continued 
Value of Sales 
Vegetable Pelham Rome Savannah -Thomasville 'l'ifton Valdosta Vidalia 
Beans e 6,570 • 9,131 $252,748 $862, 329 • 11, 864 $ 80, 272 • 2, 787 
Cabbage 1,544 5, 246 104,481 192,498 2,475 48,081 3, 087 
Cantaloupes 2,550 11,474 46, 452 14,903 188, 430 80,515 290 
Corn, Green 2, 644 5,526 89,975 3, 229 -- 24, 256 815 
Cucumbers 600 1,596 34, 336 43, 232 14,914 20, 034 407 
Okra 1,113 5,823 80,401 129. 757 - 24, 700 1,005 
Peppers - 1, 778 88,582 11,075 - 28, 598 84 
Potatoes, Irish - 39, 141 321, 291 u., 26o - 129, 528 14,500 
Potatoes, Sweet 137,500 1,187 129,041 70, 171 80,276 99,425 4, 765 
Squash 1, 489 2, 046 41, 234 219,989 1, 266 14, 274 1,981 
Tomatoes 87,992 32,211 418, 788 17,464 153,912 '15, 875 1, 731 
Watermelons 3, 472 14, 877 189,048 111,622 118, 126 156, 179 700 
*Source: ae;rr.a State Farmers• Markets - � Annual Salt)_�� Re�� (Atlanta: Georgia Market-
ing Commission, 19 9 , pp. 4-39 . 
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Watermelons occupy' larger acreages than &DJ' other vegetable crop 
in both Georg:l.a and South Carolina. RelatiTe importance of watermelons, 
when compared to total wgetable acreage, has been declining :ln Georg:l.a 
OYer the past several decades, but in South CaroliD& watermelons have 
maintained approximately the same acreage relationship to the total 
vegetable crop, excluding potatoes. In 1954, Georgia had 57, 690 acres 
planted :ln watermelons compared to 37,922 acres in South Carolina. Ill 
both states produotion is widely distributed. 
Moat South Carolina melons are produced on the Coastal Plain, 
with 7, 646 acres planted in Barnwell Coaty, and 7, 107 aores in 
Chesterfield County ( Figure 56) . The abaTe two counties, plus Allen• 
dale, Bamberg, Hampton, Kershaw, and Aiken, had nearly 80 per cent of 
the total state acreage in 1954. During the same year 17 Georgia coun-
ties produced owr 1,000 acres, all located on the Coastal Plain and 
mostly in south Georgia ( Figure 56) . Brooks County led all other coun-
ties with 6, 898 acres, followed by Thomas with 4, 212 acres, and Crisp 
with 4,110 acres. These three counties, plus Worth, Colquitt, Dooly, 
'rurner, Cook, and Lowndes, produce oyer one•half of the Georg:l.a crop. 
During the period 1946-50, Georgia' s  average melon production 
was 254 per acre and South Carolina yielded an average of 198. 6 At 
these rates Georgia would have produced approximately 14, 653, 000 melons 
and South Carolina 7, 699,000 melons in 1954. It would be difficult to 
6w. T. Ferrier, Marketing South Carolina Watermelons, South 
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 396 (ciemsona Clemson 
Agricultural Colle ge, J'I.D1e, 1951) ,  P• 5 .  
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determine the percentage ot watermelons entering regular marketing 
channels. but probably about one-half are consumed locally. Twenty 
Georgia markets listed watermelon sales totaling over $2, 800,000 in 
1968, but � of the melons handled on the larger terminal markets 
were purchased trom concentration facilities, and terminal market sales 
also include watermelons produoed in other states ( Table XXI) .  Melons 
totaling approximately one-halt the above value were sold on concen­
tration markets and would probably be more representative of the 
Georgia orop� The number of melons sold on all 20 markets amo1mted to 
over 8, 990,000 but melons sold on concentration markets numbered only 
6,870.000, or about 40 per oent ot the total production baaed on 1964 
figures. The Atlanta Market handled over 2,ooo.ooo melons tor a value 
in exoeas ot ll.OOO, OOOJ while Cordele, a concentration market. sold 
over 8, 400,000 melons tor a total value ot only 1717,056. Cordele 
melons were first sale, Georgia melons, whereas maD¥ ot the melons sold 
on the Atlanta :Market arrived trom other states prior to the time the 
Georgia orop was ready tor harvest and brought premium prices . 
In South Carolina, relatively the same marketing ai tuation pre• 
vails as in Georgia. ltost markets handling South Carolina melons are 
privately ormed, although three state-owned markets normally handle a 
large portion ot the crop. In 1952, 11 South Carolina markets--private, 
state, and cooperative--handled over 3, 880,000 melons, or approximately 
86 per oent ot the total production for that year. 7 In 1967 South 
'1crenahaw and Darts, 22,• !!.!•• P• 42. 
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Carolina melons were in relatively short supply due to severe late 
freezes, but approximately 12, 227,000 were produced tor a value ot 
$2, 404,000.8 '.rhe Blaokville State Farmers • Market in Barnwell Counv 
--whioh is primarily a watermelon market-handled some 1,551,469 melons 
during 1967 • bringing $387, 867.9 In addition, the Pageland State 
Farmers • Market. in Chesterfield Cotmv. sold 624, 404 melons tor a 
value ot 8131, 101. Other watermelons were sold through oontaots made 
at the •rket. but did not move through the market taoili ties and are 
not inoluded in the market tota1 .10 In 1968, South Carolina melons 
valued at $241,078 were sold on the C�lumbia :Market.11 Some ot the 
melons traded on the Columbia taoility' may have been oounted at other 
markets. however, tor the Blackville Market often ships considerable 
quantities to Columbia. Total sales ot watermelons on the fresh market 
amounted to $2, 404.000 in 1967, and $1, 612,000 in 1968. 
Truoks. in 1958, accounted tor most watermelon Shipments from 
Georgia and South Carolina to the 37 oi ties shown in Table XXII. Only 
11 per oent of South Carolina melons were shipped by rail as compared 
to approximately 16 per oent of Georgia melons. Rail shipments 
increased wi tli diatanoe trom the producing areas and were dominant to 
Canadian oitiea . 
8south Carolina Crop Reporting Servioe, �· !!!••  P• 4.  
9Report, State Agrioul tural Marketing CoiiiDiission, � ( Colum­
bias Columbia State Farmers • Market, 1967), P• 1 . 
10Ibid. , P• 4. 
1ltolumbia State Farmers• Market Volume Report. 1958. " (llimeo­
graphed. ) 
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TABLE :XXII 
CARLOT SHIPMEN'l'S OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA 
WA1'l5RMEJ.OllS TO SELECTED CITIES - 1958* 
· GEORGIA SOUTH CAROLINA 
CIT!' Truoi &it Truoli: Rail 
Alb&D3'1 N. Y. 14 18 20 10 
AtlaD.ta, Ga. 1, 703 · 2  3 
Baltimore, Md. 191 - 133 2 
Birmingham, Ala. 134 3 - -
Boston, Mass. s 107 51 160 
Buttalo, N. Y. 27 41 11 3 
Chioago, Ill. 92 53 19 2 
CtnoiDnati, Ohio 142 30 19 7 
Cleve1aD.d, Ohio 189 15 145 6 
Columbia, s .  c. 98 1,185 -
Dallas, Texas - -
Denver, Colo. - - - -
Detroit, llioh. 211 120 13 2 
Fort Worth, Texas - - - -
Houston, Texas - - -
Indianapolis, Ind. 211 13 7 -
Kansas City, Jlo.-Ka.:na. - - -
Los Angeles, . Calif. - - -
Louisville, Ky. 120 9 1 -
Memphis, Te�m. 128 -
Miami, Fla. 20 1 56 -
Milwaukee, Wis.  39 2 9 
Mizmeapolis-st. Paul, Mizm. 15 1 
Nashville, Teun. 35 2 1 
Hew Orleans, La. - -
New York, ll. Y. 188 165 1, 264 112 
Philadelphia, Pa. 99 113 116 110 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 156 65 261 11 
Portland, Ore. - 10 -
Providenoe, R. I. 1 11 22 39 
St. Louis, :Mo. 4 
Salt Lake City, Utah - - -
San Antonio, Texas - -
San Fra:noisoo, Calif. -
Washington, D. c. 391 4 324 
Wiohi ta, Kana. - - - -
TOTALS . 4, 216 834 3, 164 461 
.aouroes Carlot Unloads ot Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 
u. s. and 6 CanaCU:an Oi'ties--1180--Tr\iiik UnloadS Iii"'"38 u. s. cities and 
if ciDa'diail -Cities, Calendar Year1958, u. s. Dept:-oflgrioulture ciro;:;.. 
1ar h!S-25 (Waahingtons u. s. Dept. ot Agrioulture, Agrioultural Market-
ing Servioe, Maroh, 1959 ) , pp. 12•82. 
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Georgia melons were shipped in greater quantities than the South 
Carolina product to cities west of the Appalachian Mountains, whereas. 
South Carolina melons were dominant in most eastern oi ties ( Figures 57 
and 58) . For example, Wew York City obtained almost four times as maDf 
melons from South Carolina as from Georgia, but Chicago obtained nearly 
seven times as many melons from Georgia. South Carolina watermelon 
shipments exceeded those from Georgia to Boston, Buffalo, Columbia, 
Miami, Wew York City, Pittsburgh. and Providence, plus the Canadian 
cities o£ Montreal and Toronto. Georgia led South Carolina slightly in 
total shipments of melons to all the cities considered. 
Tomatoes are one of the more valuable crops produced in Georgia 
and South Carolina, with acreages having expanded considerably during 
the past several decades. In 1954 Georgia planted 11, 242 acres. and 
South Carolina somewhat more than one-half that amo\Dlt. In 1930 
Georgia had only 3, 752 acres in tomatoes and South Carolina 3, 221. 
Tomato acreages, then, have been expanding most rapidly in Georgia. 
especially in several southern counties . 
Of the 21 Georgia counties producing over 100 acres o£ tomatoes 
in 1954, 1 3  that were fo\Dld bordering each other in the south central 
part of the state accounted for 66 per cent of the total acreage 
( Figure 59) . The only county of outstanding importance that is not 
located in the south Georgia producing area is Tattnall, whose 1, 098 
aores were responsible for nearly 10 per oent of total plantings. 
'l'lfo South Carolina counties--Beaufort with 2,067 acres, and 
Charle ston with 1,282 aores-�ere responsible tor over 56 per cent of 
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the state tomato aoreage in 1954 ( �gure 59 ) . Seven additional oountisa 
planted over 100 aorea:  all exoept one being looated on the Coastal 
Plain. Spartanburg County 1 on the Piedmont, planted nearly 600 aores ot 
tomatoes in 19541 with a large portion of the aoreage devoted to an 
early fall orop. 
Georgia tomatoe s begin arriving on the market about the same 
time as the South Carolina orop in the spring. but Georgia extends ita 
fall harvest season oonsiderably later, due to produotion in the south• 
ern part of the state. Both states have expanded their fall aoreages 
in reoent years. 
A large peroentage of the South Carolina tomato orop is produoad 
by so-oalled "grower-shippers, " who have their own faoilities for 
grading and paoking and their own market outleta.12 In 1957, however, 
the Pee Dee Market, in Marion County, sold soma 25, 286 bushels for 
$19, 707, and in 1958 the Columbia Market sold 144, 344 bushels of South 
Carolina tomatoes for $390, 396.13 Other markets handling tomatoes were 
privately owned. Total value of South Carolina tomatoes sold on the 
fresh markat in 1958 was $1, 010, 000. 
Nineteen Georgia state farmers ' Darketa handled tomatoes in 1958, 
with values totaling $5, 854,066 ( Table XXI) . The Atlanta Market sold 
most of these, but the majority were probably produoed out-of-state. 
P• 4. 
l2crenahaw and Davia, 2• �· · P• 40. 
l!aeport, State Agrioultural Marketing Commission, 1957, �· !!!-• 
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State concentration DBrkets, which were limited mostly to Georgia toma­
toes, had a business of approximately 8700, 000 iD this commodity. 
The distribution of Georgia and South Carolina tomatoes is much 
more limited than the distribution area tor watermelons. Of the 37 
cities listed in Table XXIII, Georgia tomatoes were sold iD only 17, 
and South Carolina tomatoes in only 16 ( Figures 60 and 61) . Shipments 
were primarily by truck, with rails accounting tor less than eight per 
cent ot Georgia shipments and only 15 per cent of South Carolina ship­
ments. 
The cities considered receiwd more than double the volume of 
tomatoes from South Carolina than were purchased from Georgia. Over 
one-halt ot Georgia shipments went to Atlanta, with the remainder being 
scattered among various cities in the East and Middle West. Nearly 
one-halt of South Carolina shipments were sold in Columbia, New York 
Ci t,y accounted tor an additional 35 per cent, and most ot the remainder 
went to Baltimore, Boston, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. 
Cabbage acreages have not increased as much as � other vege­
table crops. South Carolina acreage has remained relatively unchanged 
since 1930, whereas Georgia acreages have shown an increase. In 1954 
South Carolina had 2, 666 acres planted in cabbage and Georgia 6 , 274. 
Nearly 70 per cent of the South Carolina acreage is found in 
Charleston County', With only three additional counties--orangeburg, 
Beauto:r'b, and Horry--having as JllaDY as 100 aores ( Figure 62) . Areas of 
commercial cabbage production are also clearly defined in Georgia, as 
almost 40 per cent of the state acreage is in Thomas County ( Figure 62). 
TABLE XXIII 
QARLOT SHIPMEMTS OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA 
TOMA'lOES TO SELECTED CITIES - 1968* 
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GEORGIA SOUTH CAROLINA 
Cift Truok Rail Truck Rail 
Al�, B. Y. l 2 
Atlanta, Ga. 279 14 -
Baltimore, Md. 14 2 62 9 
Birmingham, Ala. 3 - -
Boston, Mass .  8 18 36 
Buffalo, N. Y. - - l 3 
Cbioago, Ill. 16 3 8 l 
Cincinnati, Ohio 2 -
Cleveland, Ohio 2 - -
Columbia, s.  c. 46 420 
Dallas, Texas - - -
Denver, Colo. -
Detroit, Mioh. 8 2 2 1 
Fort Worth, Texas -
Houston, Tex. - 1 -
Indianapolis, Ind. l - -
Kansas City, Mo. 
Los Angeles, Calif. -
Louisville, Xy'. 21 -
Memphis, Tenn. - -
Miami, Fla. l - -
Milwaukee, Wia .  - - -
Minneapolis-st. Paul, Minn. - - 1 
Uashv.tlle, Tenn. 10 l l 
llew Orleans, La. l - -
Bn York, u. Y .  8 18 296 88 
Philadelphia, Pa. 16 1 33 19 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 11 19 9 
Portland, ore. - -
Providence, R. I.  2 2 
St. Louis, :Mo. - -
Salt Lake City, Utah - -
San Antonio, Texas -
San Franoisoo, Calit. - -
Washington, D. c.  6 - 13 7 
Wiohi ta, Kana . - -
'J;'OTALS 43'7 36 8'7'7 168 
*Souroe : Carlot Unloads ot Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 
u. s. and 5 Canadian Cities--Ais'O=-Truok Unloads iD38 u. s. Cities and 
6 Canad'i'Bn -Cities,  Calendar Yearl968, u. s. Dept:-oTAgrioUi.ture Ciro;. 
lar .AMS-25 (Washington• U. s:-nipt. ot Agrioulture, Agricultural Marke'b-
ing Servioe, Maroh, 1969) ,  pp. 12•82. 
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Neighboring South Georgia counties--colquitt, Brooks, and Cook--contri­
bute an additional. 40 per cent of the acreage. 
Most South Carolina cabbage is marketed by "grower-shippers" and 
through private bv.;yera, since little is sold through the state market 
system. The Columbia Market. in 1958• sold only t58.089 iD South 
Carolina cabbage, while total cabbage sales tor the treah market reaohed 
$804. 000. 
Georgia concentration markets handled oabbage valued at $384,018 
in 1968, and the wholesale terminal markets were responsible tor sales 
ot 11.443,463 ( Table XXI) .  The Thomasville Market, with oabbage sales 
ot 1193, 388, handle
.
d much of the Thomas County production and also some 
cabbage trom neighboring counties. The total value of the 1968 Georgia 
orop is unknown. 
Cabbage shipments from Georgia and South Carolina to the oi ties 
listed in Table XXIV were made primarily by truok, with rails account­
ing tor only 20 per cent of Georgia and 12 per cent of South Carolina 
shipments in 1958. Nearly all cabbage moving to Canadian cities was 
transported by rail. 
Georgia and South Carolina oabbage was marketed iD 23 of the 
oi ties  considered, With heaviest Georgia ahiplllBDts going to the Middle 
West, whereas South Carolina oabbage was sold primarily to eastern 
oi ties ( Fig\U"Gs 63 and 64) . Atlanta took 40 per oent ot all Georgia 
shipments to the cities considered and New York and Philadelphia were 
responsible tor 40 per oent of South Carolina shipments. Georgia ship• 
menta, however, exceeded those trom South Carolina to Washington, D. c.,  
TABLE XXIV 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLDIA 
CABBAGE TO SELECTED CITIBS • 1968* 
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GEORGIA SOUTH OAROLlllA 
CITY 'fruok 
AlbBD7, N. Y. 2 
Atlanta, Ga.. 393 
Bal. timore, :Md. 4 
Birmin�am, Ala. 63 
Boston, !lass . 12 
Butf'alo.. W. Y. -
Chioago, nl. 30 
Cinoiunati, Ohio 28 
Cleve1a.ud, Ohio 7 
Columbia, s . c . 3 
Dallas, Texas -
Denver, Colo. 
Detroit, Jlioh. 13 
Fort Worth, Texas 
Houston, Texas -
Indianapolis, Ind. 73 
I8.D.S aa City', :Mo. -
Loa Angeles, Calif. -
Louisville, Ky. 37 
Memphis ,  Tenn. 14 
Miami, Fla. -
Milwaukee, Wis.  -
Minneapolis-st. Paul, Minn. 2 
Nashville, Tenn. 29 
New Orleans.. La. 
New York, N.  Y .  49 
Philadelphia, Pa. 27 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Portland, Ore. -
Providenoe, R. I. 
St. Louis, Mo. 9 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
San Antonio, Texas -
San Franoisoo, Cali£. 
Washington, D. c. 173 
Wiohi ta, Kana. 
TOTALS 786 
Rail 
1 
-
31 
3 
12 
17 
32 
-
-
38 
-
3 
-
-
-
7 
-
22 
8 
18 
5 
-
-
l 
198 
Truok 
12 
6 
42 
13 
17 
6 
14 
3 
29 
116 
-
' -
11 
-
3 
-
-
7 
3 
8 
1 
l 
7 
132 
160 
24 
4 
-
-
-
66 
-
668 
Raii 
2 
-
-
-
17 
2 
14 
8 
12 
• 
4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
17 
4 
6 
-
l 
-
2 
-
90 
*Souroea Carlot unloads of Certain Fruita and Vegetables in 100 
u. s. and 6 Canadian Cities--AliO--Truok Unloads in 38 u. s. Cities """iiicf 
6 Cana'Cil"i"n-Cities, Calendar Year 1958, U. S.  Dept:-ofAgriOulture Cirou• 
lar AMS-25 (Washington, D. C. a u. s:-nept. ot Agrioul ture, Agrioul tural 
Marketing Serrioe, Maroh, 1959) ,  PP• 12·82 . 
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and to Boston in the East, while South Carolina shipments were dominallt 
to Cleveland, in the Middle West. Canadian purchases were primarily 
trom Georgia. 
Irish and sweet potatoes occupy large acreages iD Georgia and 
South Carolina, although both crops have greatly declined in acreage 
since 1920. The 1964 Agricultural Census indicated that Georgia had 
14, 410 acres planted in sweet potatoes and 2, 309 acres in Irish potatoe� 
while South Carolina bad 16, 638 and 6,402 acres respectively. These 
figures do not include acreages on farms with less than 20 aores planted. 
Seventy-five per cent of the South Carolina Irish potato crop � 
planted in Charleston County, with Horry and Orangeburg the only other 
counties having over 100 acres ( Figure 66) . Sweet potato production was 
more evenly distributed, but Horry and Orangeburg, together, acccunted 
for over 60 per cent of the total acreage. Other Coastal Plain coun• 
ties were responsible for the remaining acreage, with Colleton, Sumter, 
Williamsburg, Barnwell, Clarendon, Lexington, and Florence planting an 
additional 22 per cent. Thirty-two of the states ' 46 counties had sweet 
potato plantings exceeding 100 acres . 
The Georgia Irish potato acreage is considerably smaller than 
that of South Carolina and is muoh more evenly distributed over the 
state ( Figure 66) .  Only three counties•-Eftingham on the Coastal Plain, 
and Dade and Gilmer in the nor1;hwestern part of the state--produced 
over 100 acres in 1964. Sweet potato production is fairly evenly dis• 
tributed over the Coastal Plain, with 40 counties producing 100 or more 
GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA IRISH POTATO ACREAGE, 1954 
FIGORB 86 
.., 50 Miles 
Each Dot Represents 50 Acres 
SOURCE� UNITED STATE S CE NSUS BUREAU 
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aores. Four oounties--Bibb with 966 aores, Appling with 832 aores, 
Toombs with 622 aores, and Wiloox with 416 aores--had the major oommer­
oial oropa. 
Unlike � vegetables, whioh must be marketed immediately after 
harvest, potatoes may be kept in storage tor a time while growers bar­
gain for their sale. Also, potatoes make a good livestook teed and are 
used by industry as a aouroe of staroh and aloohol. 'Most South 
Carolina potatoes are sold b,y growers to private buyers as soon as 
possible after harvest. The bu,er grades and paoks the potatoes and 
may sell immediately, or he may store the potatoes in anticipation of a 
hi gher prioe. This is particularly true with sweet potatoes.  Some 
farmers with large aoreages have their own grading and paoking taoili­
ties, while others have formed grading and paoking cooperatives whioh 
sometimes double as agencies for b�ng and selling. 
In 1958 the Columbia Farmers ' Market handled South Carolina 
Irish potatoes valued at 398, 407, while sweet potatoes brought $240,407. 
The Pee Dee Jlarket sold sweet potatoes valued at $12, 830, and the 
Colleton Market sold sweet and Irish potatoes in small quantities.  In 
1962, all told, there were 13 markets handling Irish potatoes and 17 
handling sweet potatoes ;  most of them small, priTate markets in each 
instanoe. 
All Georgia state farmers '  markets handled Irish potatoes valued 
at t6, 308,934 in 1958 while sweet potato sales reached t2, 492, 944 
( Table XXI) . Concentration markets sold a relatively small proportion 
of the total, but are more representative of Georgia produotion as the 
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terminal markets handle large portions of out-of-state potatoes,  par­
ticularly Irish potatoes. Irish potatoes worth over $295,000 were sold 
on Georgia oonoentration markets in 1958, and sweet potato sales were 
valued at t403,163. 
Georgia sweet potato shipments to the oities oonsidered in 
Table 1J:V were entirely by truok in 1958, and slightly exoeeded South 
Carolina sweet potatoes in volume. Over 97 per oent of reoorded 
Georgia sweet potato shipments went to Atlanta, however, with only four 
additional oities listing Georgia reoeipts. South Carolina sweet 
potato reoeipts were reoorded in 14 oities in 1958, less than two per 
oent of the volume moving by rail. Over 50 per oent of South Carolina 
shipments went to Columbia, with Atlanta, Baltimore, New York City, 
Washington, D. c . ,  and Louisville aooounting for most of the remainder. 
Georgia Irish potato shipments in 1958 amounted to less than six 
per oent of South Carolina shipments to the cities listed in Table XXV. 
Only five of these cities reoorded receipts of Georgia potatoes, with 
24 of the total of 34 oarlots shipped going to Atlanta. South Carolina, 
on the other hand, shipped 665 carlots, 18 per oent by rail. Columbia, 
New York, Detroit, and Philadelphia aooounted for 80 per cent of all 
South Carolina shipments to the cities considered, although 18 addi­
tional oi ties reported receipts of at leaa1; one oarlot. Rail shipments 
e:z:oeeded those by truok in Detroit, Buf'falo, Cleveland, Milwaukee, and 
Pittsburgh. 
Acreage planted in cantaloupes has increased rapidly sinoe 1920 
in both Georgia and South Carolina. Georgia planted 1, 659 aores and 
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'l!ABLE XXV 
CARLOT SHIPMENTS OF GEORGIA AlJD SOUTH CAROLINA 
POTlTOES TO SELECTED CITIES - 1958* 
S W E E T  P O T A T O E S  I R I S H  P O T A T O E S  
- GEORGIA - soum CAioL'IifA - GEORCJIA -s'6U!iCCAROLINI' 
CITY Truok Rail Truck Rail Truck Rail Truok Rail 
Albany, !l. Y. - 1 7 
Atlanta, Ga.. 416 - 74 24 19 
Baltimore, Md. - 26 24 
Birmingham, Ala. 1 - 3 
Boston, Mass . - - 7 6 
Buffalo, N. Y. - - - - 3 6 
Chi oago, Ill . 1 - 1 
Cinoimlati, Ohio - 1 - 1 1 
Cleveland, Ohio - - - 2 6 
Columbia, s. c.  1 181 - 1 - 245 -
Dallas, Texas -
Denver, Colo. - - - - - - -
Detroit, Mioh. - - 3 - - 19 10 
Fort Worth, Texas - - -
Houa ton, Texas - - - - -
Indianapolis, Ind .  3 - 1 - 3 2 
Kansas City, Mo. -
Loa Angeles, Calif. - - -
Louisville, Ky. 10 - - 14 
Jlemphis, Tenn. - - - 1 - 2 
Miami, Fla. 6 9 - 1 
Milwaukee, Wis .  - - - - - - 2 
Minn.-st. Paul, Jlinn. -
Baahv.l. lle, Tenn . - - -
New Orleans, La. - -
New York, N. Y. 17 4 - 112 12 
Philadelphia, Pa. - - 8 - 1 - 60 lS 
Pittsburgh, Pa. - - - 3 5 
Portland, Ore . -
Providence, R. I. - - - - -
St. Louis, Mo. - - 2 -
Salt Lake City, Utah - - -
San Antonio, TeD.& - -
San Francisco, Calif. - - - - -
Washington, D. c.  - - 14 - 19 
Wichita, Kans. - - - -
TOTALS 427 0 346 7 S4 0 543 122 
•Souroe a Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 u. s. 
8Dd 6 Canadian Cities--Also--TrUCk Unloads 1n 38 u. s. Cities e.nd5 Canadian 
Oi ties,  Calendar Year 1958, u. s. Dept. of Agrioul tu'ie CiroularAMS-26 (Wash-
fiigtona u. B. bipt;'O'l'""'irtoulture, Agricultural Marketing Service, March, 
1959) ,  PP• 12•82. 
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South CaroliDa 695 acres in 1920, but by 1964 plantings had increased 
to 9, 716 and 6,472 acres respectively. The period of most rapid acre­
age expansion occurred between 1930 and 1940, when South Carolina. 
plantings more than tripled and Georgia acreage more than quadrupled. 
The counties in south central Georgia that produce most of the 
state ' s  commercial vegetable crop were also responsible for approxi­
matel)" 87 per cent of the cantaloupe acreage in 1964. All counties 
produoing over 100 acres were in this area exoept one. 
Over 40 per cent ot the South Carolina acreage in 1954 was in 
Bamwell County, while another 24 per cent was found in oo\D1ties 
bordering Barnwell. Three Piedmont OOlD1ties and one that is predomi­
nantly in the Piedmont had an additional 24 per cent ot the total state 
acreage. 
In 1958 the Columbia Farmers ' Market sold South Carolina canta­
loupes valued at 1231,951. �e Blackville State Market in 1967 traded 
over $75,000 in cantaloupes, although the crop in that area was only 
one-third ot the usual production. llormally, sales on the Blackville 
Market would have been approximately t)uoee times the 1967 figure. 
Since the 1958 crop was nearly three times as great as the 1967 crop, 
it is reasonable to assume that the Blackville :Market handled canta­
loupes worth at least t200,000 during that )"Bar. It this is true, the 
Columbia and Blackville Mark:sts would have traded cantaloupes valued at 
some $432,000, or approximately 60 per oent ot the state ' s  commercial 
production ot $712,000. 
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Georgia state f'armers ' markets handled cantaloupes valued at 
$968, 787 in 1958. Concentration markets acccunted for nearly one-halt 
of the total, with the Cordele and Tifton markets selling over 65 per 
cent ot this amount ( Table XXI) . 
No cantaloupes were shipped by rail from either South Carolina 
or Georgia to any of the 37 cities listed in Table XXVI during 1958. 
Wei ther state is a major supplier of cantaloupes to northeastern mar­
kets as, apparently, most of the product is consumed within the pro­
ducing states.  OVer 63 per cent of all Georgia cantaloupes distributed 
to the 37 oi ties went to Atlanta, and Columbia took another 33 per oent. 
In addition to Atlanta and Columbia, only Baltimore and Washington, 
D. c. , received over 10 oarlots. Columbia was the market for more than 
93 per cent ot all South Carolina cantaloupes shipped to the 37 oi ties 
in 1968. Only four additional cities obtained supplies from South 
Carolina, with Atlanta accounting for the greater portion. 
Lettuce acreages are relatively small in both South Carolina and 
Georgia, with the former having the largest acreage in 1964. Most 
rapid expansion in lettuce production occurred trom 1940 to 1960, and 
by' 1954 South Carolina had 1,114 acres and Georgia 726. In 1958 the 
South Carolina lettuce crop, produced for the fresh market, was valued 
at $130,000. 
Georgia lettuoe was shipped to five ot the 37 cities used in 
this study, with Columbia receiving 13 carlots, !liami six, Atlanta 
five, New York two, and Washington, D. c.  one. South Carolina lettuce 
was shipped to 12 cities, with Baltimore, Cleveland, New York, and 
fABLE XXVI 
CARLO! SHIPMENTS OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA 
CAH!ALOUPES TO SBLEC!JID CITIES - 1968* 
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GEORGIA §OUm CAROLINA 
CITY Truok Rail ',fruok Rail 
Albaey. N. Y. - - - -
Atlanta, Ga. 299 - 18 
Baltimore, Md. 31 - - -
Birmingham, Ala. 10 - - -
Boston, Mass. - - -
Butf'alo, H. Y. - -
Chioago, Ill. 
Cinoiunati, Ohio - - -
Cleveland, Ohio -
Columbia, s. c.  188 - 359 -
Dallas, 'lexas - -
Denver, Colo. 
Detroit. lU.oh. - -
Fort Worth, Texas - - -
Houston, Texas - -
Indianapolis, Ind. 3 -
Kansas Ci tt, Mo. -
Los Angeles, Calif. - -
LouisVille, Ky. 8 - 3 -
Memphis ,  'leml .  
Miami. Fla . - - -
lU.lwaukee • Wis . -
Minneapolis-st. Paul, :Minn. -
Nashville, Tem. 9 - -
New Orleans, La. 
New York, w. Y. - 1 -
Philadelphia, Pa. -
Pittsburgh, Pa. -
Portland, Ore. 
Providence, R. I. -
St. Louis, Mo. - - -
Salt Lake 01 ty • Utah -
San Antonio, Texas 
San Francisco. Calif. -
Washington, D. c.  13 6 -
Wiohi ta, Xans . 
TOTALS 669 - 384 
.Souroe: Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruita and Vegetables in 100 
u. s. and 6 Canadian Cities••Also••Truok Unloads in 38 u. s.  Citli's and 
5 c&nad'ii"n -Cities, Calendar Yearl968, u. s. Dept:-otAgrioul ture cirou:. 
lar AMS-26 (Washington: u. s. Dept. ot Agriculture, Agricultural 
Marketing Service, March, 1969) ,  pp. 12·82. 
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Washington receiving tour oarlots each, Pittsburgh three carlota, 
Cincinnati two oarlots, and Alb�, Birmingham, Boston, Chicago, 
Columbia, and Philadelphia each received one carlot. All lettuce was 
distributed b.f truck. 
Unfortunately, no statistics are available tor the distribution 
ot several ot the more important vegetable s produced in South Carolina 
and Georgia. Excluding potatoes, distribution statistics are available 
tor 68 per o8llt ot the total co1I!Jileroial vegetable production, however, 
giving a more or less representative picture of the distribution areas 
ot products trom the two states .  
Additional South Carolina vegetables produced tor the treah mar­
ket and tor which distribution ata.tistioa would be valuable are ,  snap 
beans, cucumbers, lima beans, beets, sweet corn, broccoli, and spinach. 
Other Georgia vegetables of aignitioanoe tor the trash market are:  
sweet peppers and pimentoes, snap beans, lima beans, okra, squash, and 
sweet corn. Fbllowing, is a brief description ot the production and 
marbting ot these vegetables, using all available information. It is 
possible that the distribution mapa tor other Georgia and South 
Carolina truits and vegetables may be ot some value as a guide in 
determining the distribution pattern ot the above crops.  
Snap and lima beans occupy large acreages in both South Carolina 
and Georgia. In 1954, South Carolina planted 10, 032 acres in snap 
beans and 2, 137 acres in green lima beans, while Georgia plantings 
amounted to 6, 236 and 5 , 839 aores respectively. 
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Georgia snap bean produotion is confined primarily to south­
central and southwestern counties , with limited acreages in the north­
east. Lima bean plantings are heaviest in the counties around Atlanta. 
and in south central Georgia. Only Brooks and Thomas counties in the 
south produce relatively large acreages of both crops, with Thomas 
County leading all others in snap bean production. Turner County, in 
south central Georgia, is  the major producer of lima beans, accounting 
tor over 17 per oent ot the state acreage. 
South Carolina acreages of both crops are found primarily on the 
110uter" and "Inner" portions ot the Coastal Plain, in the southern part 
ot the state. TWo Piedmont counties, Greenville and Pickens, produce 
nearly 15 per cent ot the snap bean crop, however. Charleston County, 
on the "outer" portion ot the Coastal Plain, and Orangeburg County, on 
the 11Inner" portion, together had approximately 50 per cent ot the state 
acreage ct snap beans and over 35 per cent of the lima bean acreage in 
1954. although Orangeburg produoed six times as ma.ny lima beans as 
Charleston. 
Most South Carolina snap beans are sold through private buyers. 
The Columbia Uarket sold South Carolina sDB.p and lima beans valued at 
$247, 681 and $218, 261 respectively in 1958. The relatlvely large 
portion of the state ' s  lima bean production that is marketed through 
the Columbia facility is due largely to the taot that muoh of the acre­
age is within a 50 mile radius ot the market. Perhaps one•tourth to 
one•third of al l  snap beans are also marketed through the Columbia 
facility, although mq" purchases by Columbia dealers are trom local 
b�era in the areas or heaviest snap bean production. 
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Georgia state farmers ' markets handled over $1, 300,000 in snap 
beans and more than $1, 200,000 in lima beans in 1958, excluding certain 
quanti ties of Florida beans sold on the Thomasville Market ( Table XXI) . 
Concentration markets handled approximately 29 per cent or the snap 
beans and 3? per cent of the lima beans sold through the Georgia state 
market s711tem. The Atlanta Market led in sales of both snap and lima 
beans, but an unknown quantity consisted of out-or-state varieties.  
Thomasville led all other concentration markets, with sales of Georgia 
snap beans totaling $248, 364, and lima bean sales of $148, 446. 
SWeet peppers and pimentoes were primarily Georgia crops in 
1964. Georgia plantings in these commodities reached 1?, ?81 acres, 
while South Carolina reported only 2, 7?6 acres. These crops appear to 
be relatively recent in South Carolina. 
The most concentrated area or production in Georgia is found 
between 60 and 100 miles south of Atlanta, although 40 counties pro­
duce over 100 acres of sweet peppers and pimentoes. Meriwether, Pike, 
and Henry counties bad over 28 per cent or the Georgia acreage in 1964. 
In contrast, only seven South Carolina counties produced more than 100 
acres of peppers, with most of the production coming trom the Piedmont. 
Greenville, Pickens, and Spartanburg counties accounted for over one• 
half of the total state acreage. 
The Columbia Jlarket handled a total of $23, 043 in South Carolina 
peppers in 1958, and in 196? the Anderson Market••designad especially 
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for handling the pimento pepper orop of that area-•sold peppers valued 
at tl6, 290. Sweet peppers, with a total value of $3,001, were also 
sold on the Pee Dee Market in 1957. 
Total pepper sales on Georgia state markets amomted to $529,963 
in 1958, with oonoentration markets aooounting for less than #50.,000 
( Table XXI) . This may have been due to the looation of the major pepper 
produoing area so olose to Atlanta., �oh was responsible for 68 per 
oent of all peppers handled on the state market s,ystem. 
Cuoumber aoreages were almost id.entioal in the two states in 
1954, with Georgia' s  5.,481 aores exoeeding South Carolina plantings by 
only nine aores. South Carolina production was primarily on the south­
ern Coastal Plain., while 'the Georgia aoreage was predominantly in the 
south oentral area. Charleston County was the leading South Carolina 
produoer, planting 1, 336 aores, while Brooks, Lowndes, Dooly., and 
Colquitt oomties in Georgia., all prodt»ed between 400 and 600 aores. 
South Carolina ououmbers valued at $55, 485., were sold on the 
Columbia Market in 1968;  in 1957 oucumbers with a value ot 13., 423 were 
purobased from the Pee Dee Market and the Colleton County Market sold 
an unknown qwmtity. Most ououmbers were sold through private b�rs., 
however., and some large growers did their own marketing. A very small 
portion ot the orop marketed tor fresh sales went through the state 
market system. 
The Atlanta Ma.rket was responsible tor about one-half of the 
total ououmber sales on Georgia state markets in 1968 ( Table XXI) .  
Conoentration markBts handled an additional one-third. Considerably 
less than one-half of total cucumbers marketed for fresh sales went 
through the state market system. 
1?0 
Other uajor Georgia and South Carolina crops produoed for the 
fresh market are s squash. okra, and sweet corn. These orops are pro­
duced almost entirely in south central Georgia, and on the southern 
portion of the "Inner" and "Outer" Coastal Plain in South Carolina. 
Georgia is the hea"fiest producer of all three oommodities and oontri• 
butes a larger portion to the fresh market. A larp percentage of the 
south Georgia production of squash and okra is sold through the state 
farmers ' markets in that area. Thomasville is the major squash market 
with sales totaling $219, ??5 in 1958, and the major okra markets were 
Cairo and Thomasville with sales of t234, 992 and $129, 75? respectively. 
Sweet corn did not reach &Dy of the concentration markets in signiti• 
cant quantities. 
The peach is the major fruit crop of both South Carolina and 
Georgia, and the two states rank second and third nationally in peach 
production. In 195? Georgia had a total of 4, 314,000 trees and in 1968 
South Carolina trees numbered 4,92?,000. Georgia at one time led South 
Carolina in peach production, but South Carolina acquired dominance 
during the 1940' s and has maintained its position since. 
Important changes are occurring in the peach industries in both 
states, and producing areas are currently shifting away from the older 
Piedmont toward the Fall Line and the Coastal Plain. The Piedmont 
area of South Carolina contained 6?.4 per cent of all the peach trees 
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tn the state in 1958, as compared to 81. 1  per oent in 1960.14 During 
�e same period the so called "Ridgen area•-inol uding Aiken, Edgefield, 
and Saluda counties--gained approximately 280,000 trees for an incre­
ment of 67 per oent; and the Sandhills--primarily Lexington and 
Chesterfield counties--had an addition of about 76,000 trees or 23 per 
cant. In the Upper Coastal Plain--including Allendale, Bamberg, Barn-
well, Calhoun, Marlboro, Orangeburg, and Sumter counties--there were 
462,000 trees in 1958 oompared with 74, 400 in 1950, for an increase of 
over 500 per oent. The most recent area to oome into production is the 
Lower Coastal Plain, whioh had 34,000 trees in 1958. "While the Pied-
mont area is still the most important pea?h area in the state, further 
shifts in areas of production are clearly indicated. nl5 Spartanburg 
continues to be by far the leading peach producing county, however, 
since its 2,486,000 trees accounted for slightly more than one-half of 
the total number for the state ( Figure 66) . 
Most Georgia peaches are produced in an area from 40 to 70 miles 
on either side of a line drawn from Columbus to Augusta ( Figure 66) . 
The greatest concentration of trees is found to the south of this liD.e 
iD. the so called nFort Valleyn area, a1 though heavy production ooours 
in a grouping of about 25 oountie s iD. the west central portion of the 
l4J. Sam Taylor and w. Fred Chapman, Jr. ,  South Carolina Peach 
Tree Survey, 1958, South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, 
0Ir0u1ar 122 (Clemson: Clemson Agricultural College, Yay, 1959) , P• 9 .  
16Ibid. , P• 10. 
PEACH TREES OF ALL AGES IN COMMERCIAL ORCHARDS 
IN GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA 
Georgia data is for 1957 
South Carolina data is for 1958 
_ 50 Miles 
Each Dot Represents 30,000 Trees 
SOURCES : UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION �����
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state, with the Fal� Line nm.ning approximately through the middle of 
the region.16 Peach production in north Georgia has been on the decline, 
while counties to the south of the Piedmont have expanded production. 
Although the Coastal Plain portion of Georgia has the advantage of 
being able to produce trees that come into production earlier than 
varieties grown further north in the state, it has the disadvantage of 
a short average tree life. Eight to ten years is considered the aver-
age life of peach trees on the Coastal Plain, and growers must keep one-
third to one•hali' their trees under three years of age if they plan to 
stay in the peaoh businesa .17 On the Piedmont trees are much longer 
lived, but producers in that area must compete with early maturing 
varieties planted in other states. T.be raoent introduction of earlier 
maturing strains on the Piedmont may aid this section of Georgia in 
establishing a batter competitive position With more northerly producing 
areas. 
South Carolina peach produation amounted to 5, 204, 000 bushels in 
1958. The Piedmont produced 67. 4 per cent of the total, followed by the 
Ridge area with 18. 7  per cent, and the remainder of the state with 
13.9  per oent. Over 100, 000 bushels were harvested from each of 14 
varieties of trees, offering a continuous fruit supply for more than two 
months.18 The amount sold on the fresh market totaled 2, 937, 200 
bushels.19 
1�. E. Ford, et al. ,  Geort!a Commercial Peach Survey, 1957, 
Georgia Agricultural EiPiriment 8 tion, M!meo Series N.S. 40 tliPeri­
menta Georgia Experiment Station, November, 1957) , pp. 3-4. 
17Ibid. , P• 24. 18Taylor, op. cit. , p. 22. 19Ibid. , P• 24. 
- - -
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Yost peaohes in both states were marketed through private chan­
nels in 1968, but Georgia state markets were of greater significance 
than South Carolina markets. Georgia markets sold over 630. 000 bushels, 
most of them of Georgia origin, tor a value of more than tl,600,000. 
The Columbia Farmers ' Market sold 176.072 bushels of South Carolina 
peaches in 1968 tor a value of $376,507. 
Peaches reoeived a wider distribution and were shipped in greater 
carlot quantities than � other Georgia or South Carolina product in 
1958 { Figures 67 and 68) .  Shipments from both states were primarily by 
truck, although 36 per oent of Georgia peaches and 18 per cent of South 
Carolina peaches were transported by rail to the cities considered in 
Table XXVII. Rail shipments increased in importance with distance trom 
the market, and aocounted tor 61 per cent of peaches transported to the 
five Canadian cities of Montreal, Quebec, Toronto. Vancouver, and 
WiDnepeg. 
Georgia peache s dominated in total shipments, and in most cities 
tor which peaoh receipts were recorded. South Carolina peaohes were 
reoeived in larger quanti ties by only eight oi ties--Albany. Birmingham, 
Boston, Columbia, MilwaUkee, Pittsburgh, Providence, and Washington, 
D. c.--out of the total of 30 united States cities that are considered 
in this study that obtained shipments ot peaches from Georgia and South 
Carolina. South Carolina peaches dominated in three of the tour 
Canadian cities tor which shipments are known. Only Winnepeg, in 
Canada, received more Georgia peaches, and Winnepeg obtained only one 
rail carlot. 
·. 
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TABLE XXVII 
CARLOT SHIPMEBTS OF GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLillA 
PEACHES TO SELECTED OITIBS - 1968• 
0!1'!' 
Alb&Dl', ll. Y. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Birmingham� Ala. 
Boston, Mass. 
Buttalo, ll. Y. 
Chioago, Ill. 
OinoiDnati, Ohio 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Columbia, s. c. 
Dallas, Texas 
Denver, Colo. 
Detroit, Mioh. 
Fort Worth, Tezas 
Houston, Texas 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Ka.nsas City, Mo. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Louisville, Iy. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Miami, Fla. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Minneapolis-st. Paul, Minn. 
NaShville, Tenn. 
New Orl88.D.8, La. 
New York, N. Y. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Portland, Ore . 
Providence, R. I. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
San Antonio, Texas 
San Pranoisoo, Calif. 
Washington, D. c. 
Wichita, Kans. 
GEORGIA SOUTH CAROLINA 
'l'ruok Rail Truok Rail 
64 
626 
116 
6 
126 
63 
349 
64 
168 
6 
6 
60 
10 
68 
2 
-
44 
1 
63 
30 
32 
8 
1, 241 
274 
128 
26 
30 
-
11 
42 
-
.. 
61 
150 
68 
140 
84 
114 
.. 
.. 
-
186 
.. 
.. 
19 
-
-
16 
3 
19 
10 
1 
1 
672 
187 
99 
.. 
32 
30 
15 
63 
203 
74 
9 
270 
66 
229 
67 
103 
485 
-
38 
8 
-
-
8 
1 
42 
3'1 
-
8 
s 
1,088 
292 
272 
-
68 
12 
-
-
103 
48 
3 
6 
134 
33 
68 
6 
26 
-
.. 
-
83 
-
.. 
2 
.. 
.. 
-
2 
1'1 
.. 
-
.. 
232 
60 
30 
.. 
29 
-
-
.. 
5 
.. 
3,612 1,941 3,607 783 
177 
. TOTAL TOTAL 
GA. s. C. 
89 
626 
177 
6 
276 
121 
489 
138 
2'12 
6 
6 
.. 
246 
.. 
10 
77 
2 
-
60 
4 
82 
40 
33 
9 
1,913 
461 
227 
-
6? 
60 
.. 
11 
.. 
57 
101 
206 
'19 
9 
404 
99 
297 
'13 
129 
466 
.. 
121 
.. 
10 
-
8 
1 
44 
64 
8 
3 
1, 318 
352 
302 
.. 
87 
12 
-
.. 
.. 
108 
.. 
*Souroes Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in 100 
u. s. and 6 Canadian Cities--A1so--Truok Unloads in 38 u. s .  Citi'is and 
6 ci'nadi&n -Cities, Calendar Ye;:r-1958, u. s. Dept:-oTAgricul ture ciiOU­
I'ar .WS-25 (WashingtOn a U. S';'"l;ipl:O'f Agrioul ture, Agrioul. tural Market­
ing Service, Maroh, 1969 ) , pp . 12-82. 
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Commercial apple production is of little importance in the gen-
eral economy ot either Georgia or South Carolina. but 1 t assumes 
considerable signitioanoe in several mountain counties. especially in 
Georgia. The moat concentrated area of apple trees is in Habersham and 
Rabun oomties in the extreme northeas�rn part of Georgia and neigh­
boring Ooonee Colm.ty in South Carolina. These three oomties contain 
approXimately 42. 000 trees in oommeroial orchards. with Habersham and 
Ooonee having over 16.000 eaoh and Rabun over 9. ooo. Gilmer County in 
north central Georgia had 27,444 trees in oo11111eroial orchards in 1968,  
and Fannin 4. 541 treea. 20 
Apple production is a relatively long time business. for more 
than 34 per oent ot the trees in Georgia and over 46 per oent ot those 
in South Carolina are older than 20 years ot age. In orchards that 
have been well oared tor trees are sometimes good bearers after they 
are over 40 years of age.21 
20£:. E. Ford, et al. ,  Georgia Commercial Apple Surve�. 1958,  
Georgia Agricultural EXPeriment Station. Mimeo Series N.s. 1 (Experi­
ment: Georgia Experiment Station. September. 1958) . P• 6.  
2ls. J. Told and c. D. Evans, Commeroial Apple Production and 
Marketing !!_ Ooonee County. South Carolina, South Carolina Agrioul tural 
ExperiiD9nt Station, Circular 89 (Clemson: Clemson Agrioul tural College, 
Januar.y. 1953) . p. 9 .  
CHAP'rBR VI 
AWALYSIS OF mE PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF FRESH FRUITS 
ABD VEGETABLES IN FLORIDA, GEORGIA, AND SOUTH CAROLlllA 
In the three states considered in this study Florida enjoys the 
best environmental and eoonomio advantages in the production and mar­
keting of trash fruits and vegetables. As mentioned earlier, however, 
Georgia and South Carolina enjoy a comparative advantage tor a fn days 
in the spring in supplying northern markets, and produoe some summer 
and fall vegetables tor shipment southward as well as to the north. In 
.trui t. production there is little oompeti tion between Georgia or South 
Carolina and Florida. tor Florida has no commercial peaoh orchards and 
the t.o more northerly states are olimatioally out-of-bounds tor the 
cultivation of oitrua. 
One of the more striking contrasts between Georgia-South Carolina 
and Florida wgetable production is in size of vegetable farms . In 
south Georgia. a grower with 40 aores in wgetables is oonsidered a 
large vegetable farmer. whereas in south Florida most vegetable produo• 
ti.on oomea from farms with from 150 to 2,000 aores in vegetables. This 
taot is retleoted in the type ot marketing and general quality ot prod­
ucts offered tor sale. In Georgia and South Carolina several auction 
markets are oontinuing to operate while in Florida only two such mar­
kets are still in existence and they seem to be declining in favor of 
other t.ypes of sales. Auctions are suocesstul only where there are 
numbers of farmers attempting to sell in less than truokload or carload 
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quantities. Furthermore, where produots are produced in large quanti­
ties the growers are better eduoated in proper methods of grading and 
paoking and exoellent faoilities are usually available. The larger 
growers also keep in oloser contact with buyers and market oondi tiona 
in general. In South Carolina there are a fn growers 1d th several 
hundred aores in vegetables, but most of the vegetable yields of that 
state, as in Georgia, are prod"Uaed by farmers with only a fn aores.  
Another contrast between the Georgia-South Carolina and Florida 
vegetable areas is in farm labor supply and mechanization. A large 
percentage of the vegetables produoed in Georgia and South Carolina are 
grown on lands formerly devoted to some orop, suoh as cotton, that have 
been affaoted by governmentally enforoed aoreage reductions, or, on 
lands formerly used to provide food for draft animals.  M� farmers 
With relatively large acreages have gone into the cattle business, but 
the small farmer w1 th too 11 ttle land tor adequate pasture tor cattle 
has often oontinued to produoe his allotment of ootton, tobaooo, or 
peanuts, and to plant part of the remainder in vegetables.  Normally, 
vegetable acreages are too small to justify purohase of additional farm 
equipment or the employment of other than family labor. In many 
instances the farmer cares for his vegetable crops only in his spare 
time, devoting all neoessary time to the basic field orops. Florida, 
on the other hand, with its large farms devoted either altogether or 
primarily to the produotion of vegetables, has muoh speoialized vege­
table cultivating and harvesting machinery and must import a large 
labor foroe during the winter months. There are numerous state con-
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struoted and controlled labor oamps soattered through the major vege­
table areas and .farm laborers from several states, especially Georgia. 
Alabama, and TeDnessee, migrate to Florida during the vegetable season. 
Some .foreign laborers are brought in, but most laborers arrive from 
other portions of the southern UDi ted States. 
In api te o.f the many di.f.ferenoes between the various vegetable 
producing areas there are some similarities and � o.f the problems 
that exist in one also exist in others. Problems of adverse weather 
oondi tiona, oversupply resulting from too heavy plantings or two 
different producing areas coming into production at the same time, and 
the economic problems caused by disaster to the crop or low prioes, are 
common to all areas. Most .farmers in all three states specialize in 
one to three vegetables, with a .few attempting to produce a wider 
w.riety. Changes in buyer preference may also bring dire consequences 
to some growers as oooasionally, seemingly Without warning, the 
American housewife deoides that she prefers a particular t.ype o.f some 
vegetable or .f'rui t to all others. Usually, the housewife purchases on 
appearance, and if the orookneok squash or the white hale peach suits 
her fancy, produoera ot all other types o.f squash and peaohea may be in 
.for a lean season. 
Another problem oomm.on to all vegetable producing areas is that 
ot transportation. Today, most vegetables are marketed by truok, with 
railroads declining almost annually in the relative quantity o.f all 
vegetables transported ( Fig'Ul"e 69 ) .  Even in long-distance transporta­
tion truoks are often the major mode of moving trui ts and vegetables 
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due to the several advantages they otter over rail transport. Probabq 
the greatest single advantage of the truck over railroads is speed. 
While a rail oar is waiting tor a scheduled movement, or while it is 
waiting tor transfer in a freight yeard, the truck can be rolling 
toward its destination. Trucks often complete trips in trom one-fourth 
to one-halt the time required by rail and when highly perishable prod­
ucts are being shipped a differential of a few hours may mean a great 
deal of difference in the condition ot the produot upon arrival at its 
destination. Trucks also have the advantage of being able to reach 
places where there are no railroads and to deposit products at many 
points enroute without undue delay. Trucks may be loaded at the fields 
and sent immediately toward their objective where, upon arrival, they 
•Y unload quickly and return to the producing area tor another load. 
As products shipped by rail must usually be moved b;y truck to a rail 
loading area and again by' truok to the particular destination after 
arrival at the general destination, truck transportation often brings 
about considerable savings in loading and unloading expense and damage 
to the product in question. In addition, rail rates have very little 
flexibility', whereas truck rates vary with the amount ot competition 
and are sometimes less expensive than rail rates .  Trucks transporting 
vegetables, unlike other commodities, are exempt from the laws of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, Which usually prescribes the area over 
which a truck may travel. The single advantage of railroads seems to 
be the somewhat cheaper rates tor hauling vegetables long distances. 
Toda.y, however, trucks are everywhere respo111ible for shipment of trom 
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65 to 95 per cent of the vegetables produced and unless the railroads 
discover some method for making quick deliveries they should expect a 
fUrther decline in importance. 
A much larger portion of the Georgia and South Carolina vege• 
table production is oonsumed. within the producing states than in the 
oase wi tb Florida. Georgia and South Carolina produce for home con­
sumption throughout most of the growing season and supply Slllall quanti­
ties of vegetables to other southern states, especially Florida, during 
the summer months. Several of the major crops produced, such as sweet 
potatoes, pole beans, and turnip greens, are raised almost entirely for 
consumption in the producing state, or in neighboring southern states. 
In the major vegetable producing areas of Florida the oosts of 
production are so great as to allow the growers to make a profit only 
during the winter months when fresh vegetables will bring premium 
prices. As a result of this, plus the faot that Florida has a trans­
portation disadvantage during the summer, vegetable production in that 
state is limited almost entirely to times when other areas are not 
able to produce, or when Florida has a transportation advantage. In 
some instances, vegetables produced in Florida during the summer cannot 
compete with imported commodities even though they are locally grawn. 
Methods of marketing the fruits and vegetables produced in 
Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina are as varied as the methods of 
production. Marketing of vegetables, however, is considerably more 
complicated than marketing ot trui ts. The only real competition in 
fruits is between Georgia and South Carolina peaches. Also, most 
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fruita, whether in Georgia, South Carolina, or Florida, are sold throup 
private packing houses and brokers, whereas vegetables are sold through 
a variety of state, private, and cooperative channels. 
Concentration markets have been of increasing importance in the 
assembly ot truits and vegetables trom farmers with small acreages 
since about 1925. In Florida, Georgia, end South Carolina these mar• 
keta have become ot outstanding importance as suppliers ot trash vege-
tables to city terminal markets, to chain store warehouses, and the 
numerous wholesale and retail outlets in cities, towns, and communities 
over much of the eastern United States. Concentration markets are ot 
little importance in supplying processors, and processing is of little 
importance tor most products in the area studied. 
Concentration markets have tour principal functions in the mar­
keting of truit and vegetable products : ( 1 )  the concentration of local 
products in sutfioient quanti ties to allow tor economical marketing and 
shipping; ( 2) to provide local producers a cash outlet for their prod­
ucts; ( 3) to provide burers with desired products in sufficient volume 
so as to make their visit to the market worthwhile J and ( 4) to estab-
lish prices for the local products that are bought and sold on the mar• 
ket.1 Many of these markets provide the farmer with packing and grading 
services, and thereby insure a more uniform product for prospective 
buyers. 
lRoger F. Burdette, et al., Farmers' Produce Markets in the UDited 
States - Part III, ShippingPoiiit Markets. United States Department ot 
Agricul. ture Mari.i'ting Research Report N\Dilber 17 (Washington, D. c. : Pro­
duction and Marketing Administration, May, 1952) , P• 15 . 
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Most farmers using concentration markets are small•volume pro­
ducers that are not able to assemble enough of any one vegetable or 
fruit crop to fill a rail oar or a large truck. Since large growers 
may be able to harvest enough volume daily to fill one or more rail 
oars or large trucks, the concentration facilities are not as important 
to them as to the smaller producers. Large growers use the facilities 
of the concentration markets primarily at the beginning or end of the 
harvest season when it may not be possible to harvest a large enough 
quantity to pay the ccst of operating their own packing and shipping 
facilities. Other large growers use the concentration markets almost 
exolusi vely. 
Many ooncentration markets in all three states are state-owned, 
but others are owned by private individuals or cooperative associations. 
At times, private packing houses--located at strategic places in the 
vegetable areas--serve as concentration points and as selling agencies.  
In the cooperative assooiations all farmer members agree to sell their 
marketable products through the cooperative, with profits accruing to 
the cooperative being returned to the growers at the end of the year in 
proportion to individual patronage. The cooperative., through the 
accumulation of a large volume of produce from many small growers, is 
usually able to sell for the best available price regardless of ihe 
quantity an individual farmer may have for sale. 
Sta te•owned markets in Florida and Georgia currently handle a 
large percentage of total vegetable sales, but few tnd.ts. Aproximateq 
one-third of Florida vegetable s are sold through the state market 
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system. and probably 90 per oent of Georgia vegetables. The portion of 
South Carolina products moving through state-owned markets is more 
difficult to determine. as state facilities are less numerous. often 
less well established. and volume reports for the markets less oomplete. 
Including the terminal market in Columbia and the Greenville County 
terminal market. however, the state and cotmty markets are probably 
responsible for trom 30-50 per cent or all vegetable sales. The 
Columbia State Farmers • Market is so centrally looated and generally 
offers such superior opportunities for quick sales at good prices, that 
other state markets have fo1md it diffioul t to obtain sutticient volume 
to justify continued operation. 
Some fruits and vegetables are sold through private buyers and 
brokers that have little or no connection with established market 
facilities. In other instances the merchandise may be shipped toward 
the market on a consignment basis. to be sold by commission merobants 
in the market area for whatever prioe the partioular produots will 
bring. Sinoe this type of selling does not bring the farmer immediate 
oash and s:inoe the farmer has no control over price to be received, it 
is usually avoided if possible. 
The relative importance of concentration markets may decline in 
the near future as the small vegetable farmer disappears from the scene. 
The current tendency is for vegetable farms to become larger and larger 
and for the number of farmers engaged in producing vegetables to become 
smaller and smaller. The grower with only a small acreage cannot ordi­
narily compete w1 th the highly mechanized and more effioient large 
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grower. The large growers, with a greater capitalization. are also 
better able to withstand the periodic losses whioh ooour due to unfa­
vorable weather or unfortunate competitive developments. The vegetable 
producing business has beoome a vicious one, in whioh only the strong 
oan survive. 
As most of the concentration markets in the area studied were 
established before � of the more modern transportation facilities 
beoame readily available, and when state and federal governments were 
seeking all possible avenues for the eoonomio improvement of the small 
farmer, some of them are located too olose together and in areas of too 
little vegetable production. Having too � markets has led to a 
greater dispersal of potential b�ers, less competitive bidding for the 
products offered tor sale, and lower prioes to the producer. Most pro­
duce buyers will go to a market only during the time when the largest 
volume of vegetables is available. The next few years will probably 
witness the failure of � small, poorly located markets, with only the 
better located facilities being able to survive. South Georgia is  cur­
rently perceiving a relative decline in importance for most of its 
markets while a tn, suoh as the one at Thomasville, are increasing in 
signifioanoe. 
There also seems to be a trend toward greater market specializa­
tion. Most ot the markets studied have shown a decrease in the number 
ot products handled, w1 th a larger portion ot total sales consisting ot 
one or two products. Buyers interested in obtaining tomatoes, tor 
example, will go to those markets offering the largest volume of 
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tomatoes for sale, resulting in more competitive bidding and higher 
prioes to the producer. In addition, markets handling large volumes of 
vegetables will probably have better packing, grading and other handling 
facilities. The blVer, on the other hand, is assured of an adequate 
supply and less travel expense and delay in searching tor the products 
needed. Local producers are also becoming more specialized, growing 
those produots for which the better marketing facilities are available. 
'ferminal markets, in general, are declining in numbers and in 
importance as facilities tor marketing fruits and vegetables . The 
death blow of JIUU1Y' terminals has been the phenomenal success of chain 
super-markets in supplying housewives with all or nearly all of their 
traits and vegetables.  Since the chain stores have their own bUJers 
for fresh produce in the producing areas, they usually by-pass terminal 
facilities . As a result, the current tendency is for terminals to be 
replaced by chain store warehouses. Many small independent stores 
still use the terminal markets as a source of sUpply, but the independ­
ent grocer, like the mule, is becoming a stranger to the American scene. 
Some of the larger terminals that have an abundant and varied 
supply of fruits and vegetables on hand the year round will continue to 
survive and prosper, but those that sell primarily to a single city or 
a small area, and those that sell only the products of local farmers, 
are usually finding it dittioult to continue their operations. In many' 
instances the terminal market represents simply another costly unload­
ing and reloading area where additional middlemen must add their protl ts• 
thereby, making the product being sold too costly for competitive buying. 
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Terminal and concentration markets serve mostly different pur• 
poses, but are in some ways closely related. Some of the differences 
between the two types of markets are as follows : 
1 .  Terminal markets are larger and more costly to oonstruct. 
2. Terminal markets operate the year-round, wliereas JDaD.Y con­
centration facilities transaot business only during the 
season of maximum production in adjacent areas . 
3. Terminal markets usually have a greater total volume of 
sales . 
4. Terminal markets handle a greater variety of products and 
receive these produots from a muoh larger area. 
5.  :Most terminal market purchases and sales are made by perma­
nent dealers, whereas, permanent dealers are not so 
important on concentration markets .  
6. 'lerminal. markets are often found in areas of meager trui t 
and vegetable production, whereas concentration markets 
are located where there is a relatively heavy local pro­
duction. 
7. The distribution area for terminal markets is generally 
smaller than the area from which supplies are obtained, 
but the reverse is usually true of concentration markets . 
The two t,pes of facilities are related in that b�ers from the 
terminal markets often find it convenient to purchase their supplies 
from the ooncentration markets. Also, terminal and ooncentration mar• 
kets jointly influence prices of oommodi ties. Altogether • there are 
more differences than relati onships between the two market types. 
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In general. Florida distributes its vegetable production over a 
larger area and in greater quantities to more cities than South 
Carolina or Georgia. The much heavier Florida production. its advan­
tages for winter growth. and the greater variety of vegetables pro­
duced contribute to the above tact. 
The major distribution area for Florida and South Carolina prod­
ucts is to states located to the east of the Appalachian Mountains. 
while Georgia sells a larger portion ot its production to the Middle 
West. Very few products trom either state are shipped west ot the 
Mississippi River. New York is the major destination of most out-of­
state shipmsnts trom Florida and South Carolina. with New York City 
receiving the lion ' s  share. New York does not play such a prominent 
role in receiving Georgia products. which usually have a more even dis­
tribution over the eastern United States. Other Middle Atlantic states 
and southern New England obtain major quanti ties of vegetables f"rom 
Florida and South Carolina and also from Georgia. 
The geographic distribution of Florida citrus truits has been 
changing in the past few years. along with methods ot marketing the 
crop. While production has increased enormously. there has been no 
corresponding increase in the amount of trash sales since a growing 
percentage ot' the total produotion is being processed. As a result. 
Florida shipments of fresh citrus have not kept pace with growing 
demands tor the produot. and the total distribution area seems to be 
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shrinking. Shipments to the northeastern United States have deoreased. 
while those to the north oentral and southern regions have inoreased. 2 
Florida shipments to the South will probably oontinue to inoree.se 
as the market in that area expands. However. due to the greater dis-
tanoe of the north oentral states from Florida, there may be a decrease 
in shipments to that area if production for rresh sales continues to 
deoline. 
Methods of marketing Florida oi trus have been changing as truoks 
have beoome a more important means of transportation. There has been 
an increasing tendency for oitrus to be sold on the basis of prioe 
established at the shipping point rather than at the market. The 
numerous small quantity shipments entering into the volume oan be 
easily handled by truok. 3 If the produot is  to be sold by commission. 
however. with prioe being determined upon arrival at the consuming 
areas. the fruit is usually assembled into railroad oarlots for ship-
ment. Selling through auotion markets in large oities, suoh as New 
York, has declined, sinoe most auctions are found at rail terminals on 
railroad pr�pert,y and truoks seldom use these facilities.  In other 
instances when sales are made privately without the aid of brokers 1 the 
reoeivers are often not large enough to assemble fruit in large quanti-
ties.  
2Marvin A. Brooker and Kenneth M. Gilbrai th. Factors Influencing 
the Method of Transportations Used in Marketing Fresh Florida Citrus. 
Florida AgriCultural J&Perimant Station Bulletin 649 ( Gainesville : 
University of Florida. September. 1964) , p. 6 .  
3 ill!• • P• 6. 
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Georgia and South Carolina are ourrently struggling with eaoh 
other, and with other states further north, to maintain and improve the 
condi tiona ot their peach industries. Whether the shitts in orchard 
location and attempts toward planting earlier maturing varieties will 
attect their relative positions as major suppliers ot tresh peaches to 
United States and Canadian markets remains to be seen. As ot now, there 
is no indication that any major changes will occur in marketing prao­
tices or in the location ot the market area. Too little information 
exists, as to the marketing area tor peaches, to make an intelligent 
analysis ot the situation. 
CHAPTER VII 
SIGNIFICABCE OF THE ATLABTA Am> COLUMBIA 
WHOLESALE PRODUCE TERMINAL MARKETS 
Although almost every major southern city has a terminal market 
facility of some degree of importance, the Atlanta and Columbia markets 
overshadow all others in volume of fruits and vegetables sold and in 
the areal extent of product distribution. Because of the signit1oanoe 
of these markets as distributing agencies to almost the entire eastern 
United States. and beoause they continue to grow in importance in a 
time when most terminal markets are faltering, it is deemed fitting 
that they be examined in this study. 
A great deal of the credit for the phenomenal growth of these 
two markets must be given to their locations. Though found in approxi• 
matel;r the same latitudinal position, Atlanta is some 200 miles west of 
Columbia and is  looated in the Piedmont at the southern end of the 
Appalachian Momtains, whereas Columbia is fomd on the Fall Line, 
where the Piedmont ends and the Coastal Plain begins. Columbia is 
located near the exact geographic canter of South Carolina and Atlanta 
is fomd in the north central portion of Georgia. Beoause of the dif­
ference in their locations, Columbia is in a better geographic position 
for north-south trade and Atlanta enjoys a gatewa;r situation between 
the South and Middle West. Being almost mid-way- between New York and 
Miami. Columbia serves interregional trade from a north-south stand­
point along the east ooast, whereas Atlanta has become an eaat�eat 
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interregional market, supplying large quanti ties of f'rui ts and vegeta­
bles to the Middle West as well as to east coastal locations . 
Neither market is found in an area of large local vegetable pro-
duotion. Products are assembled from points in the southeast, espe-
oially from Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, and from most other 
states in the United States and several foreign countries. Both mar-
kets keep a nearly complete line of' fruits and vegetables on hand at 
all times, although their busiest seasons correspond to the times of 
heaviest production in Georgia and South Carolina. 
There is oonsiderable difference in the size of the oi ties in 
which these markets are located. Columbia, in 1960 had a population of' 
86,914, and Atlanta, 331, 314. Largely for this reason, only five per 
oent or less of the products traded on the Columbia Market are sold 
within the city of' Columbia, whereas approximately 20 per cent of the 
volume handled on the Atlanta Market is sold to local stores.1 This is 
further evidence of the regional importance of th� two markets and an 
indication of the reason for their success, for while most terminals 
serve only one oit,y and the normal trade area for that city, the 
Atlanta and Columbia markets have a much larger trade area than their 
parent cities.  
Both markets have access to excellent transportation facilities, 
although Atlanta has better facilities and connections tor products 
moving by rail. Because of the barrier aspect of the Blue Ridge Moun-
lLetter from Mr. Sam Steele, Market Manager, Atlanta State 
Farmers • Market, June 26, 1969. 
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tains most east-west railroads in the southern United States have been 
constrl¥) ted aro1md their southern end, passing through Atlanta, and 
resulting in Atlanta having the reputation of being one of the major 
rail centers in the United States. Railroads radiate f'rom the city in 
all directions except northward through the Blue Ridge. Both cities 
are major highway centers, with Atlanta having the same relative looa­
tional advantage as a highway center as for railroads. Columbia has 
become a fooal point for highway transport, since most major north-
south routes found to the east of the mountaiDB either pass through or 
very close to the city. 
Despite the reputation of Atlanta as a rail center, by far the 
larger percentage of products handled on the market is transported by 
truck. In 1958 trucks accomJ.ted for 86 per cent of all fruit and vege­
table receipts on the market and for approximately 80 per cent of the 
product distribution.2 A Sharp decline in the importance of rail 
transportation is noted since 1945, when 39.5  per cent of the total 
volume received was by rail.3 Trucks are even more dominant as means 
of transporting products handled on the Columbia Market, for approxi­
mately 90 per cent of all products are shipped in and out by truck. 
2ttAtlanta Unloads of Fruits and Vegetables - 1958, " A Report 
Prepared by the Federal-State Market News Service on Fruit and Vegeta­
bles ( Forest Park: Georgia State Farmers • Market, :March 20, 1969 ) ,  P• 1. 
3william H. Elliott, et al. , The Wholesale Markets for Fruits, 
Vegetables, Poultry, and E!siDAtlanta, Georfia {washington, United 
States Department of Agric ture, . P:rod'Q:)tion an Marketing Administra­
tion, August, 1947) ,  p. 3. 
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As in other areas where different kinds of taoili ties exist tor handl­
ing fruits and vegetables. the speed and flexibility of trucks gives 
them an advantage over railroads . 
Modern facilities for handling, storing, and packing trui ts and 
vegetables exist on both markets. Both occupy relatively new facili­
ties, with the Columbia Market moving to a completely new location in 
1961 and the Atlanta Market in 1968. Facilities for the new Columbia 
Market were valued at approximately $1.000,000 in 1961, and the new 
facilities on the Atlanta Market cost nearly $10,000,000. The differ­
ence in size of the two markets is not as great as the difference in 
oost, for numerous facilities have been oonstruoted on the Columbia 
Marke t since 1951 and costs of oonstruotion from 1961 to 1968 have 
increased eno�ously. 
Permanent wholesale dealers aooount for most of the sales trans­
actions on both markets, although each has facilities available for the 
farmer to display and sell his own merchandise. l!B.D¥ farmers, however, 
find it more profitable to sell their products to one of the permanent 
dealers rather than spend considerable time on the market attempting to 
dispose of their products to non-permanent buyers.  The dealers, on the 
other hand, send trucks and buyers to many areas in Georgia, South 
Carolina, Florida, and elsewhere, to obtain a constant and adequate 
supply of all t.ypes of fruits and vegetables . 
The new Atlanta Market has nille buildings for permanent dealers, 
eaoh 585 feet long by 100 feet wide, with a total of 510, '150 square feet 
of enclosed space and covered dock area ( Figure 'TO) .  Rail facilities 
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are available tor six ot these buildings and all have modern refrigera­
tion facilities, storage space, and offices. Dealers ' buildings total• 
ing 1, 372 tee t in overall length and 96 teet in width are found on the 
Columbia Market, with double track rail facilities existing tor 810 feet 
of the units ( Figure n}. Storage. refrigeration. and office tacili• 
ties are comparable to those on the Atlanta Market. Wide avenues are 
found between the dealers buildings. providing adequate space tor 
trucks to load and unload without interfering with a tree flow ot trat­
tio. 
Farmers • sheds. designed primarily to protect loads ot produce 
trom the elements. occupy a considerable space on both markets. These 
sheds are open structures. with truck-bed height platforms on Which 
farmers may display their produce. The Columbia Market has several 
sheds ot a less permanent nature without the truck-bed height platforms. 
but all sheds on the Atlanta Market are concrete structures meeting the 
same specifications. A total of 32 farmers ' sheds has been constructed 
on the Atlanta Market. offering a covered dock and loading and unload­
ing area of 389.120 square teet with 32 truck parking spaces under eaoh 
shed. Sheds on the Columbia Market are less numerous and somewhat less 
modern. but a total of 11 sheds have been constructed plus the instal­
lation of numerous structures resembling carports. side b,y side ; these 
provide some protection from searing sUIDIIler sun and rain. Wide streets 
similar to those that exist between the dealers buildings are also 
found between the farme rs • sheds.  Modern administration buildings, 
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eating facilities, barber shops, and tilling stations designed to serv­
ice large trucks are found on both markets .  
Products offered tor sale on the Atlanta and Columbia markets 
originate in nearly all states in the United States and several foreign 
countries. The Atlanta Market handles a total volume of approximately 
$40,000, 000 in truits and vegetables annually, while the Columbia Mar­
ket aooounts for sales of over $20, 000,000. These produots are distrib­
uted to nearly all ot the eastern United States, with the Atlanta Mar· 
ket having a larger total distribution area than Columbia. 
A great variet,y of products is available on the markets during 
all seasons ( Tables XVIII and XXIX) . Some products, suoh as water­
melons, cantaloupes, and peaohesl) are not available during the winter 
months, but others, suoh as potatoes, bananas, and cabbage, are to be 
found on the markets at all times. Peak volumes ooinoide with peak 
regional harvests. Although there are some ditterenoes in relative 
values ot ditterent products handled, generally speaking the same prod­
ucts are ot major importance on both markets .  In 1958, tor example, 
the ten leading products by value sold on the Atlanta Market were in 
order of their importance : Irish potatoes, bananas, tomatoes, apples, 
onions, lettuce, sweet potatoes,  cabbage, lemons, and peaches. During 
the same year the ten big items handled b,y the Columbia Market werea 
bananas, Irish potatoes, tomatoes, apples, lettuce, snap beans, water­
melons, cabbage, oranges, and green oorn. Six of the items listed 
above are in the top ten products handled by both markets and nearly 
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TABLE XXVIII 
COLUMBIA STATE FARMERS • MARKET VOLUME REPORT. 1968* 
OU'l OF STATE SOUTH CAROLillA 
PRODUCT Vo!ume viiue Vol\11119 Va!ue 
Apples 690. 6 $1. 219. 181 11.2 • 18. 779 
Artiohotes 0.4 1, 332 0.1 82 
Asparagus 0.9 3, 760 3.6 8. 172 
Avooaclo 6.2 25,584 
Bags & Boxes o.8 1, 159 12.7 16. 766 
Bananas 1,648. 3 3.485,818 --
Baskets & Hampers 9.7 26,967 61. 6  107. 829 
Beans, L. 38.4 103, 262 139.9  218, 261 
Beans. S.  385.0 770, 389 182.3  247, 661 
Beets 2.0 3, 786 0.9 1,455 
Brooooli 1.9 3,738 --
Cabbage 798.06 730,636 108.7  54,089 
Cantaloupes 289.8  436, 642 322. 8  231,967 
Carrots 76. 8 168, 222 -- -
Cauliflower 14. 8 26, 449 --
Celery 135.6 234. 784 -- --
Christmas Trees 6. 7 46. 686 3. 3 13, 932 
Cooonuta 27.7 46, 666 -- --
Collards 7.7 18, 751 84. 3 93.031 
Corn 238.0 685.793 66. 3  65, 232 
Cuoumbers 97.2 186.588 71.7  55,486 
Eggplant 9 .1  19, 871 1.6  1, 751 
Eggs -- --- 1.7 12, 467 
Endive 14.4 18,021 -
Esoarole 8.9 10,592 -- --
Grapes 106. 3 418,974 4.9 17, 815 
Grapefruit 68.6 131,766 -- --
Honeydews 2.5 9,099 4.9 3,531 
Ioe Box Melons 0. 7 1, 395 36. 6  15,922 
Lemons 106.2  384,000 -
Lettuoe 620. 7 1,028,955 o.a 1, 435 
Mustard Salad 1.5 2,581 33.5 36, 487 
Okra 33.4 121, 107 32. 2  67, 302 
Onions 415.9 645,567 0.5 630 
Onions, Gr. 5.1 16, 292 18.5 53, 872 
Onion Seta 1.9 10,011 -- --
Oranges 282.8 763,520 - --
Parsley 3.6 11,065 --
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'!'ABLE XXVIII ( continued) 
OlJ'r OF STATE SOUTH CAROLnlA 
PRODUCT Vol\1118 Value Voiume Value 
Peaohea 24.6 • 35. 656 439.8 1376.607 
Peanuts 19 .1 165. 393 9.6  26. 126 
Pears 15.6 62. 397 3. 2 3. 410 
Peas. F. 60.2 105. 246 97.1 94,054 
Peas, G. 8.6 20.210 8.0 12. 709 
Peppers 61.0 217. 278 15.5 23.043 
Pineapple 4.8 9. 336 -- -
Cabbage Plants 8.6 14.942 11.0 18, 847 
Eggplant Plants 0.1 80 0. 7 1,400 
Onion Plants 3.3 2, 278 3. 8 2, 863 
Pepper Plants 5.8 11. 601 2.7  5,609 
s .  Potato Plants o. 8 1,865 10.4 28. 687 
Tomato Plants 49. 7  71.445 10. 7 13, 727 
Potatoe s, I. 2.152. 7 2, 340.484 233.1 98, 689 
Potatoe s. S .  75.6  128,912 167.5 240,407 
Radishes 6.6 13. 383 0. 3 391 
Rutabagas 68.0 90, 319 ... --
Spinaoh 4.0 6, 636 3.1 4. 646 
Squash 61. 7  137, 880 45 .1 56. 219 
Strawbel"l"ies 2.1 8,108 o.2 2,914 
Tangerines 32.5 90.538 -- --
Tomatoe s 977.3 1. 864,289 412.1 390. 398 
Turnip Roots 3.3 4,900 o. s 283 
'l'urnip Salad 6. 6 9.605 19.5  21, 394 
Turnips and Tops 37.0 91. 829 21. 3 30, 654 
Watermelons 1,199.0 658.096 1, 194.2 241.078 
Canned Goods & W.so. 184.4 226.293 13.0 23.799 
i'OTALS 10,989.9 3. 916.6  
*Source a Annual Report, Co1\DDbia State Farmers ' Market, 1958 
( Truok volume oonvarted to rail oar lots) • 
'rABLE XXIX 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, STATE FARMERS ' MARKET 
VOLUME REPORT, 1968* 
COMMODITY UNIT NO. UNITS SOLD 
Apples Box 839, 820 
Apricots Box 1, 038 
Artiohokes Box 1, 128 
Asparagus crt. 1, 680 
Avocados Crt. 37,980 
Avocados Flat 1, 121 
Bananas Lb. 44, 765, 716 
Beans, Cranberry Bu. 658 
Beans, Lima Bu. 105, 037 
Beans, Pole Bu. 175,960 
Beans, Snap Bu. 237, 454 
Beets Bu. 103 
Beets Dz. 6, 672 
Blackberries Crt. 283 
B1aok Walnuts Bu. 6 
Blueberries Crt. 1,620 
Brazil Nuts Case 1,290 
Brazil Buts Lb. 600 
Broccoli Crt. 2, 417 
Brussel Sprouts Drum 938 
Cabbage, Chinese Box 275 
Cabbage 60/1= Bag 668, 226 
Cabbage, Red Bag 2, 080 
Cabbage, Savoy Crt. 40 
Cabbage-plants "M" 52,907 
Cantaloupes Bu. 198;677 
Cantaloupes Crt. 49, 711 
Carrots Bu. 14, 563 
Carrots Crt. 69, 866 
Cauliflower Crt. 8,625 
Celery Crt. 91, 863 
Celery-cabbage Crt. 2, 137 
Cherries Box 426 
Chestnuts Keg 430 
Chestnuts Case 637 
Chioken, fryers Lb. 48, 863 
hens Lb. 602 
Chiws Crt. 1, 082 
Cider Case 11, 126 
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GROSS VALUE 
e 3, 210, 387. 00 
6, 247.00 
6, 344.00 
14, 335 . 00 
123, 610.00 
2, 400.50 
4, 189, 712 . 76 
2,934. 00 
340, 801 .00 
804, 866.00 
750, 064.00 
375 .00 
11, 059 .60 
1, 840.00 
24.00 
7, 240.00 
12,174.00 
270.00 
11, 726.00 
7, 819. 00 
1,063. 00 
1 , 099, 480.00 
8, 346.00 
160.00 
96, 191.00 
314,064.50 
43, 808.00 
41, 205 .00 
266, 009 . 00 
31, 680.00 
382, 35 3.50 
5,938.00 
3,602.00 
10, 226 . 00 
7, 888 . 00 
14, 896.00 
236.00 
2, 993.00 
33, 637.00 
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TABLE XXIX ( continued) 
COMMODITY UNIT NO. UNI'l'S SOLD GROSS VALUE 
Coconuts Bag 17, 140 $ 81, 297 . so 
Collards Dz. Bunches 201, 392 427, 380. 00 
Collard-sprouts Bu. 2, 681 3,934. 00 
Corn, Green Dz. 1, 829, 806 936, 992.00 
Corn, Green Crt. 8, 828 19,099 .00 
CorDmeal Bu. 3,164 8, 413.60 
Cucumbers Bu. 46, 972 211,092.00 
Cranberries ctn. 3, 638 17,268.60 
Dates, Fresh Case 160 735.00 
Dill Bundles 16 36. 50 
Eggplants Bu. 18, 960 62, 820.00 
Eggplant plants "M" 120 330.00 
Eggs Case 135,671 1, 863, 408. 00 
Endive Basket 3, 341 5 , 480.00 
Endive Crt. 6, 370 17, 064. 60 
Escarole Basket 2, 868 4, 803.00 
Escarole Crt. 4, 721 13, 666.00 
Flowers Pot 116 287.50 
Garlic Case 439 4, 872.60 
Ge.rlio Ctn. 86 76.60 
Ge.rlio Sack 44 1, 002.50 
Gourds Bu. 826 3, 981.50 
Gourds Flat 160 375. 00 
Grapefruit Crt. 112, 738 303,482.50 
Grapes Basket 790 948. 00 
Grapes Bu. 66 239.00 
Grapes Lug 219, 096 991,919 .60 
Ham Lb. 1 , 553 1, 214. 00 
Hay Bale 300 300. 00 
Holly Box 20 100.00 
Holly Spray 562 828. 00 
Honey Case 1, 862 15, 282 .00 
Honeydew Melons Crt. 14, 074 62, 330.00 
Kale Bu. 1,161 1 , 667 .00 
Kumquats 4/5 Bu. 185 1, 410.00 
Leaf Lettuce Basket 362 1, 072. 00 
Leek Crt. 23 37. 00 
Lemons Box 264, 562 1 , 051, 679 . 00 
Lemon/Lime Juice Ctn. 46 214. 00 
Lettuce Crt. 493, 5 34 1,  707, 761 .00 
Limes Box 1, 627 7, 207. 00 
Margarine Lb. 6, 000 1,000.00 
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TABLE XXII ( oontinued) 
COMMODITY UNIT NO. UNITS SOLD GROSS VALUE 
:Mangoes Lug 328 1, 067. 00 
:Musoadines Bu. 625 2, 152.50 
Mushrooms Crt. 254 2, 161.00 
Nuts, Mixed Case 108 1,074.50 
Nuts, Mixed Lb. 3, 000 1,230.00 
Okra Bu. 70, 606 332,151.00 
Okra Crt. 207 1, 138 .50 
Onions, Dey 50/1= Bag 612, 374 2, 133, 248.00 
Onions, Green Dz. 115, 970 119, 350.50 
Onion-plants "M" 27, 680 26, 902.00 
Onion-plants Crt. 12,960 48, 600.00 
Onion-seta Bag 8, 819 31, 660.00 
Oranges Bu. 159, 791 510, 209 .00 
Oranges Crt. 99,478 381, 965 . 00  
Oranges, Temple Box 450 1, 762.50 
Papayas, Melons Crt. 425 l, 394. 00 
Parsley Basket 25 50.00 
Parsley Crt. 6, 898 29, 871 .00 
Parsnips Crt. 647 1, 863.50 
Peaohes Bu. 287,500 945,095 . 00 
Peaohes Flat 5,508 45,406. 00 
Peanuts Dz . Bunohes 4, 260 6, 241 .00 
Peanuts Lb. 1,500, 150 345, 700.00 
Peanuts 100/1: 1, 661 30, 447.50 
Pears Box 34, 650 194, 689 .00 
Pears Bu. 21, 773 37, 220.50 
Peas, Field Bu. 159, 116 364, 872 . 00 
Peas , Green Bu. 7, 529 30, 449 . 00 
Peas, English (early) Bu. 111 777.50 
Peoana Lb. 299, 328 113, 083.00 
Pepper Bu. 74, 071 360, 209 . 00 
Pepper-plants "M" 11, 455 53, 970.50 
Perisan Melons Crt. 288 1,501 .00 
Persinmons Crt. 176 1, 116.00 
Pineapple Crt. 7, 289 22; 991 .50 
Plums Crt. 16,929 86, 813.00 
Pomgranates Box 1,142 5,522 . 50 
Popoorn Bu. 14 69 . 00 
Potatoes, Irish 501/: Bag 19, 689 48, 135.00 
Potatoes, Irish 100/1: Bag 839, 627 4, 378, 228.00 
Prunes Box 38 209.00 
P\DDpldns Bu. 1, 141 3, 112 .00 
Pumpkins Eaoh 18, 940 10, 909 .00 
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'lABLE XXIX ( continued) 
COMMODITY UNIT NO. UNITS SOLD GROSS VALUE 
Radishes Dz . 78, 501 $ 62, 688 .00 
Radishes Basket 360 525 .00 
Radishes Crt. 1,575 9, 844.00 
Rape Bu. 110 165 .00 
Rhubarb Box 23 61. 00 
Romaine Basket 266 495 . 00 
Romaine Bu. 2,519 7, 844.00 
Romaine Crt. 282 1, 967.00 
Rutabagas Bu. 75, 349 144, 821 . 00 
Satsuma& Box 100 450.00 
Souppernongs Bu. 268 1, 040.00 
Spinach Bu. 8, 432 19, 190.50 
Squash Bu. 98, 348 350, 768. 00 
Straw Bale 936 1, 102.00 
Strawberries Crt. 28, 457 243, 785 . 00 
Strawberries Flat 15, 088 57, 196.00 
Strawberries, Select Tray 343 3, 514.00 
Sugar Cane Dz. 7, 466 7, 249 .00 
Sweet Potatoes Bu. 371, 282 1, 555, 919 . 00 
Sweet-potato plants "M" 47, 658 285, 698.50 
Syrup, Sorghum Gal .  9 ,500 30, 751 .00 
Tangelos Box 736 3, 324.00 
Tangerines 4/5 Bu. 38, 400 136, 841 .00 
Tomatoes Bu. 509 ,977 4, 074, 994.50 
Tomato-plants "M" 72, 594 275 , 427 . oo 
Turkeys Lb . 18,403 7, 319 . 00 
Turnips Dz . Bmches 130, 147 307, 744. 00 
Tur.nips, Cut-ott Bu. 2, 328 3, 865 .00 
Turnip-salad Bu. 156, 080 417, 352.00 
Walnuts, English Case 290 2, 784. 00 
Walnuts, English Lb. 3, 100 1 , 266.50 
Watermelons Each 2, 188, 329 1, 002, 248.00 
Watermelons, Icebox Crt. 110 2, 796 .50 
Miscellaneous sales ,  
Butter Lb . 6, 740 4, 453.50 
Ainse Crt. 1 3.50 
Cheese Lb. 37, 112 15, 310.50 
Christmas Melons Crt. 107 577.60 
Chris tmas Tree s Each 78, 438 313, 476. 00 
Baoon Lb . 1, 800 900.00 
Nectarines Ctn. 2, 004 12, 151 . 50 
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TABLE XXIX ( oontinued) 
COMMODITY UNIT HO. UBITS SOLD GROSS VALUE 
Ponkana Box 140 630.00 
Salad Mix, Cello-pk. Boz: 364 962.50 
Shrubs, mixed Eaoh 3., 763 12., 297.00 
llusta.rd Greens Bu. 28, 856 50, 429 .50 
TOTAL $39, 836, 695. 75 
*Souroet Georgia State li'a.rD!rs • Markets (Volume Report, 1958. 
Atlanta: Georgia Department of Agriculture}. PP• 4-7. 
every produot of importanoe on one market has almost equal relative 
importanoe on the other. 
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The souroe of the various produots handled on the two markets 
varies with the season, depending on the months of greatest oommeroial 
trui t and vegetable produotion in the different states ( Figures 76 and 
77) . From November through May Florida supplies the major share of 
produoe ooming to the markets; not inoluding bananas, whioh arrive from 
the Caribbean Islands and Central and South Amerioa. New York ships 
large quantities of potatoes to the market during this period and for 
several months is the seoond leading souroe state. From Florida oome 
tomatoes, oabbage, beans, oelery, green oorn, potatoes, peppers, squash, 
oitrus, and other items in large quantities. Grapefruit and oranges 
oontinue to be important Florida 1 tems on the markets throughout most 
of the year. 
Georgia and South Carolina vegetables begin appearing in signif­
icant quantities during May, but do not beoome dominant 1mtil J1m.e. 
These two states are ordinarily the major souroes of vegetables through 
Ootober. Generally speaking, major Columbia sales are of South 
Carolina produots, while the Atlanta Market handles primarily Georgia 
oommodities. Major produots originating in Georgia and South Carolina 
are watermelons, tomatoes, peaobes, beans, oabbage, potatoes, oorn, 
oantaloupes ,  and ououmbers . 
During August, September, and Ootober, large volumes of vegeta­
bles and apples arrive from New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia, 
and Miobigan. Among the vegetables supplied by these states are : beans, 
r 
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beets, cabbage. cantaloupes, carrots, c elery, cranberries,  lettuce, 
peppers, potatoes. and tomatoes. Washington apples appear on the mar-
kets most of the year, although during June and July shipments are 
small. California contributes to the market throughout the year, with 
heaviest shipments during the summer and fall months . 
An accurate pic ture of the distribution of products .from the 
Atlanta and Columbia markets is difficult to obtain, since neither mar-
ka t  attempts to keep records of outgoing load destinations ( Figure 78) .  
Truckers departing from the market prefer to keep their destinations 
secret in order to avoid any chance of competitors discovering the 
source of their sale. A survey of product distribution was made by the 
United States Department of Agriculture, Marketing Research Division, 
in the latter 19�•s  and a map was published indicating the results of 
that survey. 4 In addition. a 36 hour survey of produce leaving the 
Columbia Marke t was made in 1952. There is no reason to believe tpat 
the dis tribution area of the market has changed appreciably since these 
surveys . 
Most products leaving both markets follow a generally northward 
direction. The Columbia selling area is limited primarily to Atlantic 
Seaboard states, whereas most of Atlanta' s  sales are to the west of the 
Blue Ridge Mountains . Three states-North Carolina, South Carolina, 
and Virginia--purchase the major portion of all products distributed 
4ottc Rauohschwalbe, et al. , 'lhe Raleigh, N. c. Produce Market 
(Washington, D. c. s United sli'ti8 Department of Airioul ture Production 
and Marketing Administration, June, 1950) , p. 6. 
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from the Columbia Market, with North Carolina probably taking the 
largest quantity, South Carolina second, and Virginia third. 6 Atlanta 
distributes the major portion of its produots to Georgia, Tennessee, 
South Carolina, North Carolina, Kentuoq, Indiana. Illinois,  Ohio, and 
Michigan. During watermelon and cantaloupe season the distribution 
area for both markets becomes considerably enlarged. with Atlanta 
making some shipments to areas west of the Mississippi River, to Wis-
cansin, New York. Massachusetts and states in between. The Columbia 
Market extends its distribution area primarily northward, to include 
Hew York and Massachusetts , and also as far west as Indiana. During 
July, August, September, and October major quanti ties of vegetable s are 
shipped southward into Florida. 
Thus. is indicated the interregional nature of the Atlanta and 
Columbia markets and their outstanding importance in the marketing of 
fruits and vegetables. Considering the far reaching trade areas and 
wide reputation of the markets, the modern facilities, excellent loca-
tion, well trained men to manage the market operations. and the oon-
tinuad wise support of their state governments and farmers, these mar-
kats Should be able to continue past records of growth and service . 
6survey made by the author in conjunotion with Columbia Market 
personnel of all buyers leaving the Columbia Market from 12 : 01 A. M. , 
April 30, 1952, to 12: 01 P. M. , May 1, 1952, indioated that North 
Carolina received 46 . 8  per cent of all produce distributed and South 
Carolina 32. 5  per cent. Another survey conduoted by the author on 
July 9,  1952 found 35.5 per cent of the produce being sent to North 
Carolina, 27. 7 per cent to South Carolina, 14.5 per cent to Virginia, 
and the remainder going to Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Tennessee, and 
Pennsylvania, in that order. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The fresh tru1 t and vegetable industry or the southeastern 
United States has bean undergoing rapid ohanges sinoe its development 
on a large soale in the latter 1800 ' s, and especially during the past 
three or four deoades.  At present, it seems that the rate of ohange 
will oertainly not diminish, but may be aooelerated due to the oonstant 
stream of new innowtions in the fruit and vegetable industry and also 
in related aotivities. Geographio, governmental, and eoonomio taotors., 
plus the great intluenoe or advertising on the Amerioan publio, must 
all be reoognized as to their various etteots on the future ot one ot 
the nation' s greatest., and most important industries. 
The housewife, the ultimate oonsumer or most tru1. ts and vegeta­
bles today, is  as muoh interested in the st,yla ot jaokets worn by the 
potato, peaoh, orange, or squash that she purohases as she is in the 
fashion or her own olothing. She does her shopping largely in super­
markets, and her bUWing habits are geared toward appearance and oon­
venienoe or preparation rather than qualit,y and prioe. This taot has 
encouraged production in areas that oan produoe a better looking vege­
table and where marketing faoili ties are so organized that the vegeta­
bles oan be oleaned, paokaged, and plaoed on the supermarket vegetable 
oounter within a tew hours after they oome from the fields. Areas that 
are unable or unwilling to go to the necessary expense and ditfioul t,y 
to please the housewife, must inevitably and sometimes disastrously 
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face enormous consequences. Those fruit and vegetable producers that 
are as suocesstul in catering to .feminine nature and influencing their 
desires as the clothing manufacturers, should enjoy great prosperity, 
whereas the less competitive folk may be ruthlessly eliminated. 
Producing areas must constantly be vi gilant for new and better 
varieties of fruits and ve getables, plus new, faster, and more econom­
ical methods of marketing. This probably means more equipment, larger 
investments, larger .farms, and the failure of old style markets that 
attempt to sell goods without the most modern wrappings. 
Heavier demands placed an the .farmers by consumer preferences,  
and the inability of small .farmers to compete in a viciously competi­
tive industry, have resulted in a decline in the number of .farms , while 
the average size farm has been increasing. Farmers with small acreages 
and little capital are also frequent victims of the weather, especially 
if they depend upon the proti ta o.f one crop in order to produce another. 
ln addition, supplies of labor are more difficult to obtain and more 
expensive than ever before and .for many crops only the large .farmers , 
with sut.ficient capital to mechanize every possible aspect of producticn, 
can survive. Corporation and other types of large scale farming are 
oe�tain to advance steadily in the future unless drastic and unexpected 
changes occur. 
ln Georgia and most of South Carolina III8!J¥ .farmers produce vege­
tables as a sideline, with their major income being derived .from the 
production of other crops. This type of vegetable farming is ineffi­
cient, and often produces vegetables of poor quality. Knowledge o.f 
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modern methods of grading, paoking, and marketing are frequently 
unknown. It is reasonable to assume that "sideline" vegetable produc­
tion will be largely discontinued, as Georgia and South Carolina 
farmers find themael ves less able to compete with vegetables from other 
areas and from scientific farmers in their own states. 
As it becomes more and more necessary to praotioe soientifio 
farming, the tendency toward specialization is also increasing. Farm­
ers normally oannot amass the necessary amount of information or equip• 
ment to properly produce and remain well-informed about a large number 
of orops, just as markets oannot ordinarily provide modern equipment 
for properly processing a number of different vegetables for trash shi� 
ment. Therefore, specialization in production and marketing should be 
further emphasized in the future. 
Fruit producing areas as well as vegetable regions are trending 
toward larger farms, more scientific farming, and greater preparation 
of the fruit for marketing. Florida oitrus orchards are ooming 
increasingly under the domination of the oi trus processing plants . 
sinoe the fresh fruit industr.y occupies a constantly reduced role. 
With the relative decline in tresh fruit sales a larger portion of the 
oitrus orop is being devoted to those types of oitrus that are best for 
processing. 
The peaoh orchards of Georgia and South Carolina are moving away 
from the older Piedmont producing areas toward the Fall Line and the 
Coastal Plain in an effort to get their products on the market prior to 
early maturing varieties further north. Today• s emphasis is  on reaohJng 
the consumer first with the best looking product available. 
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In marketing speed is paramount, and, as a result, truoks should 
increase their already dominant position in hauling f'ruits and vegeta­
bles to consumers. Rates are of secondary importance to speed in the 
transporting of most fruits and vegetables and unless the railroads 
find some D18thod of decreasing time of vegetables in transit from pro­
ducing areas to markets, their tuture in this industry would appear 
unpromising. The new highway systems now being constructed to all 
parts of the United States should allow trucks to deliver goods at an 
even faster paoe . There is a possibility that truck-trains,  whereby 
truok trailers are hauled on railroad freight oars, will aid the rail­
roads in more rapid marketing. This t,ype of transportation is still in 
the experimental stage, however, and is practically \m.tried in moving 
fruits and vegetables. 
MaDy fruit and vegetable conoentration markets in the area 
studied are Without the most modern packaging, cooling, and storage 
facilities.  Furthermore,  in south Georgia, and possibly in parts of 
South Carolina and Florida, these markets are too olosely spaced. Some 
private markets will fail and unless the state governments are willing 
to pay for losses sustained by closely spaced state markets some of 
these faoili ties Will also have to be eliminated. It is the oonsensus 
of several market managers that state markets should not be spaced 
oloser than 100 miles. Any farmer, then., would be able to reach a 
market in from one to two hours time. With less numerous facilities 
more b�rs could be brought to each market, resulting in more oompeti• 
tive bidding for products and, in all probability, hi gher prices to the 
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producer. The increased volume of products handled by each market 
would allow these taoili ties to obtain more modern equipment tor handl­
ing and packaging, and more adequate standards of sanitation and quality 
could be enforced. 
Terminal markets in most oities should decline in importance and 
some may disappear during the next few years. Chain supermarkets bu;y 
most of their fruit and vegetable supplie s from concentration markets 
or growers, acquiring only small quanti ties from terminals. The 
Atlanta Market, and to a much lesser extent the Columbia Market, sell 
to some chain organi zations, but this sales outlet should slowly 
decrease in Atlanta as it has in Columbia. Even independent grooers 
are often pooling their purchasing power ( sometimes through large 
wholesale distributors) and by-passing the terminals in favor of con­
centration markets and direot purchases from growers. In many 
instanoes terminals are today considered aa \mllecessary and expensive 
middlemen in the marketing of fruits and vegetables . Additional handl• 
ing of produce on terminal facilities, and the deterioration in quality 
oaused by the resulting delays in being able to place the products 
before the public, are problems that terminals must overcome . The 
tunotion of terminals as places for tanners to display and sell their 
own products is rapidly becoming a part of the past, as well as the 
practice ot housewives Visiting terminals to purchase supplies tor the 
home. Some terminal market dealers are currently purohaaing large 
quantities of their produce directly from growers in many different 
areas at all times during the year, and this practice, it expanded, may 
effect a partial solution to the ills of terminal facilities. Other 
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terminals that depend only upon locally produced fruits and vegetables, 
tailing to tmport out-of-season products from other states, are doomed 
to poai tiona of minor importance or outright failure. 
Currently, state-owned concentration and terminal markets are of 
considerable importance in marketing vegetables, but not fruits. State 
markets are of greatest importance tn Georgia, reflecting the faot that 
most Georgia vegetables are produced on small farms. In Florida, state 
markets have been holcling their own from the standpoint of volume of 
produce handled, but are declining in re la ti ve importance when compared 
to the expansion of the vegetable industry in the state. This circum-
stance has developed as a result of the declining influence of small 
farmers in the production of Florida vegetables. Due to the central 
location of the Columbia Market in South Carolina, other state-owned 
concentration facilities have usually developed only as specialty mar­
kets to handle one or two commodities. Even these markets may find it l 
dittioult to continue operations, however, tor a large percentage of 
South Carolina vegetable tarmers can reach Columbia in from one to two 
hours, where they will generally t:l.nd a larger number of b1V9rs tor 
their products. 
The distribution area for vegetables produced in Florida, Georgia, 
and South Carolina appears to be relatively stable, although it changes 
from time to time as a result of crop failures in this or other pro-
duoing regions . Florida, apparently, has the best opportunity for 
expanding its market area, if agriculturalists are able to develop 
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strains or vegetables that are superior in quality but lower in prioe 
than the same vegetables trom other sections. especially California. 
Beyond this. vegetables suoh as butter beans and pole beans. that oan 
be s old currently only in the South. may be introduced to consumers in 
other portions ot the oolmtry. Vegetable growers. marketing agencies. 
and state and looal governments are becoming increasingly aware of the 
possibilities of advertising and demonstrating the use of these prod­
ucts as a means of expanding their market areas. 
Frozen roods industries have beoome increasingly important in 
supplying vegetables to housewives in reoent years. Convenience of 
preparation is an excellent advertising point. as may be observed trom 
the virtual elimination. of the production or lima beans for sale on the 
trash market. Southern vegetable growers are fearful that the same 
development may ocour with other vegetables. especially since � vege­
tables produced in the South are not suitable tor the fresh frozen mar• 
ket and since it would be possible for frozen food companies to make 
purchases trom auy part of the oountry at any time during the year tor 
supplying winter and early spring demands . For this reason. elaborate 
advertising programs are being prepared to persuade housewives as to 
the advantages of purchasing trash. unfrozen vegetables.  Research into 
plant w.rieties bas also been expanded so that. in the event the adver­
tising program fails. vegetables 'lllAY be grown that are suitable for 
canning and freezing. Certain bulky vegetables. suoh as cabbage and 
oelery, have not proved sui table for the fresh-frozen industry• and 
should continue in their importance on the fresh market for the imm.edi­
ate future. 
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In contrast to the vegetable industries of the state, Florida 
citrus has found its principal market to be more and more the frozen 
concentrate companies.  As a result, the distribution area for Florida 
oi trus is changing, this being especially true for oranges. The rela­
tive decline in fresh citrus sales may mean that in the near future 
Florida oranges will dominate those from other sections only in the 
South, although Florida will probably continue to supply the major 
portion of the nation • s grapetrui t and domestic lime production. 
Georgia and South Carolina should be able to maintain their 
distribution area for peaches. Hew methods of marketing and packaging 
are constantly being introduced and recent experiments with air trans­
portation to northern markets give indication that steps are being 
taken to assure the arrival of the perishable peach to consumers in a 
fresh condition. 
The future of the trui t and vegetable industry in Florida, 
Georgia, and South Carolina, as a whole, appears to be excellent. As 
long as the national population continues to increase, urban areas 
sustain their present growth, real incomes are perpetuated at current 
levels or are allowed to rise, and the producing areas unceasingly 
strive to surmount the great problems that face them, there should be 
room for periodic expansion in production. After witnessing the 
hasards of weather, price, competition, and other discomfiting aspects 
of the industry, however, one is led inescapably to the conclusion that 
it is much better to be writing about the production and marketing of 
fresh fruits and vegetables than to be actively engaged in the business. 
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